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ABSTRACT 
The Norton Anthology of Western Music (NAWM) is a widely used 
textbook for music history courses at the collegiate level, yet there is virtually no 
research literature closely related to any aspect of the Anthology. The purpose of 
this study was to: (1) trace the content transformation of the NAWM six editions, 
chronologically and topically; and (2) describe how the changing content of the 
Anthology has influenced the way music history has been taught. 
The origins of the NA WM, its background within the Norton network, and 
the six editions (1980-2009) are described in the first chapter. In the second 
chapter, the literature about NAWM is reviewed, including the Anthologys place 
among editions of music, published reviews about NA WM, and other works by its 
editors Claude V. Palisca and J. Peter Burkholder. An examination of their 
writings shows the range of their research topics , and points to the modifications 
each of the editors implemented in the different NAWM editions. 
The third chapter concerns NAWM organization, content, chronology, and 
iv 
character of changes across editions. Data in the number and frequency of 
appearance for composers and compositions are presented in tabular form. The 
most prominent composers and compositions are placed into the main categories 
of all-edition, S-edition, and 4-edition composers and works, respectively. 
Changes in chronological order and in the character of every NAWM edition 
include: (1) varied selections of composers and their works; (2) expanded 
historical time frame of presented compositions; (3) inclusion of women 
composers; (4) introduction of textual commentaries for the scores; (5) 
reformulation of period and style in chapter titles; (6) diversification of the scope 
of represented genres and styles; and (7) broadening of geographical 
representation of selected composers. As one result of these modifications a 
core repertory emerged, a repertory that survived the ~hitting sands during the 
anthology's 29-year existence. The thirteen anthology volumes feature 227 
composers and 337 different compositions, with 81 composers and 54 
compositions represented in all editions. 
In the fourth chapter, the future direction of the NAWM is discussed from 
the standpoint of the 6th edition. Recommendations are made for the future 
editions and future research. 
v 
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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 
The Norton Anthology of Western Music (NAWM) is designed as "a 
collection representing the most significant traditions, trends, genres, national 
schools, innovations, and historical developments in the history of music in 
Europe and the Americas."1 Grove Music Online defines anthologies as 
"historical publications of selections and excerpts from a variety of musical 
sources ... subdivided into 'extended anthologies' (containing five or more 
volumes published over a period of five or more years) and 'smaU anthologies'. "2 
The Grove Music Online article classifies the NA WM as one of the "small and 
general"3 anthologies published between 1980 and 1989, and gives the years of 
the first and second publications and the number of volumes. 
NA WM is defined by its title as an "anthology" of "Western" music. Among 
1 
comparable printed collections in the United States, NAWM was preceded by the 
Historical Anthology of Music,4 first published in 1946 in two volumes and 
reprinted nine times through 1970. This anthology is not defined as "Western" 
since the first volume includes music from the Orient and NA WM, despite being 
historical, does not include "historical" in the title. Several other small, general 
1 J. Peter Burkholder, and Claude V. Palisca, eds., Norton Anthology of Western Music, 
51h ed. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 2006), xi . 
2 Charles Sydney Robinson, "Editions, Historical," in Grove Music Online, Oxford Music 
Online, http://Www. oxfordmusiconline. com/subscriber/article/grove/music/08552pg 1 (accessed 
November 27, 201 0). 
3 1bid. 
4 Archibald Davidson and Willi Apel, Historical Anthology of Music (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1946). 
2 
anthologies comparable to the NAWM in content, scope, and number of volumes 
were first published in the decades immediately surrounding NAWMs first 
appearance: the Schirmer Scores: A Repertory of Western Music (1975) by 
Joscelyn Godwin and The Comprehensive Study of Music (1976) by William E. 
Brandt during the 1970s, Study Scores of Historical Styles (1986-87) by Harry B. 
Lincoln and Stephen Bonta and Historical Anthology of Music by Women (1986) 
by James R. Briscoe in the 1980s, and the Development of Western Music: An 
Anthology by Marie K. Stolba (1991) in the 1990s.5 Among these anthologies, the 
most similar to the NA WM are the Schirmer Scores that also resemble the 
Norton Scores editions and the Development of Western Music. The Schirmer 
Scores trailed Norton Scores (1968) by seven years, and the Development of 
Western Music was released eleven years after the NAWM 1st edition. 
The Research Method 
This study is divided into four main chapters. The first chapter consists of 
a presentation of the origins of the NAWM and its relation to other Norton 
publications, its editions and editors, and a rationale for the study with relevant 
terms and delimitations. The second chapter contains a discussion of the 
literature surrounding NAWM and consists of three main sections: conventional 
interpretations of the terms "anthology," "edition," and "collection" as related to 
NA WM; published reviews of the NA WM and comparative analysis of the 
5 Listed in Robinson, "Editions, Historical," in Grove Music Online. 
3 
critiques in reviews; and biographical and bibliographical information on NAWM 
editors Claude V. Palisca and J. Peter Burkholder. The choice of presenting 
other works by the two NAWM editors as a substantial segment of the literature 
review was based on the lack of literature immediately connected to any aspect 
of the Norton Anthology of Western Music and on the abundance of 
musicological literature tentatively addressing some of the issues researched 
here. The writings of NAWM editors Palisca and Burkholder served as a first step 
in the process of uncovering and interpreting the pedagogical philosophies and 
stylistic affinities that became incorporated into the NAWM. Additionally, an 
extensive interview with the NAWM current editor, Peter Burkholder, shed light 
on many questions to which the answers were not found in the literature. In fact, 
results of the Burkholder interview appear throughout the entire text. The third 
chapter delves into the NA WM organization and content, and the character and 
chronology of gradually implemented changes. The fourth chapter conveys the 
importance of the Anthology for music in higher education, its position between 
continuity and modernization, and some possible future directions. 
The method used in this research was primarily a content analysis of the 
thirteen volumes (five two-volume editions and a three-volume 61h edition) of the 
NAWM that constitute the primary sources. The method involved the following 
steps: (1) identification of categories of changes that occurred in every edition 
after the 1st; (2) recording all entries for all composers in the 1st edition in tabular 
form, including the title of each work and corresponding excerpt, name of 
4 
composer, and title of the chapter in which the work appeared, adding new 
composers and new works for every subsequent edition, and tracking all 
changes to the titles, excerpts, composers' names, and chapter titles in every 
subsequent edition; (3) developing levels of representation for each individual 
composer and each individual work; (4) combining composers' representation 
levels across different representation levels for compositions; (5) assembling the 
list of most represented composers and works from data in the tables; (6) 
determining how changes in the representation of individual composers and 
works influenced all observed categories of changes; and (7) interpreting NA WM 
transformation in the context of general trends in the field and giving possible 
implications of this transformation for music history pedagogy. 
The second step, recording all entries for all composers in the 1st 
edition in tabular form and adding new composers and new works for every 
subsequent edition, produced the main data base from which other parameters 
were developed. Geographic origins of composers and their stylistic affiliation 
were tracked concurrently with composer entries, titles of works, and chapter 
titles. Additional entries from edition to edition were followed chronologically, as 
well as the comparison of changes from one edition to the next. Cumulative 
charts for each individual composer included in any of the NAWM first six 
editions determined the categorization in the three representation levels of all-, 5, 
and 4-edition composers and works. 
5 
The Origins of NAWM in the Norton Network 
Edited by Claude V. Palisca (1921-2001), the NAWM "was conceived as a 
companion to Donald J. Grout's A History of Western Music" (HWM). 6 The 1st 
edition of NAWM appeared parallel to the HWM 3rd edition, and since then has 
tracked it at the same rate, two editions behind (HWM 4th edition and NAWM 2nd, 
etc.). At the time of the NAWM launch, Palisca joined Grout (1902-1987) as a co-
author of the HWM 3rd edition and remained in that role through (the latest) ath 
HWM edition (posthumously in the th and ath editions). The th edition brought on 
board J. Peter Burkholder (b. 1954) as a third co-author for the HWM ih and ath 
editions. On the basis of Palisca's work, Burkholder also co-edited the 5th and 5th 
editions of NA WM. Beginning with the NAWM 2nd edition, the textbook is 
complemented by the Norton Recorded Anthology of Western Music (NRA WM), 
which features recordings of all scores presented in the book. At first, the 
recordings were furnished on records and cassette tapes,7 but were later 
replaced with compact discs. 
As a part of Norton network, NA WM is related to several other Norton 
publications. As a supplement to the HWM, NAWM was preceded by The Norton 
Scores edited by Roger Kamien. The Norton Scores series8 continues to be 
6 Claude V. Palisca, ed., Norton Anthology of Western Music, 1st ed. (New York: W. W. 
Norton & Company, Inc., 1980), xviii. 
7 Claude V. Palisca, ed., Norton Anthology of Western Music, 2"ct ed. (New York: W. W. 
Norton & Company, Inc., 1988), xvi. 
8 Roger Kamien, The Norton Scores: An Anthology for Listening, 151 ed. (New York: w. 
W. Norton & Company Inc., 1968); other editions by Kamien were published between 1970 and 
1990 under the same title; the 7th-1Oth editions were published between 1995 and 2007 as The 
published, but the 1st edition of the NAWM that was intended to accompany the 
HWM seemingly replaced The Norton Scores, as recorded in one published 
review about the NAWM 1st edition: 
6 
The [HWMJ third edition is more radical than the second, largely because 
of the change in the accompanying scores. The earlier textual supplement 
was Roger Kamien's The Norton Scores: An Anthology for Listening. This 
has been supplanted by the more systematically matched score anthology 
of Yale's Claude Palisca .. . 9 
NAWM is also related to A Concise History of Western Music by Barbara 
Russano Hanning, 10 which has appeared in four editions to date. 11 Every edition 
includes the statement that the textbook is "based on A History of Western 
Music"12 by the respective authors for each edition. The Concise HWM is 
accompanied by the Concise Norton Recorded Anthology of Western Music. 
Another Norton publication related to NA WM, Study and Listening Guide 
(SLG), appeared almost concurrently with the 1st edition of the Concise HWM. 
SLG complements all three Norton principal general music history textbooks-
HWM, NA WM, and Concise HWM-and is published in two versions. One 
Norton Scores: A Study Anthology, ed. by Kristine Forney; The Norton Scores series is 
complemented by The Norton Recordings. 
9 E[dward] S[trickland], review of A History of Western Music, 3rd ed., by Donald Jay 
Grout; Norton Anthology of Western Music, vol. I, ed. by Claude V. Palisca; and Norton Anthology 
of Western Music, vol. II, ed. by Claude V. Palisca, Fanfare 6 (1983): 327. The review was signed 
only by initials E. S. In an e-mail message in possession of author of the present study, in 
Portland, OR, dated October 23, 2010, representatives of the magazine Fanfare clarified that: 
'The author was Edward Strickland." 
10 Barbara Russano Hanning, e-mail message to author, in possession of author in 
Portland, OR, March 12, 2011. Hanning describes working with Palisca: "I was a doctoral student 
at Yale from 1960 to 1963 and studied with Claude Palisca, among others. He then became my 
mentor and supervised my dissertation on early opera. However, from 1963 on, I resided in New 
York and also spent a year in Italy before finishing my dissertation. So he was, in a sense, a long-
distance advisor. Years later, he worked closely with me ... on the first edition of Concise History. " 
11 Barbara Russano Hanning, Concise History of Western Music (New York: W. W. 
Norton & Company Inc.), 1st ed. 1998; 2nd ed. 2002; 3rd ed. 2007; 41h ed. 2010. 
12 Ibid., on the cover and in the preliminary pages of each respective edition. 
version accompanies HWM and the NAWM and the other accompanies Concise 
HWM and NAWM. 13 The initiation of the SLG in the Norton family was the event 
that brought J. Peter Burkholder into the circle of NAWM-related authors: 
7 
The way this [collaboration] began was with the Study Guide for the 5th 
edition of HWM that corresponds to the NAWM 3rd edition. In 1994, 
Michael Ochs, who was then the music editor at the Norton Company, 
stopped by my office one day. We were talking about HWM and I showed 
him the study questions that I used in my own teaching. A few months 
later, he contacted me and asked if I would be interested in writing a study 
guide. And so I did, and that was my first official connection to the Norton 
and to these textbooks, other than using them in my own teaching. 14 
The NAWM-related Norton general music history textbook "package" thus 
consists of five textual and two recorded publications: HWM, NAWM, SLG for 
HWM and NAWM, Concise HWM, SLG for Concise HWM and NAWM, NRAWM 
and Concise NRAWM. The first to appear was HWM by Grout in 1960, followed 
by NAWM by Palisca in 1980. The SLG by Burkholder15 and Concise HWM by 
Russano Hanning were first published in 1996 and 1998, respectively. Each 
textbook was created by one author: HWM by Grout, NAWM by Palisca, SLG by 
Burkholder, and Concise HWM by Russano Hanning (Table 1 ). Since 2001, 
13 Version for HWM and NAWM: J. Peter Burkholder, Study and Listening Guide for A 
History of Western Music, 5th ed., by Donald Jay Grout and Claude V. Palisca and Norton 
Anthology of Western Music, 3rd ed., by Claude V. Palisca, 1st ed. (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company Inc., 1996); SLG, 2nd ed. for HWM 6th ed. and NAWM 4th ed ., 2001 ; SLG, 3rd ed. for 
HWM 7th ed. and NAWM 5th ed., 2006; and SLG, 4th ed. for HWM 8th ed. and NAWM 6th ed. , 
2010. 
Version for Concise HWM and NAWM: SLG, 1st ed. , for Concise HWM, 1st ed. and 
NAWM 3rd ed. , 1998; SLG, 2nd ed., for Concise HWM, 2nd ed. and NAWM 4th ed., 2002; SLG, 3rd 
ed. , for Concise HWM, 3rd ed. and NAWM 5th ed., 2007; and SLG, 4th ed., for Concise HWM, 4th 
ed. and NAWM, 6th ed., 2010. 
14 J. Peter Burkholder, telephone interview by author, November 8 and 11 , 2010. Tape 
recordinR and written transcription are in possession of author in Portland, OR. 
Burkholder was joined by Jennifer L. King as co-author for the SLG for HWM y'h and 
NAWM 5th editions; HWM ath and NA WM 6th; CHWM 3rd and NAWM 5th; and CHWM 4th and 
NAWM 6th editions. 
8 
Burkholder has been facilitating three of the titles (HWM, NAWM, and SLG), 
while the Concise HWM remains under the authorship of Russano Hanning. 
Table 1 
Chronological Evolution of NAWM-related Norton Textbooks 
Year Textbook Ed Author(s) Accompanied 
1960 HWM 1St Grout 
1973 HWM 2nd Grout Norton Scores 
1980 HWM 3ra Grout/Palisca 
1980 NAWM 1st Palisca 
1988 HWM 4th Grout/Palisca 
1988 NAWM 2nd Palisca NRAWM 
1996 HWM 5th Grout/Palisca 
1996 NAWM 3rd Palisca NRAWM 
1996 SLG for HWM 5th 1st Burkholder 
and NA WM 3rd ed. 
1998 CHWM 1st Russano Hanning CNRAWM 
1998 SLG for CHWM 1st 1st Burkholder 
and NAWM 3rd ed. 
2001 HWM 6m Grout/Palisca 
2001 NAWM 4th Palisca NRAWM 
2001 SLG for HWM 6th 2nd Burkholder 
and NAWM 4th ed. 
2002 CHWM 2nd Russano Hanning CNRAWM 
2002 SLG for CHWM 2nd 2nd Burkholder 
and NAWM 4th ed. 
2006 HWM 7m Grout/Palisca/Burkholder 
2006 NAWM 5th Palisca/Burkholder NRAWM 
2006 SLG for HWM th 3rd Burkholder 
and NA WM 5th ed. 
2006 CHWM 3rd Russano Hanning CNRAWM 
2007 SLG for CHWM 3rd 3rd Burkholder 
and NAWM 5th ed. 
2009 HWM am Grout/Palisca/Burkholder 
2009 NAWM 6th Palisca/Burkholder NRAWM 
2010 SLG for HWM gth 4th Burkholder 
and NAWM 6th ed. 
2010 CHWM 4th Russano Hanning CNRAWM 
2010 SLG for CHWM 4th 4th Burkholder 
and NAWM 6th ed. 
9 
While there are strong connections among NA WM and other Norton 
publications, the fact that the Anthology was intended to stand alone is 
emphasized in the preface of every edition. In the present study NAWM is treated 
as an independent teaching resource, with occasional references to the Norton 
network. The current editor, Burkholder, explains NAWMs dual function: 
The tradition has been that there is a textbook on one hand and 
anthologies on the other hand. I would guess that that was the way the 
commission came to Palisca. Somebody at Norton decided it would be 
good to have an anthology to accompany the HWM textbook. And they 
had previously put out score anthologies like the concerto and the 
symphony. Before the anthology, in the 1970s, at some schools they used 
the Grout [HWM] text as a book and Norton Scores as anthology. 
I think when Palisca set out to do the Norton Anthology he meant it to be a 
companion to Grout's book, but also usable as a free-standing anthology if 
somebody was looking for that. They became more integrated over the 
years, and I think they are still usable independently as long as the 
teacher provides the context.16 
NAWM Editions and Editors 
By the year 2009 NAWM had appeared in six editions: in 1980, 1988, 
1996, 2001, 2006, and 2009. The first five editions are comprised of two volumes 
each and the 6th edition is divided into three volumes. The first four editions were 
prepared solely by Palisca. The 5th and 6th editions were co-edited by Palisca 
and Burkholder and published after Palisca's death. The transition between 
Palisca and Burkholder occurred after the 4th edition (Table 2): 
Once Claude decided he was not going to do any further editions-l 'm 
assuming that that was Claude's decision, I haven't heard otherwise-he, 
16 Burkholder, interview. 
10 
Michael Ochs, and I met informally at the 2000 AMS meeting. Claude, 
Michael Ochs, and I spoke about it and it was clear that Claude was giving 
his consent for the torch to be passed for the next edition to me. And then 
Claude died, almost immediately, in early 2001. 
The 6th edition of the [HWM] book and 4th edition of the Anthology had just 
been published when he died. Michael Ochs then left Norton and was 
replaced with Maribeth Payne. In October 2001, Maribeth Payne 
commissioned me to write a proposal and two sample chapters [for the 
next HWM and NAWM editions]. The proposal would include an outline of 
changes in the Anthology repertory, but would focus primarily on what I 
would change in the HWM book. 
I never had a chance to work with Claude on the textbook or the anthology 
because he died just as the decision was being made. I did do some work 
with him at the time of the study guides [SLG]. I was contracted for the 7th, 
ath, and gth editions of the textbook and for the 5th, 6th, and th editions of 
the Anthology at the same time. 17 
Table 2 
NAWM Editions, Publication Years, Volumes, and Editors 
Edition Publication Number of Editor 
Year Volumes 
1St 1980 2 Palisca 
2nd 1988 2 Palisca 
3rd 1996 2 Palisca 
4th 2001 2 Palisca 
5 th 2006 2 Palisca/Burkholder 
6th 2009 3 Palisca/Burkholder 
Across the six NAWM editions each subsequent edition underwent a 
number of changes. Since the Anthology initially served as a supplement to 
HWM by providing the most relevant scores for Grout's narrative, the first two 
editions do not contain commentaries about selected musical works. Every 
edition after the 1st establishes a new, changed profile of the Anthology by: (1) 
varying selections for certain composers; (2) expanding the historical time frame 
17 Ibid. 
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of presented compositions; (3) including women composers; (4) reformulating 
period and stylistic labeling; (5) introducing textual commentaries for the scores; 
(6) diversifying the scope of represented genres and styles; and (7) broadening 
geographical representation for selected composers. 
As one result of these modifications, a core repertory of composers and 
compositions emerged, a repertory that survived the sifting during the NAWM's 
first 29 years of existence. The thirteen anthology volumes feature 201 known 
and 26 anonymous composers and 337 different compositions by known and 
anonymous composers. Among this repertory, 78 known composers and 54 
compositions (including three by anonymous composers) are represented in all 
six NAWM editions. 
The main turning points across the six editions occurred in the 3rd, 5th, and 
6th editions, the editions with the most significant changes. The 3rd edition 
introduced commentaries and represented more women composers than 
previously; the 5th edition for the first time adopted compositions outside the 
realm of art music; and the 6th edition introduced a large number of twentieth-
century pieces, broadened the geographic representation of composers, and for 
the first time featured certain composers of the Western canon whose omission 
from the previous editions was perplexingly obvious. 
When surveying literature on music history published in the United States 
before the early 1960s, Palisca remarked that "[o]ne of the ironies of publishing in 
musicology is that if a book ... is not capable of fulfilling a classroom role, its 
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publication is often considerably delayed."18 Judging by its frequent reprinting 
through new and enhanced editions, NAWM was capable of fulfilling classroom 
roles. NAWM is widely used in undergraduate music history survey and graduate 
review courses, and in other music disciplines.19 The WorldCat database stores 
records of more than 3,000 worldwide library entries that in some capacity carry 
the NA WM. In addition to all 50 American states and Puerto Rico, NAWM is 
found in university libraries in Australia, Canada, China, Denmark, Greece, Hong 
Kong, Iceland, Ireland, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore, South 
African Republic, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, and 
United Kingdom among countries, as well as in individual libraries that participate 
in the WorldCat. 
Rationale for the Study 
Until the 5th edition, NAWM was oriented exclusively toward art music. 
While the discourse about what constitutes Western music and what kinds of 
musics should be taught in American academia yields a variety of responses, the 
consensus among most authors is that Western art music predominated in 
college music curricula during most of the NAWM's period of existence. This 
situation was not caused by the NAWM. Rather, the Anthology was the result of 
18 Claude V. Palisca, "American Scholarship in Western Music," in Musicology by Frank 
Ll. Harrison, Mantle Hood, and Claude V. Palisca (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1963), 155. 
19 E.g .. , Joel Plaag, "An Overview of and Recommendations on Expressivity in 
Conducting Pedagogy" (D.M.A. diss., University of Houston, 2006), vii; and [n.a.], "A Selected 
Bibliography for AGO Certification Preparation," American Organist Magazine 43 (April2009): 38. 
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the prevailing mentality that long preceded NA WM, but which NA WM continued 
to purport: 
When large numbers of collegiate music departments and schools 
began .. . in the second half of the nineteenth century, many of the leading 
ones developed through an amalgamation of three European institutions: 
the classical medieval university, the conservatory, and the normal 
school. .. Because the performance and music theory (and eventually 
music history) faculties, and thus the curriculum, focused almost entirely 
on classical art music, students training to become music teachers 
became steeped in that musical tradition and no other.20 
The singing masters' Euro-centric attitudes toward music were 
encouraged by university-based intellectuals at Harvard and elsewhere, a 
phenomenon that continues today as professors try to tell others what 
music they should teach and why they should teach it, not to mention what 
music they and others should like. University music departments and 
schools provide non-music major courses in various types of musics, but 
for music majors only the best will do, or so many music professors 
think.21 
In an early article from 1983, the future NAWM co-editor Burkholder, who 
premiered Western music other than art music in NAWM in 2006, discussed the 
music of the (then) last 100 years and implied the likely inevitability of conceding 
of the "mainstream" to other musics: 
We speak of "modern music," "contemporary music," "new music," or 
"20th -century music ... " and recognizing the vast amount of contemporary 
music we intuitively exclude from these categories: jazz, popular music, 
music for the movies .. . We can not find the mainstream, cannot define 
what binds this diverse group of composers together, and thus cannot find 
any other label. Yet, there is a mainstream of the 20th-century music, one 
which held sway from the closing decades of the 19th century through the 
20 Jere T. Humphreys, "Popular Music in the American Schools: What the Past Tells Us 
about the Present and the Future," in Bridging the Gap: Popular Music and Music Education, ed. 
Carlos Xavier Rodriguez (Reston, VA: MENC, The National Association for Music Education, 
2004), 96-97. 
21 Jere T. Humphreys, "Some Notions, Stories, and Tales about Music and Education in 
Society: The Coin's Other Side," Journal of Historical Research in Music Education 23 (April 
2002): 138-39. 
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Second World War and has continued to have great influence ... ln a word, 
the mainstream is historicist: these composers are writing music for a 
museum, for that is what the concert hall has become.22 
The Euro-centric attitude toward presenting music history subjects at the 
collegiate level courses originated in the field of musicology and was 
strengthened by the emigration of European musical elites to the United States 
before and during the World War II. Glimpses of change eventually occurred in 
the same field, but usually only through collaboration with other disciplines: 
Musicology ... has adopted a mandate that has been not only positivistic, 
but also strongly conservative. This mandate was reinforced by the impact 
of World War II, which saw America assume responsibility for the 
European humanist heritage, an agenda significantly co-defined by major 
protagonists who had escaped European oppression and devastation ... 
As a recent, and hence "residual" discipline within the academy, 
anthropology has built itself by studying ... below and beyond the 
circumference of Western high culture, and including people marginalized 
by geography as well as hegemony ... At the same time, the interaction 
between Western music historians and their colleagues from other 
cultures also contributes pragmatically to the active negotiating of cross-
cultural communication .. . Ciearly, then ... the anthropologizing of history 
and historicizing of anthropology are beginning to take place in music 
scholarship. And the very mutuality of the process is increasingly drawing 
anthropological and historical musicologists into dialogues of expanding 
scope and diversity.23 
Until only a few years ago, the new attitudes about practical aspects of the 
teaching of music history had yet to be discussed in professional circles, or 
implemented in practice: 
In thirty years as a member of the AMS [American Musicological Society], 
I cannot recall that a single discussion of contemporary music history 
22 J. Peter Burkholder, "Museum Pieces: The Historicist Mainstream in Music of the Last 
Hundred Years, " The Journal of Musicology 2 (spring 1983): 115-16. 
23 Regula Burckhardt Qureshi, "Music Anthropologies and Music Histories: A Preface and 
an Agenda," Journal of the American Musicological Society 48 (autumn 1995): 332-34, and 337. 
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teaching has appeared in its journal or has been offered in prime time at a 
national meeting.24 
The claim thus remains that art music still occupies curricula for music majors 
and dictates their education: 
University music departments exert a great deal of soft policy influence on 
the music education enterprise through their role in the formation and 
professional development of teachers. Admission policies determine who 
matriculates into teacher education programs, and, in turn, what students 
learn in the schools ... the majority of students in music teacher education 
programs specialize in the Western classical tradition. Once admitted, 
they are provided with a narrow curriculum that focuses on developing 
skills and tastes in that same Western classical tradition and its associated 
paradigms. 25 
Indeed, given the American origins and continuing dominance in the world 
of popular music ... it is paradoxical that western art music continues to 
predominate in American music teacher education programs.26 
Until its 5th edition in 2006, an entirely art music-based NAWM influenced 
music students, including music education majors, through the teachings of their 
professors who were trained in the NA WM-oriented music history classes, and 
through their own studies of music history in courses using the Norton Anthology 
of Western Music. Those preparing to become music teachers and exposed to 
the influences of NAWM in turn influenced the way music has been taught in 
schools. The Anthology profile changed remarkably in the 5th and 61h editions due 
24 James R. Briscoe, review of Teaching Music History, by Mary Natvig, JAMS 57 
(autumn 2004): 694. A joint session of The College Music Society and the American Musicological 
Society, held at the 1987 annual meeting in New Orleans featured the topic: "Musicology and 
Undergraduate Teaching." Four papers presented at this session were published in the CMS 28 (1988): 10-
23 (fns: 296~99). 
25 Patrick M. Jones, "Hard and Soft Policies in Music Education: Building the Capacity of 
Teachers to Understand, Study, and Influence Them," Arts Education Policy Review 110 
(summer 2009): 29. 
26 Jui-Ching Wang and Jere T. Humphreys, "Multicultural and Popular Music Content in 
an American Music Teacher Education Program," International Journal of Music Education: 
Research 27 (February 2009): 22. 
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to Burkholder's additions, which included not only works considered to be other 
than art music, but also those that had been geographically marginalized: 
In recent decades, scholars and teachers of music history have expanded 
our reach to encompass a wider range of music. Musicologists have 
produced a flood of research in areas that previously were little studied 
and have introduced new methods and perspectives. This work has 
challenged the old paradigms of music history and has raised questions 
about what and how we should teach. 
These questions have come into particularly sharp focus for me since 
2001, when I was asked to prepare the next editions of A History of 
Western Music, the leading textbook in English for the past half century, 
and the accompanying Norton Anthology of Western Music. These texts 
are canonic, in several senses: they are the oldest music history textbooks 
currently in widespread use; most students in music history survey 
courses in North America use them, as do students around the world , 
including translations into languages from Spanish to Korean; many 
students keep these books after the course is over and return to them 
throughout their careers as musicians and listeners; most North 
Americans who teach music history used A History of Western Music 
when we were students ourselves ... and all the principal alternative 
textbooks in English now on the market were written in response to this 
text and this anthology.27 
The relevance of the NAWM for music history education in the United 
States throughout its entire existence, before and after the 5th edition, lies in its 
lengthy and wide-spread use. It is reasonable to conclude that this textbook has 
reached teachers and students across North America and that its content has 
affected how the history of Western music, and particularly Western art music, 
has been taught and comprehended over the last three decades. 
Claude Palisca designed the NAWM according to his belief in the Western 
canon and its overreaching significance for the existence and survival of 
27 J. Peter Burkholder, "Music of the Americas and Historical Narratives," American Music 
27 (winter 2009): 399-400. 
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fundamental musical traditions. He was equally involved in entrenching the 
Western musical traditions in the public school and college music curricula. He 
pursued these convictions at the 1963 Yale Seminar on Music Education and, 
subsequently, in the NAWM. Both issues, the canonization and its dissemination, 
provoke polemical discourse among music teachers, music history pedagogues, 
and musicologists. 
Canon is considered a "list of composers or works assigned value and 
greatness by consensus."28 The literature, in different words, describes the canon 
as "repertorial" and "disciplinary. "29 The first deals with repertories of pieces"30 or 
"a body of works considered important to know as works, "31 and "they are usually 
the outstanding examples of their genres."32 The second deals with "paradigms 
of how musicology is practiced,"33 and concerns defining stylistic attributes, 
context, and reception of the work. "The components of a canon are historical 
landmarks ... [w]e need ... to comprehend our musical evolution."34 The canonicity 
emerges from tradition and tradition is based not only on objective qualities of the 
works, but on a general consensus of musical experts, publishers, and 
28 Jim Samson, "Canon (iii}, " in Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http:/lwww.oxfordmusiconline.com. proxy .lib. pdx.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/01 005 
(accessed September 20, 2011 ). 
29 Marcia J. Citron, "Women and the Western Art Canon: Where Are We Now?" Notes 64 
(December 2007): 210. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Austin B. Caswell, "Canonicity in Academia: A Music Historian's View," Journal of 
Aesthetic Education 25 (autumn 1991}: 129. 
32 Michael Mark, "Response to 'How We got Into Canonicity and What It Has Done to Us: 
An American Music Historian's View of Music in Academia, "' by Austin B. Caswell, Philosophy of 
Music Education Newsletter 3 (November 1990): 3. 
33 Citron, "Women and the Western Art Canon," 210. 
34 Mark, "Response to 'How We Got Into Canonicity."' 
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audiences. "Thus 'greatness' is not inherent in a work but accumulates gradually 
through a process at the point of contact between the work and its reception."35 
The critics deem the process of canonicity as imposing a canonic 
judgment to the music that falls out of its perimeter, thus, "however much we may 
approve of some of its educational products, [it] is ideologically ill founded."36 The 
old paradigms of music history37 where gender, race, and location played a 
decisive role in inclusion in the canon were challenged by arising gender studies, 
popular music studies, and geographic decentralization. The stature of the canon 
has been exposed as single-cultured and unsustainable in the postmodernist 
perspective. "Hence the democratic embrace by scholarship of the non-canonic 
repertories of a consumer-orientated and media-conscious society. "38 In 
opposition to de-canonizing, the appeal for addressing "this marginalization of 
Western classical music" recalls Palisca's positions that he expressed at the 
1963 Yale Seminar on Music Education: 
When I ask music teachers whether the Yale Seminar criticisms of school 
music repertoire still hold true, I am often assured that they do. Such 
teachers worry that in becoming more inclusive in the sense of being more 
aware of vernacular and popular musics of one's own and other places, 
the Western classical tradition has gotten short shrift in the music 
curriculum. 39 
35 Zofia Lissa, "Prolegomena to the Theory of Musical Tradition," International Review of 
Music Aesthetics and Sociology 1 (Jun. 1970): 46. 
36 Caswell, "Canonicity in Academia," 130. 
37 Burkholder, interview. 
38 Samson, "Canon (iii) ." 
39 Estelle R. Jorgensen, "Western Classical Music and General Education," Philosophy of 
Music Education Review 11 (fall 2003): 133. 
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Recent discussion in the literature on the status of canon notwithstanding, 
finds that the Western classical music canon remains alive. It was the process of 
changing of the canon content that secured its adaptability, or otherwise the 
canon may not have survived. At the same time, the softening of boundaries 
between art and popular music, internationalization of music, and reassessment 
of fixed values that took place during the twentieth century resulted in the 
formulation and eventual accommodation of multiple canons that exist 
concurrently with "the" canon. 
The parallel canons that have arisen in the wake of the central European 
canon, even though they were created for repertories that were formerly 
denied canonical status, often rely on the same value systems that 
created the traditional canon ... [M]any works by composers including 
Bartok [sic], Stravinsky, Britten, and Shostakovich belong undisputedly to 
the concert canon, just as Schoenberg, Serio, and Cage belong to the 
new music one ... jazz has become increasingly accepted as a twentieth 
century art music, and popular music has gained much greater respect.40 
According to Anne Shreffler, the fact that the canon contents endured changes 
over time does not in itself substantiate the weakening of the canon or its 
decanonization. Similarly, the existence of concurrent canons does not void their 
authority, but rather instigates its fragmentation into multiple authorities. It also 
further implies the continuing re-shaping of canonic orders where the canon 
"paradoxically" serves as a schema for hierarchies in parallel canons and for the 
dissemination of similar values. 
The two questions-canonicity and its place in music education-are 
40 Anne C. Shreffler, "Musical Canonization and Decanonization in the Twentieth 
Century," in Der Kanon der Musik: Theorie und Geschichte. Ein Handbuch, ed. by Klaus 
Pietschmann und Melanie Wald . http://harvard .academia.edu (accessed March 29, 2012). 
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interconnected. The Norton Anthology of Western Music stands at the center of 
both questions. The anthology was conceived by the canon and as a bi-product 
of the Yale Seminar. While it addressed some of the postmodernist challenges 
through the editions, it did not abandon the canon. In that way, NAWM exhibits 
some of the key issues for music education: canonicity and its implications for 
music history pedagogy. 
Within the extant research literature on music history courses in collegiate 
music schools and departments in the United States, especially since the 1980s 
when the NAWM was first published, there are virtually no research studies 
closely related to any aspect of NA WM. The rationale for the present study is in 
recognizing and describing the instructional direction the Anthology has 
prescribed for music history pedagogy in college and university music programs, 
including programs for music education majors. NAWM embraced some of 
innovations in the field of humanities (including musicology) and conveyed them 
to the field of music history pedagogy by bringing in some composers and works 
from outside the traditional mainstream, mainly female composers and 
musicians, composers from non-Western regions, and jazz works. At the same 
time, the Anthology accumulated a number of composers and works Whose 
repeated appearances through editions made their presence consistent and 
continuous. This study chronologically and topically traces the content 
transformation of the six editions of the Norton Anthology of Western Music, and 
describes how this changing content of the NA WM influenced the way music 
history has been taught. 
Relevant Terms 
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Edition numbers are given in Arabic ordinal numbers for the 15 \ 2"d, 3rd, 
4th, sth, and 6th editions, and volumes are marked in Roman numerals: I, II, and 
Ill. Frequently used acronyms for Norton network textbooks are: NAWM for 
Norton Anthology of Western Music, HWM for A History of Western Music, SLG 
for the Study and Listening Guide, CHMWfor Concise History of Western Music, 
NRAWM for Norton Recorded Anthology of Western Music, and CNRAWM for 
Concise Norton Anthology of Western Music. Acronyms are also used for the 
periodicals repeatedly mentioned in the text and footnotes: AMT for American 
Music Teacher, BCRME for the Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music 
Education, CMS for College Music Symposium, JAMS for Journal of the 
American Musicological Society, JM for The Journal of Musicology, LJ for Library 
Journal, MEJ for Music Educators Journal, and TMT for The Musical Times. 
To specify and describe changes that occurred among editions, the 
following terms were developed and employed: all-edition composer, all-edition 
composition, S-edition composer, S-edition composition, and 4-edition composer 
and 4-edition composition. These terms are used in one of two forms: either in 
the full form as "an all-edition composer," or as a contracted combination as "all-
and S-edition composers." The term all-edition composer refers to composers 
represented by at least one work in all six editions considered in this study; all-
edition compositions refers to pieces included in all six editions; and 5- and 4-
edition composers and 5- and 4-edition compositions refer to composers and 
compositions, omitted from one or two of the six editions, respectively. 
An all-edition composition automatically qualifies its composer as an all-
edition composer, but an all-edition composer does not necessarily yield an all-
edition composition. This is due to many composers represented with different 
works in different editions, resulting in a composer being present in all editions 
but not with one consistently present piece. The same applies to all other 
designations (e.g., S-edition). The multiple combinations among developed 
categories are expressed through composers represented with one, more than 
one, or no representative piece. 
Delimitations of the Study 
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This study is aimed at describing major traits of the content of the NAWMs 
six editions, and only to a limited degree to exploring possibilities that did not 
become a part of the NA WM. The mention of composers and compositions not 
included in the Anthology is occasional and nonsystematic, and based in part on 
the observations of NA WM reviewers. 
The commentaries preceding the scores, first introduced in the 3rd edition, 
represent an important part of the NA WM and reiterate its separation from the 
HWM. The commentaries are not uniformly designed, and are in this study 
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analyzed by their general characteristics. In all their variety, the detailed 
comparison of all the commentaries, and particularly the discussion of the formal 
and harmonic analysis they suggest, is beyond the scope of this work. 
While the changes in the names of composers as they appear through 
the editions are observed and reported in the present study, the changes in the 
title of the same work in different editions,41 the added notes accompanying the 
titles in certain editions,42 and changes in selection of movements, scenes, or 
acts within the same composition from edition to edition43 are observed and 
recorded. However, only those changes considered important in that they 
influenced the composers' and compositions' rankings or core repertory, are 
reported. 
41 E.g., the 1st-4th edition trope title "Quem quaeritis in praesepe" was changed in the 5th 
edition to "Quem queritis in presepe" (along with the added note that this trope is based on Puer 
natus). 
42 E.g., to de Vitry's motet entered in the 1st (no. 17) and 2nd (no. 21) editions as "Garrit 
Gallus-In nova fert -Neuma" a note: "motet from Roman de Fauvef' was added in the 3rd edition 
(no. 20). 
43 E.g., the selection for Peri's L' Euridice changed in the 3rd, 5th, and 6th editions. The 3rd 
edition omitted the numbers "Chi narri ohime" and "Non piango." 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE RELATED TO NAWM 
Anthologies, Editions, and NAWM's Place among Collections 
Anthologies are defined as collections of "musical works selected from a 
particular repertory,"44 in manuscript or in printed form. Printed collections are 
considered editions of music and are broadly classified as comprehensive or 
selective. Comprehensive editions of music tend to present one topic in its 
entirety, while selective editions are based on the features representative of a 
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certain composer, genre, or style. Particular collections found in these two types 
of editions "vary in degree of selectivity and format. "45 Among the comprehensive 
music editions are monuments, historical sets, and catalogs. Selective music 
editions consist of music anthologies. 
Thus, the two groups of music anthologies are manuscript anthologies or 
sources, and printed anthologies or editions. As a selective edition of a collection 
of musical works, the Norton Anthology of Music falls into the category of printed 
anthologies. "The value of printed anthologies for the musical scholar and 
performer goes beyond the individual musical items contained, for the entire 
make-up of each one reflects the judgment of a knowledgeable contemporary, its 
compiler, of the interests, tastes and needs of the musical public of that time and 
44 Charles Sydney Robinson, "Anthology," in Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http://WINW.oxfordmusiconline. com. proxy .lib. pdx. edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/01 005 
(accessed November 22, 201 0). 
45 Phillip D. Crabtree, Sourcebook for Research in Music (Bloomington, IN: Indiana 
University Press, 1993), 160. 
place. Thus, anthologies can suggest many aspects of social use."46 
'"Historical Sets and Monuments' and 'Composers' Complete Works and 
Catalogues' are of more scholarly nature, while the 'Anthologies of Music' list is 
of a more practical intent."47 Music anthologies are limited by period, genre, or 
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gender, and most are organized in two volumes. In Crabtree's list, anthologies of 
music are classified as general: limited to an era, medium, or region; and as 
comprehensive multivolume sets. The Norton Anthology of Western Music is 
entered under "General Anthologies," in the same group with anthologies for 
musical analysis48 and other comparable collections. 
Musical editions are further delineated as historical or critical. "A historical 
edition may be generally defined as one devoted to a body of work of the past; a 
critical edition is one based on scholarly evaluation and collation of sources, 
taking into account variant readings and innumerable aspects of contemporary 
performance practice."49 The two types of editions address the practical and 
academic side of music, and while one usually prevails, they are compatible and 
often coexist in one edition. "The model for historical and critical editions of music 
has always been the critical editing of the literary classics, and it is no accident 
that they first came into existence only after a widespread sense of a 'classical' 
46 Robinson, "Anthology." 
47Crabtree, Sourcebook, 160. 
48 Ibid. E.g., Burkhart, Anthology for Musical Analysis; and Turek, ed., Analytical 
Anthologr of Music. 
4 Jeffrey Dean, "Editions, Historical and Critical," in The Oxford Companion to Music, Oxford 
Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e2188 (accessed 
November 24, 2010). 
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tradition of music had been evolved, in mid-18th_century England."50 
Historical and critical editions, and editions with dual functions that 
serve as both historical and critical, can be comprehensive or selective and 
present complete works (Gesamtausgaben), or "a unified musical repertory 
derived from the same or from closely related original sources"51 (Denkmaler), or 
a limited selection. "Another type of historical and critical edition is the didactic 
anthology," among which the anthologies published in the twentieth century and 
comparable to NAWM include "Riemann's Musikgeschichte in Beispielen 
(Leipzig, 1912), Arnold Schering's Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen (Leipzig, 
1931 ), and Willi Apel's Historical Anthology of Music (Cambridge, MA, 1946-
50)."52 
Within the literature about musical editions, Oxford Music Online includes 
the NAWM in the group of general and small anthologies. 53 NAWM is also 
entered in the Collected Editions: Historical Series, Sets, and Monuments of 
Music by George R. Hill and Norris L. Stephens, and labeled as significant 
according to the authors' explanation in the preface: "[t]he present bibliography, 
containing approximately half of the potential total of materials, comprises entries 
for the most significant series and sets."54 This bibliography assigns Norton 
editions a separate title, "Norton Anthology," under which different Norton-
50 Ibid. 
51 Robinson, "Editions, Historical." 
52 Dean, "Editions, Historical and Critical. " 
53 Robinson, "Editions, Historical." 
54 George R. Hill and Norris L. Stephens, Collected Editions: Historical Series, Sets, and 
Monuments of Music (Berkeley, CA: Fallen Leaf Press, 1997), xi. 
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network musical publications are listed; the NAWM is entered twice for the first 
two editions. 
The Norton Anthology of Western Music therefore can be defined as a 
printed collection, a musical edition of "practical intent,"55 and further, an 
anthology of selective (as opposed to comprehensive) character. It is also small 
as measured by the number of volumes, 56 significant, and as reinforced 
numerous times in the Anthology prefaces by NAWMs first editor, Claude 
Palisca, it is a historical collection. 57 
The Initial Reception of the Norton Anthology 
of Western Music in Periodical Reviews 
Five published reviews appeared in response to the publication of the 
Norton Anthology of Western Music. Four of them reported the release of the 
NAWM 1st edition within three years after it came out (1980), and one covered 
the 2"d edition in the year following its publication (1988). Four reviewers 
described the Anthology in conjunction with Donald Jay Grout's A History of 
Western Music (HWM) by reviewing new editions of both textbooks, or by relating 
NAWM as an accompanying score collection to the HWM. Four (different) 
reviewers commented on auxiliary segments of the NAWM (i.e., indices, tables 
with instruments, and abbreviations), translations of the texts in languages other 
than English, and technical quality of the reproductions of the scores. One 
55 Crabtree, Sourcebook, 160. 
56 Robinson, "Editions, Historical." 
57 Palisca, ed., Norton Anthology of Western Music, 151 ed. , xv. 
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reviewer presented only a basic description of the Anthology along with the 
notice of its publication, and the other four reviewers examined different aspects 
of NAWMs content. The value of these reviews is that they serve as the only 
published documents about the initial reception of the Norton Anthology of 
Western Music. 
The NAWM 1st edition was reviewed by Allen Skei in the Library Journal 
(LJ) in 1980, by an unnamed reviewer in the Music Educators Journal (MEJ) in 
1981 , by Esther Hoffman Weinstein in the American Music Teacher (AMT) in 
1981, and by Edward Strickland in Fanfare in 1983. The 2"d edition was reviewed 
by Nigel Simeone in The Musical Times (TMT) in 1989.58 
Reviews of the NAWM 
The anonymous review in the "Book Browsing" section of MEJ served as a 
brief announcement of the NAWM publication. It referred only to the first volume, 
which "covers medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque music [and] includes works 
of both great and small stature."59 This is the shortest and least informative of the 
five reviews, as it does not discuss NA WM characteristics other than listing 
period forms (e.g., motet, mass, chanson, arias, opera, and theatre). The 
58 Allen B. Skei, review of Norton Anthology of Western Music, by Claude V. Palisca, 
Library Journal1 05 (November 15, 1980): 2415; [n.a.], review of Norton Anthology of Western 
Music, by Claude V. Palisca, Music Educators Journal67 (March 1981 ): 1 06; Esther Hoffman 
Weinstein, review of Norton Anthology of Western Music, ed. by Claude V. Palisca, American 
Music Teacher 31 (September 1981 ): 43; Edward Strickland, review of A History of Western 
Music: 326-28 (fn. 9); and Nigel Simeone, review of A History of Western Music, by Donald J. 
Grout and Claude V. Palisca, and Norton Anthology of Western Music, by Claude V. Palisca, The 
Musical Times 130 (August 1989): 477. 
59 [n.a.], review of "Norton Anthology," MEJ. 
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reviewer also noted that the music was presented in its original notation60 and 
that several works had original lyrics translated into English .. 
The three other reviews devoted to the NAWM 1st edition (LJ, AMT, and 
Fanfare) have several similarities. They all tie the Anthology to the Grout text, 
they all give the number of presented scores (158), and they all note technical 
features such as clarity of print and translations of foreign language texts. The 
reviews vary in the scope of analysis and in lenience toward the editor, although 
all are highly affirmative. Weinstein gave the editor the most credit, concluding 
that "[t]hese volumes are the result of a splendid idea well executed."61 Skei 
praised Palisca for choosing the works and editions "well," but complained about 
the paperback format and the "fairly high" price. 62 Strickland suggested that "if 
you lost your moldy copy of one of the earlier [Grout] editions, you'll both enjoy 
and benefit from a refresher course with this lucid and erudite survey" to which 
"the addition of the Palisca scores is a major advantage," and for which "quibbles 
notwithstanding, Palisca deserves our gratitude for his editorial skills."63 
The earliest of the five reviews of the NA WM, by Skei in the Library 
Journal, begins with the name Donald Jay Grout, praising his "extraordinarily 
60 This is incorrect as the presented scores and score excerpts were printed in edited and 
published versions. 
61 Weinstein, review of" Norton Anthology," AMT. The word "splendid" is also found in 
Simeone's review of the NAWM 2"d edition in The Musical Times, from 1989. 
62 Skei, review of "Norton Anthology," LJ. Indeed, the purchase price listed in this article 
is $24.95 per volume (same as listed in the MEJ), while AMT quotes $12.95 per volume and 
Fanfare $13.95 per volume. The reviewers in the LJ and the AMTwere reporting from Fresno, 
California, and Las Vegas, Nevada, respectively. 
63 Strickland, review of" A History of Western Music," 327-28. 
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popular History of Western Music,"64 despite the review being titled a critique of 
the Norton Anthology of Western Music in two volumes. Skei described the 
Anthology as the latest of the Norton editions, with 158 pieces of music that 
unambiguously represent the principal repertories of Western music and "reflect 
very well the intentions of the composers."65 The review quickly moves to 
auxiliary features (i.e., reproductions of engravings, foreign text translations, 
glossary, indices, table of instruments, and abbreviations) that all "add to the 
anthology's utility."66 It is here that Skei, perhaps most directly of all reviewers, 
remarked on the value of NAWMs purpose and practicality. Both Weinstein in 
the American Music Teacher and Strickland in Fanfare recalled "with nostalgia" 
gathering scores to match "pre-finals cafeteria reviews of a thousand years of 
music,"67 presuming that the Palisca collection would certainly "make the lives of 
countless music-history students richer and easier."68 In his rather succinct text, 
Allen Skei identified this NA WM characteristic as utility and thereby established 
an important measure for the evaluation of the collection. 
Weinstein's review in the American Music Teacher largely drew on 
Palisca's preface to the Anthology. Introduced at the beginning of the article, the 
collection's "historical" character is garnished with quotations from the NAWM 
preface regarding the superior works of Western music, historical connections, 
influences, and stylistic turning points. Paraphrasing the NAWM editor, the 
64 Skei, review of " Norton Anthology." 
65 1bid. 
66 lbid. 
67 Strickland, review of "A History of Western Music," 327. 
66 Weinstein, review of "Norton Anthology." 
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reviewer verified that the "158 substantial selections do indeed represent every 
important trend, genre, national school, and historical development or 
innovation ... of Western music."69 The reviewer also made two unique 
observations about technical matters: that the measures were numbered 
throughout the anthology and that there were no commentaries accompanying 
the works. The fact that the collection was intended to accompany Grout's text 
explains the latter omission.70 
In the Fanfare review, Strickland related the NAWMto the 3rd edition of the 
HWM, described as "more radical than the second, largely because of the 
change in the accompanying scores." The earlier editions of HWM were aided by 
Kamien's The Norton Scores, which now "has been supplanted by the more 
systematically matched score anthology of Yale's Claude Palisca."71 
This reviewer also expressed certain reservations about the Anthology, 
which he articulated through three main concerns. One perceived problem was 
the lack of a stronger exponent within the "Classical Sonata" chapter. Mainly, 
Domenico Scarlatti, C. P. E. Bach, Clementi, and Dussek, "all of whom are fine, 
all of whom are clearly not the first rank,''72 do not fully represent the Classical 
sonata repertory. The second complaint is directed toward the chapter entitled 
"Romantic Orchestral Music," which the reviewer evaluated as "extraordinarily 
69 1bid. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Strickland, review of" A History of Western Music," Fanfare, 327. 
72 1bid. 
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lightweight,"73 consisting only of Berlioz's Queen Mab Scherzo, Mendelssohn's 
incidental music to A Midsummer Night Dream, and the fourth movement of 
MacDowell's Suite for Orchestra. The last remark concerns the location of John 
Dowland in the Renaissance section of the Grout text but in the Baroque section 
of the NAWM, a discrepancy that the reviewer explained as Palisca's tendency to 
stress monodic connection in Dowland's air, "Flow my Tears."74 
The lone reviewer of the second edition of the NA WM, Simeone in The 
Musical Times, related the new work to the History of Western Music. The title 
alone, "History Revised," forecasted less commendation than that generated by 
the reviews of the Anthology's first edition. Simeone patiently dissected HWM 
from Palisca's partially fulfilled promises in the textbook preface, through "a 
chronological, almost exclusively composer-oriented format which precludes 
adequate consideration of crucial wider issues," to a number of omitted 
composers. The section devoted to the HWM ended with decisive statements 
that this Grout 4th edition "presents a view of music history which is both easily 
digestible and disturbingly narrow," and that "[h]ere is a book which should 
perhaps be regarded as, at best, a necessary evil."75 It is not surprising, 
according to the reviewer, that due to its close relationship to HWM the NAWM 
2"d edition raised the same concerns. However, most of the criticism in this 
review was directed at the HWM, with less directed toward the NAWM. Simeone 
73 1bid. 
74 1bid. 
75 Simeone, review of "A History of Western Music." The HWM 4th edition was published 
in 1988 and Donald J. Grout died in 1987. In his critique, Simeone referred to the HWM co-
author, Claude Palisca. 
expressed his concern about omitted composers, but countered it with 
commendation for the number of presented complete works or excerpts that 
serve as examples from which the reader is enabled "to form an independent 
judgment."76 
Simeone's main objection was directed toward the Romantic selections, 
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both orchestral and chamber. The "Romantic Orchestral Music" chapter received 
similar feedback as the same section in the 1st edition. Much like Strickland six 
years earlier (1983), Simeone objected that MacDowell's Suite for Orchestra77 
was one of only three works representing orchestral music of the Romantic era, 
"an endearingly batty choice which betrays NAWM's country of origin."78 Other 
criticism was directed toward the selection of chamber music for the same 
period, which, limited to only one piece (Brahms, Piano Quintet. in f-minor, op. 
34) , the reviewer considered an insufficient number.79 
Simeone also pointed out the poor printed quality of the reproduced score 
for Bartok's Music for Strings, Percussion and Celeste, and the seemingly 
arbitrary choice of full scores versus piano reductions for operatic excerpts. The 
reviewer concluded that "[a]s with previous editions of Grout and NAWM these 
76 1bid. 
77 Ibid. Simeone refers to this piece as Second (Indian) Suite, but the work is listed in the 
NAWM as Suite for Orchestra, op. 48. 
78 Nigel Simeone, e-mail message to author in possession of author in Portland, OR, April 
4, 2011 : "[W]hat I was trying to say (for a largely British readership) , is that the choice of 
MacDowell's Indian Suite was one that could be seen as a little eccentric from a European 
perspective. However, though it was arguably eccentric (except, perhaps, to an American writer-
hence the point about the book's country of origin), it's also a charming piece to have chosen. 
Hence I said it was endearingly batty (eccentric) rather than just batty (tout court) ." 
79 Simeone, review of A History of Western Music. 
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latest incarnations need to be treated with caution and circumspection."80 
Echoes of Reviews in NAWM Future Editions 
In addition to providing historical testimony about the publication and initial 
receptions to the NAWM, the reviewers also underscored issues that pointed to 
changes in subsequent editions of the Anthology. The most pressing questions 
were those identified by more than one reviewer, but Weinstein's comments 
about numbering score measures and the lack of commentaries were insightful. 
Measure Numbering 
Almost all works in both volumes of the NAWM 1st edition (following the 
excerpts of meter -free early works at the beginning of volume I) had numbered 
measures. The exception among the early selections was Adam de Ia Halle's 
rondeau "Robins m'aime" from Jeu de Robin et de Marion (score number seven 
in the NAWM 151 edition), which was published in modern notation in a single 
melodic line, with 34 measures delineated by bar lines but not numbered. This 
example remained without measure numbers through all six editions. 
Unnumbered measures within works in later chapters are found in the airs 
from John Gay's The Beggars' Opera (score 78 in NAWM 1, volume 1)81 and 
Johann Sebastian Bach's organ chorales Durch Adams Fall and BVW 641 
80 Ibid. 
81 The Beggar's Opera is the only work that changed volumes in NAWM. In the first two 
editions it is included in volume I, and in all later editions it appears in volume II. 
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setting of the chorale Wenn wir in hochsten Noten sein (scores 95 and 96, 
NA WM 1 ). The Gay excerpts are presented in modern notation and furnished 
with key and meter signatures and bar lines throughout 25 unnumbered 
measures. The Bach chorales are also measured, but are short, only thirteen and 
nine measures, respectively. Since Bach's BVN 668a second setting of the 
Wenn wirchorale (score 96c, NAWM 1), which consists of45 measures, 
included numbers, the brevity of the first two chorales may be the reason the 
measure numbers were omitted. Like the de Ia Halle excerpt, the same score 
was used in all subsequent editions of the excerpts by Gay and Bach, and all 
works except Bach's Wenn wir chorale were included in all six NAWM editions. 
In most scores in the 1st edition the measures are numbered starting with 
measure 1, regardless of the location within the entire work in case of excerpts, 
but a few start with the actual measure number found in the complete score. 
Those that start with the measure number from the complete score are Claudio 
Monteverdi's L' Jncoronazione di Poppea (score 70, NAWM 1, starting with 
measure 255), Giacomo Carissimi's Historia di Jephte (score 83, NAWM 1, 
measure 287), and Alban Berg's Wozzeck (score 156, NAWM 1, measure 122). 
These excerpts originate in places past the beginning of the works, thus justifying 
the numbers starting with measures other than 1 in each case. However, George 
Frideric Handel's82 Saul (score 87, NAWM 1) and Gioacchino Rossini's II 
82 Grove Music Online features both English (Handel, George Frideric) and German 
(Handel, Georg Friederich) spellings, with the German in parentheses; Merriam-Webster's 
Biographical Dictionary prescribes only the English version, George Frideric Handel. Handel is in 
all NAWM editions entered with the English spelling (see fn. 341). 
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Barbiere di Siviglia (score 133, NAWM 1) are also extracted from the complete 
score past the beginning, but are both counted from measure 1. This is a minor 
inconsistency within the NAWM. It is compensated by the "utility" of the NAWM 
user having the measures numbered irrespective of the method used, rather than 
leaving measures unnumbered. 
In addition to this, in three other examples measures are marked in 
different ways. Paul Hindemith's Mathis der Mahler(score 157, NAWM 1) and 
Benjamin Britten's Peter Grimes (score 158, NAWM 1) are marked with rehearsal 
numbers and letters instead of bar numbers, and George Crumb's Ancient 
Voices of Children (score 151, NAWM 1) has unnumbered measures due to the 
graphical organization of the score. 
Commentaries 
Weinstein's other relevant remark about the NAWM 1st edition concerns 
the absence of commentaries. In the 1st edition, every score was followed 
immediately by another score, or by a textual excerpt with lyrics or translation, 
and then by the next score. This design was continued in the 2"d edition. The 3rd 
edition introduced a major change "in that commentaries and analytical notes 
concerning the selections are being published in NA WM and largely omitted from 
HWM."83 From this point on through all the future editions, every score is 
83 Claude V. Palisca, ed., Norton Anthology of Western Music, 3ro ed. (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Company, 1996), xii. 
succeeded and complemented by a commentary. Burkholder, the NAWM co-
editor who took over the editorship of the NAWM 5th edition from Palisca, 
explains the genesis of the NAWM commentaries and his effort to standardize 
their structure: 
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At some point the decision was made to put comments into the Anthology 
instead of in the textbook (HWM) . Possibly because commentaries started 
in the textbook, they were quite short-although there was the voluminous 
one about the Beethoven Eroica symphony, and in the 4th edition there 
was a two-paragraph commentary about Haydn Symphony no. 104. 
Reviewers who review my work and suggest the changes tend to pay 
more attention to the textbook than to the commentaries in the Anthology. 
When I get a response about the Anthology, I do pay attention to it. I tried 
to standardize the structure of these commentaries into the genesis, first 
performance, analysis, and publication of the work and its reception.84 
Smudgy Bartok 
In the review segment about the NAWM 2"d edition, Simeone commented 
on the quality of score printing and singled out the appearance of Bela Bartok's 
score: "I am a little unhappy about the quality of some of the printing (compare 
the smudgy reproduction of the third movement of Bartok's Music for Strings, 
Percussion and Celeste with that found in the Philharmonia original)."85 
The Bartok score in the NAWM 2"d edition (and in the 1st and 3rd) was 
copyrighted in 1937 by the Viennese Universal Edition publishing firm. The score 
was first published by Universal Edition in the year of the performance premiere 
(1937). Starting with the NAWM 4th edition, Bartok's score is presented as a 1937 
84 Burkholder, interview. 
85 Simeone, review of "A History of Western Music." 
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copyright by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc., "[u]sed in the territory of the world excluding 
the United States by permission of European American Music Distributors 
Corporation, sole Canadian agent for Universal Edition."86 The Music for Strings 
score appears the same in all NAWM editions irrespective of the copyrighted 
publisher, whether Universal Edition or Boosey & Hawkes. Seemingly, the 
reviewer's complaint was based on the quality of paper and NAWM print, not on 
the quality of the publisher's score. 
Classical Sonata 
The selection of works representing the Classical sonata for the NA WM 1st 
edition was the most criticized feature in the Strickland and Simeone reviews. 
Strickland maintained that D. Scarlatti, C. P. E. Bach, Clementi, and Dussek "are 
clearly not the first rank"87 as representatives of Classical sonata. This issue was 
not immediately addressed in the 2nd edition, which featured the identical 
selections. However, some changes appeared in the more radically different 3rd 
and 5th editions. The adjustments in these editions were presaged by the 
changes in chapter titles. In the 3rd and 4th editions, the original "Classical 
Sonata" chapter was spread out into three chapters88: "Sonata, Symphony, and 
Opera in the Early Classic Period," "The Late Eighteenth Century: Haydn and 
Mozart," and "Ludwig van Beethoven." The chapter on Haydn and Mozart does 
86 Palisca, ed., Norton Anthology of Western Music, 2nd ed., 645. 
87 Strickland, review of "A History of Western Music," 327. 
88 The 3rd and 41h NAWM editions were divided into smaller units equivalent to 
subchapters, but without chapters; all other editions are organized in chapters and subchapters. 
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not feature a sonata for a solo instrument. All of the initial four composers of 
Classical sonata with "clearly not the first rank pieces"89 were retained except for 
Dussek. He was replaced by a work most would consider of "the first rank," 
Beethoven's Pathetique Sonata for piano (3rd movement). Clementi remained in 
the 3rd and 4th editions but was moved to the "Beethoven" chapter. 
The final two NA WM editions underwent yet another chapter and 
subchapter title redesign. The chapter entitled "Sonata, Symphony, and Opera in 
the Early Classic Period" from the two previous editions became a subchapter 
entitled "Instrumental Music: Sonata, Symphony, and Concerto at Midcentury" in 
"The Eighteenth Century" chapter, with D. Scarlatti and C. P. E. Bach as 
representatives of the sonata. "The Late Eighteenth Century: Haydn and Mozart" 
chapter that did not feature a solo sonata in the previous two editions was 
reconstituted into a subchapter entitled "Classic Music in the Late Eighteenth 
Century" that introduced Mozart's Piano Sonata in F-major, K. 332 (1st 
movement). The Beethoven chapter was moved into "The Nineteenth Century" 
and placed in a subchapter entitled "Revolution and Change." The third 
movement of the Pathetique Sonata was preserved in the 5th edition, but 
replaced in the 6th edition with the sonata's first movement. 
The initial selection of four Classical sonata examples by D. Scarlatti, 
C.P.E. Bach, Clementi, and Dussek in the first two editions was transformed 
twice. Dussek was dropped and Beethoven was added in the 3rd and 4th editions, 
89 Strickland, review of" A History of Western Music," 327. 
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and Clementi was dropped and Mozart was added in the 5th and 6th editions. Of 
the four original representatives of the Classical sonata, only Scarlatti and C. P. 
E. Bach survived through all six editions. 
Romantic Orchestral Music 
Both Strickland and Simeone criticized the 1st edition's "extraordinarily 
lightweight"90 selection for the "Orchestral Music" section in the "Romantic Music" 
chapter, consisting only of pieces by Berlioz, Mendelssohn, and MacDowell. This 
situation worsened before it became better. The 2"ct edition remained unchanged 
in this respect, except for the Berlioz selection change from Romeo et Juliette to 
Symphonie Fantastique. In the 3rct edition under "Romanticism and Nineteenth 
Century Music," MacDowell was omitted and Berlioz and Mendelssohn were 
preserved. In the 4th edition, Mendelssohn's A Midsummer's Night Dream was 
dropped, and as a result the entire chapter consisted of a single example, the 
work by Berlioz. 
In the last two editions, the reformulation of chapter titles created a 
framework for the repertory changes. Orchestral music, which was mixed with 
other genres under "Romanticism in Classic Forms: Orchestral, Chamber, and 
Choral Music," included Symphonie Fantastique (changed from the 3rct and 4th 
movements to the 5th movement only) and the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto in e-
minor, op. 64. At the same time, the former Beethoven chapter with the Eroica 
90 Ibid. 
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symphony became "Revolution and Change" under "The Nineteenth Century" 
chapter. This chapter introduced new nineteenth-century subchapters entitled 
"Late Romanticism in Germany and Austria" and "Diverging Traditions in the 
Later Nineteenth Century." They embraced a newly featured Johannes Brahms 
Symphony no. 4 in e-minor, op. 98 (4th movement), and also the previously 
presented Gustav Mahler's Kindertotenlieder (in "Romantic: Lied" in the 1st and 
2nd editions, "European Music from 1870 to World War I" in editions 3 and 4, and 
"The Twentieth Century and After: Early Twentieth Century" in the 5th edition), 
and Richard Strauss's symphonic poem Don Quixote, op. 35 (previously part of 
"Modern Music" in 1st and 2nd editions, and "European Music from 1870 to World 
War I" in the 3rd and 4th editions). 
Strickland's and Simeone's calls were not fully answered until the NAWM 
6th edition. This edition at last presents Robert Schumann's Symphony no. 4 in d-
minor, op. 120 (1st movement) within "Romanticism in Classic Forms," and Piotr 
ll'yich Tchaikovsky's Symphony no. 6 in b-minor, op. 74 and Antonin Dvorak's 
Slavonic Dances, op. 46 in the "Diverging Traditions" subchapter. 
Identification of all orchestral compositions that appeared under any 
nineteenth-century or Romantic-referenced heading across all editions 
challenges the findings of Strickland and Simeone. The "extraordinarily 
lightweight" remark is somewhat misleading because it does not account for 
orchestral works scattered under headings other than "Romantic Orchestral 
Music," such as "Lied" (Kindertotenlieder) and "Modern Orchestral" (Don 
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Quixote). With this correction, the Romantic orchestral repertoire of the 1st and 
2nd editions featured five composers and works (Berlioz, Mendelssohn, 
MacDowell, Mahler, and Strauss), not just (the first) three. The 3rd edition 
featured four (MacDowell omitted), the 4th edition three (Mendelssohn omitted), 
the 5th had five (Brahms and the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto added), and the 
6th edition was expanded to include Schumann, Tchaikovsky, and Dvorak for a 
total of eight Romantic orchestral works. Among all of them, only Mahler and 
Strauss, both of whom were "misplaced" in the first two editions and overlooked 
by the Fanfare and The Musical Times reviewers, appear with these particular 
compositions in all NAWM editions. Berlioz also appears in all six editions, but 
none of his individual works does, due to the previously mentioned change of title 
in the NAWM 2nd edition. 
Romantic Chamber Music 
In another observation about the 2nd NAWM edition, Simeone noted that 
the "Romantic Chamber Music" section contained only one work, the Brahms 
Piano Quintet. In this instance, the changes in chapter titles and the shifting of 
works from one designation to another through different editions did not obscure 
the Romantic chamber selections as much as was the case with the orchestral 
music. The only title that systematically appears outside the Romantic 
designation, but belongs to it and to the nineteenth century, is Beethoven's String 
Quartet, no. 14 in c#-minor, op. 131 . Indeed, the Brahms Piano Quintet is the 
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only representative under the "Romantic Chamber Music" title through the first 
three editions. It disappeared in the 4th and 5th editions and is reintroduced in the 
latest, 6th edition of NA WM. Thus, the 4th edition remained without a chamber 
work. The 5th edition included Clara Schumann's Piano Trio in g-minor, op. 17 
and Amy Marcy Beach's Piano Quintet in f#-minor, op. 67. The 6th edition 
enriched this selection with Franz Schubert's String Quintet inC-major, D. 956. 
As the co-editor of both the 5th and 6th NA WM editions, Burkholder 
reintroduced Brahms' Piano Quintet in the 6th edition, but not in the 5th_ He 
explains the circumstances for omitting this piece in the 5th edition and for 
bringing it back in the 6th: 
Part of the problem in the NA WM 5th edition was the CD space-nobody 
raised a question about paper length, but we could not have something in 
the Anthology and not on a CD. I wanted certain, specific pieces and 
certain pieces had to go (like Bellini). For Brahms, I really wanted to 
include the finale of the Fourth Symphony, because for every piece I 
include in the Anthology I wanted to show several things. This piece 
showed Brahms' link to the past, connections back to Beethoven and 
Bach, and it did multiple things. For everything I wanted to show this was 
a better example than any of his chamber music. I was sad about losing 
Brahms' chamber music, so when the opportunity came in the 6th edition, 
with more space on the COs, that was one of the pieces I went to. But I 
didn't want to do the Scherzo like Claude [Palisca] had done-again, I 
think he chose Scherzo for reasons of space-1 wanted to use the first 
movement which is such a lovely example of a developing variation. And 
of course, at that point I knew I was going to be able to use the Schubert 
quintet-and there is a strong connection in this Brahms first movement 
back to Schubert. These are the particular reasons for picking particular 
pieces or leaving them out. 91 
In the scope of all editions, the Romantic chamber repertory consists of 
Brahms in the first three and the last editions, expanded by C. Schumann and 
91 Burkholder, interview. 
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Beach in the 5th and 6th and Schubert in the 6th editions. The only nineteenth-
century chamber work that appears in all six editions, although not labeled as 
Romantic, is Beethoven's quartet, op. 131. 
1958 
In his review of the HWM 4th edition, Simeone sharply criticized the lack of 
coverage of certain composers and the currency of certain contemporary works. 
He found, unsurprisingly, that the same concerns remained in the parallel 2"d 
edition of the NAWM: 
The editor of Grout 4 would doubtless argue that there is insufficient space 
to cover everyone of significance, so it is preferable to attempt adequate 
cover[ age] of only a select few. This may be a reasonable point of view, 
but the balance is not a happy one: there is something faintly disturbing 
about a history of music published in 1988 which takes as key 20th -century 
figures the same five who would have appeared in 1958.92 
Ironically, the NAWM 2"d edition to which this criticism particularly re\ates 
is the most current of all six editions in regard to each respective edition's 
publication year and the publication year for its newest work. For the 2"d NAWM 
edition described in the review, the difference in years between publication of the 
latest work and publication of the Anthology was only nine years. Measured by 
this standard, the first two NAWM editions featured the most current works. 
For the 1st edition, the difference between the NAWM publication year (1980) 
and the publication of the latest work, George Crumb's Ancient Voices of 
Children (1970), was ten years; for the 2"d edition (1988), with Steve Reich Violin 
92 Simeone, review of "A History of Western Music. " 
Phase (1979), the difference was nine years; the latest work in the 3rd NAWM 
edition (1996) was Sofia Gubaidulina's Rejoice! (1981 ), a difference of fifteen 
years; in the 4th edition (2001), with the most current Ellen Taaffe Zwillich 
Concerto Grosso 1985, the difference was sixteen years. The last two editions 
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(2006 and 2009) feature the same latest work, Seven Voices Heard in China 
(1995) by Bright Sheng, which resulted in a gap of eleven years for the 5th edition 
and fourteen years for the 6th. This gap stands out considering the publication 
date (2009) and gross expansion of the latest edition. The smallest margin of 
contemporaneity is thus found in the criticized 2"d NA WM edition and the largest 
in the 4th edition. Also, the most contemporary work in every edition except the 
last makes its first appearance in the Anthology. 
Simeone also suggested that the 1988 HWM 4th and NA WM 2"d editions 
featured the same five key twentieth-century music figures93 who would have 
appeared in 1958. This statement seems exaggerated in regard to the NAWM. 
Within the "Modern" chapter of the 2"d NAWM, thirteen other composers are also 
presented (although Arnold Schoenberg and Igor Stravinsky are represented with 
two compositions each). Moreover, the edition's most contemporary piece, 
Reich's Violin Phase, dates from 1979 so it could not have been included in 
1958. 
93 In the section about the HWM Simeone enlists Debussy, Bartok, R. Strauss, 
Stravinsky, and Schoenberg. 
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National Schools 
In the closing of her review of the NAWM 1st edition, Weinstein praised "the 
158 substantial selections" that "indeed represent every ... national school ... 
and provide a thorough impression of Western music. "94 In the case of the 1st 
edition of NAWM this characterization seems overstated. In fact, one ofthe 
noticeable repertory flaws was the under-representation of composers commonly 
identified with the rise of national consciousness in the nineteenth century. The 
only composer clearly linked to a national school in the NAWM 1st edition was 
Modest Mussorgsky. Representatives of the Bohemian and Moravian, 
Scandinavian, and Spanish (among the most apparent) "schools" were not 
included. This would remain the Anthology's weakness even through the most 
recent 61h edition, which showed modest improvement by featuring, for the first 
time, Antonin Dvorak's Slavonic Dances, op. 46 (no. 1). 
Omissions 
Quoting Palisca's preface to the 4th edition of the HWM that the twentieth 
century had received special attention in the revisions, Simeone enumerated the 
number of pages devoted to each of the represented composers. "Completely 
unmentioned, either in the text or in the index[,] are Berio, Birtwistle, Dallapiccola, 
Eisler, Lehar, Lutoslawski, Malipiero, Martinu, Franz Schmidt, Zemlinsky and, 
94 Weinstein, review of "Norton Anthology." 
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incredibly[,] Kurt Weill."95 It is equally incredible that Tchaikovsky was by-passed 
in the Romantic section of the NAWM 2nd edition as well as in Simeone's review. 
Tchaikovsky appeared for the first time in the last NAWM: "For years, I can't 
remember if there was ever a Tchaikovsky piece before-that was the first 
T chaikovsky and the first Dvorak. "96 
In addition to Simeone's list, the following were also missing from the 
gallery of significant composers in the NAWM 2nd edition: John Adams, Isaac 
Albeniz, Milton Babbitt, Samuel Barber, Alexander Borodin, Pierre Boulez, John 
Cage, Elliott Carter, Henry Cowell, Antonin Dvorak, George Enescu, Manuel de 
Falla, Morton Feldman, Cesar Franck, Philip Glass, Mikhail Glinka, Edward 
Grieg, Arthur Honegger, Leos Janaeek, Zoltan Kodaly, Edouard Lalo, Gyorgy 
Ligeti, Darius Milhaud, Luigi Nono, Krzysztof Penderecki, Francis Poulenc, 
Sergei Prokofiev, Giacomo Puccini, Sergei Rachmaninov, Nikolai Rimsky-
Korsakov, Camille Saint-Saens, Eric Satie, Alfred Schnittke, Dmitri Shostakovich, 
Jean Sibelius, Bedrich Smetana, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Michael Tippett, Piotr I. 
Tchaikovsky, Edgard Varese, and lannis Xenakis. Many of them were added 
beginning with the NAWM 5th edition, and especially the 6th, but some are still on 
the waiting list. Evidently, the adoption of contemporary composers and their 
works was approached very conservatively and in small numbers until the 6th 
edition brought an explosion of names long missing from the Anthology. 
95 Simeone, review of "A History of Western Music." The original text does not include 
diacritical marks for LutosJawski (instead of Lutcislawski), and MartinO (instead of Martinu). 
96 Burkholder, interview. 
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Burkholder illuminates criteria for inclusion of works by contemporary composers 
and some of the difficulties that accompany such a task: 
There are several problems with the selection of contemporary pieces. 
First is to show as many things with one piece as possible; second, the 
selection in part depends on what is recommended to me-l need a 
broader representation and I need to ask more, and possibly different 
people; third, sometimes there are some copyright issues; and fourth, 
some works need the visual, like Lori Anderson. Obviously, there are a lot 
of things in play. Also, some composers responded in peculiar ways to 
their inclusion in the Anthology. I believe they think of it as a historic 
anthology and they think of themselves as what they are doing currently, 
so they seem puzzled when one of their older pieces is featured in the 
Anthology. 
Part of the issue is to find something that is short enough and clear 
enough--that is self-enough. Maybe I don't want to include every 
composer from every country that represents the same tradition. As long 
as the tradition is not a tree with a single trunk, but it is a bush with many 
trunks and many, many different stems-that is a story I want to tell. The 
opportunity is to put as many people as branches of this bush as possible. 
If I can't include every score in the anthology, naming composers and 
connecting them helps students through studying this music locate 
themselves on this broad map. The danger, of course, is that it can be 
generated into a list.97 
Among the issues addressed in the five known published reviews of the 
first two NAWM editions, the most pertinent are concerns about the scant 
Romantic selections in orchestral and chamber genres and about the 
unmentioned composers. What connects these criticisms is that they were 
answered in the expansion and extension of the Anthology in its 6th edition. 
Intermittent Mention of NA WM in Journal Articles 
In addition to the in-depth reviews that analyzed certain aspects of the 
NAWM, the Anthology is also mentioned sporadically in several journal articles. 
97 1bid. 
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The 2006 issue of the Music Library Association (MLA) Newsletter reported that: 
"The University of Montana bookstore negotiated with Apple to arrange for iPods 
to be given to students in one music class. The iPods contain the 6-CD set 
Norton Recorded Anthology of Western Music: Classic to Modem being used in 
the class."98 1n 2007, International Musician noted the 5th edition of the NAWM 
(and the HWM th edition) in the journal section entitled "Music Education 
Reference Books." This note briefly described the NA WM in four points: "A 
comprehensive selection of 172 scores. Twenty-one are new to this edition with 
strengthened emphasis on the twentieth century. Commentaries closely examine 
the scores to clarify their historical significance, and professional recordings of all 
works in the anthology are included on CDs."99 The 2009 issue of the American 
Organist Magazine100 included the NAWM 5th edition in a selected bibliography 
for American Guild of Organists (AGO) Certificate preparation (along with the 
HWM th edition). The two Norton textbooks were listed under the category 
"General Musical Knowledge" and under the subcategory "Music History." In the 
2009 Notes review of the book Editing Music in Early Modem Germany by Susan 
Lewis Hammond, the reviewer, Susan Forscher Weiss, stated: "Lewis Hammond 
makes reference to how modern editors select pieces for anthologies in an effort 
to avoid canonization. In one of the most popular modern anthologies, The 
98 Renee McBride, "Hot Topics Session a Lively Gathering," MLA Newsletter 145 (June 
2006): 5. 
99 [n.a.], " Music Education Reference Books: Norton Anthology of Western Music, " 
International Musician 1 05 (September 2007): 15. 
100 [n .a.], "A Selected Bibliography for AGO Certification Preparation," American Organist 
Magazine 43 (April 2009): 38. 
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Norton Anthology of Western Music (New York: W. W. Norton, 1988)[,] the editor 
Claude Palisca used terms such as didactic functionality, historical illumination, 
and intrinsic musical quality."101 These peripheral mentions of the NAWMtestify 
to its utility as a recorded selection convenient for use with modern technology, 
as well as a textbook necessary in the preparation of professional musicians. The 
last excerpt also shows the influence of the NAWM on the current editorial 
practices used in anthologies. 
Works by NAWM Editors 
The approaches that NA WM editors Palisca and Burkholder followed in 
shaping the Anthology can be viewed in relation to their other works. Their works 
exhibit their many interests in music historiography, musicology, and music 
education. An examination of their writings shows a scope of topics and formats, 
and indicates their primary research interests and expertise. The narrow 
expertise Palisca and Burkholder demonstrated in their respective writings points 
to the influences each of the editors imprinted on the character of the NAWM. It 
also points to the modifications they implemented in the various NAWM editions. 
Claude V. Palisca (1921-2001) 
Claude Victor Palisca was "one the leading [music] scholars of his 
generation, admired for his searching work in his own subject areas and for his 
101 Susan Forscher Weiss, review of Editing Music in Early Modem Germany, by Susan 
Lewis Hammond, Notes 65 (March 2009): 502. 
breadth of knowledge."102 He was born on November 24, 1921 in the long-
disputed Adriatic seaport of Fiume, 103 to Gisella Fleischhacker and Matteo 
Palisca. His father immigrated to the United States in 1923 and became a 
naturalized U.S. citizen in 1929. In 1930 Claude, together with his mother and 
sister, joined his father in the new country. 104 "In preparation for his family's 
arrival, [Matteo] purchased a grand piano and a house in nearby Oaklyn 
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[NJ] ... Ciaude's earliest musical training came from his mother, who played piano 
for silent movies at a movie house in Pola that still exists, and at intermissions 
and after the show at the cafe next door. She also gave lessons at pupils' 
homes."105 
Palisca entered Queens College in New York in 1939, where he studied 
harmony and composition with Karol Rathaus and was awarded a B.A. degree in 
1943. "In the [f]all of 1942 he joined the U.S. Army Enlisted Reserve Corps, 
reporting for active duty upon his graduation in January 1943,"106 and after training 
was sent to Africa. He served in Marrakesh and Casablanca before being released 
102 Paula R. Morgan, "Palisca, Claude," in Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http://www. oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/20757 (accessed December 17, 
2010). 
103 Formerly Fiume, today Rijeka, this city belonged to four different states in the 
twentieth century: Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, Italy, Yugoslavia, and Croatia. After the defeat 
and dissolution of Austro-Hungary in World War I, in 1918 it was claimed by Italy; after the defeat 
of Italy in World War II and following the Paris Peace Treaty in 1947, it formally became part of 
Yugoslavia; after the dissolution of Yugoslavia in 1991, when its former republics became 
independent states, Rijeka became part of the Republic of Croatia. 
104 Thomas Mathiesen, "Claude V. Palisca (1921-2001)," Early Music 29 (May 2001): 
328. 
105 Elizabeth A. Keitel, "Claude Victor Palisca: The Early Years," in Musical Humanism 
and Its Legacy: Essays in Honor of Claude V. Palisca, ed. by Nancy Kovaleff Baker and Barbara 
Russano Hanning (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1992), 505; Pola, in Italian, a coastal town 
in Croatia, is called Pula in the native language. 
106 Mathiesen, "Claude V. Palisca (1921-2001)," 328. According to ibid., 512, Palisca 
reported to active duty between mid-December 1943 and April 1944. 
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from active duty in 1946. Upon returning to the United States via Nice, Paris, 
London, and Rome, he "decided then that whatever career awaited him in music 
he would make sure he had an excuse to travel to Europe while doing it."107 
After his discharge, Palisca entered a graduate a program at Harvard 
University, where he studied composition with Walter Piston and Randall 
Thompson and musicology with Archibald T. Davison and Otto Kinkeldey on his 
way toward obtaining an M.A. in 1948 and a Ph.D. in 1954.108 Between the 
completion of his master's and doctoral degrees, Palisca held a John Knowles 
Paine Traveling Fellowship (1949-50) and two Fulbright grants for studies in Italy 
(1950-52). He taught at the University of Illinois in Urbana (1953-59), and then at 
Yale University, where he also served as a department chair and director of 
graduate studies until his retirement in 1992. 
Among his numerous and varied professional activities, Palisca was editor 
of the Yale University Press Music Theory Translation Series, where he 
published several of his editions and translations of Renaissance titles. He was 
president of the American Musicological Society (1970-71) and was named an 
honorary member in 1991, and vice president of the International Musicological 
Society (1972-77). He held Guggenheim Fellowships (1960-61 and 1981-82), 
' 
was a senior fellow of the National Endowment for the Humanities (1972-73), and 
was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1986 and the 
107 Keitel , "Glaude Victor Palisca," 512. 
108 Nicolas Slonimsky and Laura Kuhn, eds., "Palisca, Glaude Victor," Baker's 
Bibliographical Dictionary of Musicians 4 (New York: Schirmer, 2001 ), 2703. 
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Accademia Filarmonica di Bologna in 1987. Claude Palisca died on January 11, 
2001. Two of his books and three revised editions of the NA WM and HWM were 
published after his death. 
The literature about Palisca's professional activities consists of works 
written by him and those written about him. Works written by Palisca can be 
classified as: (1) books (authored, co-authored, edited, co-edited, translated, and 
co-translated); (2) textbooks (edited and co-edited); (3) scholarly journal and 
encyclopedia articles; (4) reviews of works (books and recordings) by other 
authors and performers; and (4) educational reports and articles related to music 
education. 
The body of literature written about Palisca consists of: (1) reviews of his 
books (authored, co-authored, edited, co-edited, and translated) and journal 
articles; (2) reviews of his educational reports; (3) works dedicated to him; (4) 
reviews of the works dedicated to Palisca; and (5) obituaries. 
Palisca's Works 
In his first large work, his dissertation entitled "The Beginnings of Baroque 
Music: Its Roots in Sixteenth Century Theory and Polemics,"109 Palisca anticipated 
the realm of his future writings. All of his authored books revolve around 
Renaissance and Baroque compositional techniques, style analysis, and writings 
109 Claude V. Palisca, "The Beginnings of Baroque Music: its Roots in Sixteenth Century 
Theory and Polemics" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1954), in ProQuest Dissertations and 
Theses, http://proquest.umi.com.ezproxy (accessed December 17, 2010). 
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of linguists and theoreticians of music. His works present the historiographical and 
theoretical aspects of his topics and thus are "philosophical, literary, and scientific 
treatises. "11 0 
Books Authored 
In a series of publications extending from his edition of letters of Girolamo 
Mei to Vincenzo Galilei and Giovanni Bardi (1960) through his Humanism 
in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought (1985) and the Florentine 
Camerata (1989), coming full circle in his translation of Galilei's Dialogue 
on Ancient and Modem Music, and stopping along the way for specialized 
studies and comprehensive articles such as his 'Theory, Theorists" for the 
New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Palisca provided a 
compelling view of the interpretation of music and the world of ideas. 111 
In addition to Humanism and Florentine Camerata, Palisca authored Baroque 
Music, Studies in the History of Italian Music and Music Theory, and the 
posthumously published Music and Ideas in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries, edited by Thomas J. Mathiesen.112 
Baroque Music ( 1968) presents "some typical examples of the music of the 
baroque period." According to the author, "[i]t is not a comprehensive survey or a 
gallery of the most famous composers and their works" but "an entry into the 
most significant manners of composition through concrete examples."113 In 
110 Thomas J. Mathiesen, "Foreword" in Music and Ideas in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries, by Claude V. Palisca (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2006), vii. 
111 Ibid., vii-viii. 
112 Authored books, chronologically: Claude V. Palisca, Baroque Music (Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1968); Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought (New Haven, CT: 
Yale University Press, 1985); The Florentine Camerata: Documentary Studies and Translations 
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1989); Studies in the History of Italian Music and Music 
Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994); and Music and Ideas in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2006). 
113 Palisca, Baroque Music, vii. 
Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought (1985), Palisca discussed 
three core humanistic subjects: '"the harmonies and disharmonies of the 
spheres'; 'the Ancient musica speculativa and Renaissance musical science'; 
and 'Greek tonality and western modality'."114 In this title, Palisca distinguished 
between the music of the Renaissance as a period and Renaissance music as 
"imbued with the spirit of the Renaissance."115 1n Florentine Camerata (1989), 
Palisca presented eight documents related to the Camerata by Carlo Valgulio, 
Girolamo Mei, Giovanni de' Bardi, Vincenzo Galilei, and Giovanni Battista 
Strozzi. "By gathering these essays and discourses, and arranging them 
chronologically in a single volume, he allows the central personalities of the 
Camerata to speak for themselves as never before."116 
Studies in the History of Italian Music and Music Theory ( 1994) is 
comprised of nineteen essays that among other issues discuss: the prima and 
seconda practica and contrapuntal techniques that led to seconda practica, 
musica theoretica, musica reservata and musica poetica, and Lully's recitatives 
as a combination of French and Italian elements. Music and Ideas in the 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, "which Palisca intended as much for the 
general reader as for the specialist, is a kind of summa of his life's work"117: 
114 Michael Fend, review of Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought, by 
Claude V. Palisca, Music & Letters 68 (October 1987): 386. 
11 5 Palisca, Humanism, 5. 
116 Barbara Hanning, review of The Florentine Camerata: Documentary Studies and 
Translations, by Claude V. Palisca, Renaissance Quarterly43 (summer 1990): 409. 
117 Mathiesen, "Foreword" in Music and Ideas, viii. 
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Readers acquainted with his earlier writings will recognize that each of the 
chapters presents a familiar subject: the relationship between the musical 
style and intellectual history, music as a reflection of universal harmony, 
the conflict between sense and reason in musical judgment, musical 
poetics, the influence of humanism on the revival of modal and polyphonic 
theory, monody and theories of musical expression, the interrelationship of 
music theory and general science, the development of notions of style, the 
affections and musical imitation, and musical rhetoric. 118 
Books Co-Authored 
Palisca's chapter entitled "Scientific Empiricism in Musical Thought" in the 
first of his co-authored published books, 119 entitled The Seventeenth Century 
Science and the Arts (1961 ), was described as a "brilliant treatment of the 
relations between science and music" in which "Palisca emphasizes the common 
heritage of the seventeenth-century science and music theory."120 Palisca's 
interests in the state of American musicology were realized in the co-authored 
publication Musicology (1963). His section, entitled "American Scholarship in 
Western Music," is comprised of four chapters: "The Scope of American 
Musicology," "A Brief History," "Notable Achievements," and "Areas of 
Research"121 : 
Except for the first of these sections, the study is essentially historical, the 
second section concentrating on the first fifty years of this century, and the 
118 Ibid. 
119 Co-authored books, chronologically: Stephen Toulmin, Douglas Bush, James S. 
Ackerman, and Claude V. Palisca, Seventeenth Century Science and the Arts, ed. by Hedley 
Howell Rhys (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1961); and Frank Ll. Harrison, Mantel 
Hood, and Claude V. Palisca, Musicology (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963). 
12° Fred Blum, review of Seventeenth Century Science and the Arts, by Stephen Toulmin, 
Douglas Bush, James S. Ackerman, and Claude V. Palisca, ed. by Howell Rhys, Notes, Second 
Series 19 (March 1962): 255. 
121 Harrison, Hood, and Palisca, Musicology, xi. 
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third and fourth sections dealing with current musicology. The first section 
describes and clarifies the characteristics of musicological scholarship in 
the United States.122 
In one of his most revisited texts, the section entitled "American 
Scholarship in Western Music" in the chapter entitled "Notable Achievements," 
Palisca classified the "most significant early works published in America"123 as: 
"General Histories," "Period Histories and Handbooks," Bibliographies," 
"Dictionaries," "Monographs," "Biographies," "Critical Texts," and "Periodical 
Literature." In the subchapter entitled "General Histories," Palisca described 
Waldo Selden Pratt's History of Music (1907) as "not so much a history as a 
handbook" centered on biographical facts; Paul Henry Lang's Music in Western 
Civilization (1941) as "the first such history that may be said to represent an 
American contribution to international scholarship" by emphasizing intellectual 
and cultural background; and Donald Jay Grout's A History of Western Music 
(1960) as "imbued throughout with profound scholarship" as a "history of 
style"124: 
In focusing attention on style, Grout reflects a current preoccupation 
among American historians, who feel that, with much of the important 
music published, the time has arrived to make careful and justifiable 
generalizations about it.125 
The phenomenon that Palisca recognized in Musicology as focusing attention on 
style that preoccupied American historians anticipated the period-oriented 
122 Charles Seeger, Lincoln Bunce Spiess, and David P. McAllister, review of Musicology, 
by Frank Ll. Harrison, Mantle Hood, and Claude V. Palisca, Anuario 1 (1965): 114. 
123 Harrison., Hood, and Palisca, Musicology, 150. 
124 1bid., 151-52. 
125 1bid., 153. 
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organization of the Norton Anthology of Western Music at its outset. Furthermore, 
he described Lang's Music in Western Civilization as "a publication of the 
farsighted Norton Company,"126 which twelve years later launched his NAWM. 
Books Edited, Co-Translated, Translated, and Co-Edited 
Claude Palisca edited seven books, 127 and translated, co-translated, and 
co-edited two scholarly books 128 on early music theory. His first book-length 
publication was the edition of Girolamo Mei (1519-1594): Letters on Ancient and 
Modem Music to Vincenzo Galilei and Giovanni Bardi (1960) that followed his 
journal article about Mei's correspondence with the Florentine circle. The title 
Hucbald, Guido, and John on Music (1978) consists of translations of three 
treatises from the period between the tenth and twelfth centuries: "those of 
Hucbald (d. 930), Guido of Arezzo (Micrologus, 1026-28), and John, called the 
'Cotton,' or 'of Afflinghem' (c1100). Each translation is supplied with a substantial 
126 Ibid 152 
127 Edit~d b~oks, chronologically: Claude V. Palisca, ed., Girolamo Mei (151~1594): 
Letters on Ancient and Modern Music to Vincenzo Galilei and Giovanni Bardi, a Study with 
Annotated Text (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1960); Hucbald, Guido, and John on 
Music: Three Medieval Treatises, trans. by Warren Babb (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
1978); Gioseffo Zarlino, On the Modes: Part Four of Le lstitutioni harmoniche, 1558, trans. by 
Vered Cohen (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1983); Anicius Manlius Severinus 
Boethius, Fundamentals of Music, trans. by Calvin M. Bower (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 1989); Franchinus Gaffurius, Theory of Music, trans. by Walter Kurt Kreyszig (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1993); Musica Enchiriadis and Sco/ica Enchiriadis, trans. by 
Raymond Erickson (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1995); and Nicola Vicentino, Ancient 
Music Adapted to Modern Practice, trans. by Maria Mika Maniates (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1996). 
128 Co-translated, co-edited, and translated books, chronologically: Gioseffo Zarlino, The 
Art of Counterpoint: Part 3 of Le lstitutioni harmoniche, 1558, trans. and ed. by Guy A Marco and 
Claude V. Palisca (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1968); and Vincenzo Galilei, Dialogue 
on Ancient and Modern Music, trans. and ed. by Claude V. Palisca (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 2003). 
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introduction by Claude Palisca dealing with the questions of date, contents, and 
the historical importance of the treatise concerned."129 In his On the Modes 
(1983) Palisca explained Zarlino's modal theory, including the description of the 
twelve modes; thus, the translation of "[w]hat Zarlino actually said about the 
modes, ancient and modern is now available for every English-speaking student 
to read and compare with contemporary statements."130 
The translation of the Fundamentals of Music ( 1989) describes Boethius' 
transmission of the fundamental classical Greek scientific thought to the West; 
The Theory of Music (1993) contains the translation of "Gaffurio's influential 
Theorica musice, the first treatise on music theory to be published (1480, revised 
1492)"131 ; Musica Enchiriadis (1995) addresses Carolingian theory of music; and 
Ancient Music Adapted to Modem Practice (1996) is a translation of Vicentino's 
applications of certain Greek theoretical concepts. Palisca also co-translated 
Zarlino's Part Ill as The Art of Counterpoint (1968}, and he translated Vincenzo 
Galilei's Dialogues on Ancient and Modem Music (2003). 
Unlike the co-authored Musicology, to which he contributed a significant 
section, Palisca co-edited Musicology in the 1980s (1982) with D. Kern Holoman, 
with whom he also co-chaired sessions called "Musicology I and II" at the 1981 
meeting of the American Musicological Society in Boston. Following Palisca's 
129 Christopher Page, review of Hucbald, Guido, and John on Music, ed. by Claude V. 
Palisca, trans. by Warren Babb, Early Music 8 (January 1980): 95. 
130 EllenS. Beebe, review of On the Modes (Part 4 of Le lstitutioni harmoniche, 1558), by 
Gioseffo Zarlino, trans. by Vered Cohen, ed. by Claude V. Palisca, Notes, Second Series 41 
(June 1985): 714. 
131 Bonnie J. Blackburn, review of The Theory of Music, by Franchino Gaffurio, ed. by 
Claude V. Palisca, trans. by Walter Kreyszig, Music & Letters 76 (August 1995): 408. 
introduction, the conference proceedings are comprised of eleven articles, 
1ncluding his own "Reflections on Musical Scholarship in the 1960s."132 
Textbooks Edited and Co-Edited 
Claude Palisca is most widely known for the two textbooks he co-edited 
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and edited: A History of Western Music, co-edited with Grout beginning with the 
3rd edition and joined by Burkholder in the ih edition; and the Norton Anthology 
of Western Music, which he created and edited, and was joined by Burkholder in 
the 5th edition. During his life, Palisca solely edited the first four editions of the 
NAWM and co-edited four editions of HWM (3rd_6th). In the last two editions of 
NAWM (5th_6th) and HWM (ih -8th), he was posthumously featured as a co-editor. 
Of all fourteen editions of both textbooks (eight editions of HWM and six of 
NA WM), Palisca contributed to twelve: four times as a creator and sole editor of 
NAWM, two times as NAWM co-editor, and six times as HWM co-editor. 
As part of his editorship, Palisca provided recordings for score selections, 
starting with the NAWM 2"d edition. In the preface to this edition, along with the 
explication that the discussions for "each number" presented in the NAWM will be 
found in the HWM (before the commentaries were introduced in the 3rd NA WM 
edition), and a brief reinforcement of his principal premise that the Anthology was 
intended to stand by itself, he briefly added: "It is accompanied by both records 
132 Kern D. Holoman and Claude V. Palisca, eds., Musicology in the 1980s (New York: Da 
Capo Press, 1982), 5. 
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and cassettes."133 Since then, all NAWM scores are accompanied by what 
became the Norton Recorded Anthology of Western Music. 
Journal Articles 
Palisca wrote articles for various scholarly journals: Journal of the 
American Musicological Society (JAMS), The Journal of Musicology, Acta 
Musicologica, Journal of Seventeenth-Century Music, Bulletin of the Council for 
Research in Music Education (BCRME), College Music Symposium, Musica 
Disciplina, and The Musical Quarterly. The topics of his journal articles were very 
similar to those of his authored and edited books. It appears that some of his 
articles served as a starting point or "hunch" for larger works. 
In his first article, "Girolamo Mei: Mentor to the Florentine Camerata," 
published in 1954, Palisca examined Mei's views on Greek music theory and 
modern music, which Mei in his letters shared with Galilei and Bardi. With many 
leads that exceed the journal article length, in this text Palisca set the scene for 
his 1960 book of edited letters between Mei and Galilei and Mei and Bardi: 
In reality, far from being open to accusations of plagiarism, Mei had 
originated many of the theories that Gatilei later popularized in his 
publications. This fact is made plain by a series of letters in the Vatican 
Library that Mei wrote to Vincenzo Galilei and Giovanni Bardi between 
1572 and 1579 ... The letters are five in number, all written from Rome, four 
to Vincenzo Galilei and one to Giovanni Bardi. .. None of the letters Galilei 
addressed to Mei is available, but it is possible to reconstruct what passed 
between the two men satisfactorily enough from Mei's replies and from 
other sources ... The correspondence was initiated by Galilei, who 
appealed to Mei for advice on problems he had encountered in his studies 
133 Palisca, ed., Norlon Anthology of Western Music, 2"d ed., xvi. 
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on Greek music ... Mei. .. had a reputation for great learning both in the 
Greek language and in the ancient music. When Galilei first wrote to him 
in 1572 the two appear to have been absolute strangers. Mei answered 
only after having been assured by some common friends of Galilei's good 
station and character. Meanwhile Galilei had followed up with the second 
letter.134 
In the same year he published the Mei-Galilei correspondence article 
(1954), Palisca presented a paper entitled "Musica Reservata and Osservata: A 
Critical Review" at the Midwestern Chapter meeting of the American 
Musicological Society. 135 1n the next several years, until1963, Palisca devoted 
his articles to further examination of the seconda practica, musica reservata, and 
Galilei's treatises and practices, and the circle around Galilei. 136 He subsequently 
further explored and expanded these themes in his authored, edited, and 
translated books. The one article that stands out with somewhat different content 
testifies about Emilio Cavalieri's diplomatic correspondence, and is interwoven 
with anecdotal reports about music: 
From Easter to November 1600 Cavalieri must have been busy in 
Florence with the preparations for the wedding of Maria de' Medici and 
Henry IV. After the festivities Cavalieri left Florence for Rome, never to 
return. His position as director of music was given to Caccini. However, 
Cavalieri continued his political reporting from Rome ... until shortly until his 
death.137 
134 Claude V. Palisca, "Girolamo Mei: Mentor to the Florentine Camerata," The Musical 
Quarlerl{; 40 (January 1954}: 2-3. 
35 Jan LaRue, Norman Cazden, John Workman, Robert John, Eugenia Saville, Bruno 
Nettl, and Claude V. Palisca, "Abstracts," JAMS 7 (summer 1954): 161-69. 
136 Chronologically: Claude V. Palisca, "Vincenzo Galilei's Counterpoint Treatise: A Code 
for the 'Seconda Practica,"' JAMS 9 (summer 1956}: 81-96; "A Clarification of 'Musica Reservata' 
in Jean Taisiner's 'Astrologiae,' 1559," Acta Musicologica 31 (December 1959}: 133-61 ; 
"Vincenzo Galilei and Some Links between 'Pseudo-Monody' and Monody," The Musical 
Quarlerly 46 (July 1960): 344-60; and "Musical Asides in the Diplomatic Correspondence of 
Emilio de' Cavalieri ," The Musical Quarterly 49 (July 1963): 339-55. 
137 Palisca, "Musical Asides," 344. Palisca included Cavalieri in the first three editions of 
NAWM. 
Four journal articles marked Palisca's later productive years, the last of 
them published after his death. In the 1980s through the late 1990s Palisca 
returned to the issues of Greek modes and works of Bardi. 138 In his last article 
Palisca revisited his omnipresent theme of the Florentine Camerata and 
systematized "Aria Types in the Earliest Operas": 
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There are essentially seven types of aria in early operas, each 
corresponding to a type of text segment: the aria formula for the musical 
recitation of prologues in quatrains, strophic variations setting ottava rima, 
strophic variations setting terza rima, solo madrigals, the strophic 
canzonetta, solo verse of stanzaic choruses, and dance songs. An aria is 
the composer's response to both the dramatic situation and the poet's 
formal choices. 139 
Reviews of Works by Other Authors and Performers 
Palisca devoted a considerable portion of his writings to reviewing the 
works of other authors and performers. He wrote reviews for the Journal of 
American Musicological Society, The Musical Quarterly, Journal of Music Theory, 
Renaissance Quarterly, Renaissance News, Early Music History, The American 
Historical Review, Notes, and Music & Letters. Among these journals, he 
published his own scholarly articles in JAMS and The Musical Quarterly. 
Palisca's corpus of reviews consists of reviews of books and recordings. 
Most of his reviews address works close to his narrow areas of expertise: the 
138 Chronologically: Claude V. Palisca, "A Discourse on the Performance of Tragedy by 
Giovanni De' Bardi (?)," Musica Disciplina 7 (1983): 327-43; "Introductory Notes on the 
Historiography of the Greek Modes," JM 3 (summer 1984): 221-28; and "Giovanni Battista Doni's 
Interpretation of the Greek Modal System," JM 15 (winter 1997): 3-18. 
139 Claude V. Palisca, "Aria Types in the Earliest Operas," Journal of Seventeenth-
Century Music, http://www.sscm-jscm.org/v9/no1/palisca.html (accessed December 19, 201 0). 
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study of Greek music theory, ideas and spirit of Humanism, theoretical concepts 
and practices in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century music, and education in 
music. In most cases Palisca approached his reviewing of other writers' works in 
an exhaustive and systematic fashion. His analysis was sharp and 
straightforward. He did not hesitate to commend or reprehend the work of other 
writers. The most persuasive are reviews of the publications that allowed room 
for meticulous dissection. Those were often works that crossed into Palisca's 
territory of expertise. 
Palisca's reviews of recordings appeared early in his career (early 1960s) 
and consist of reviews of a recorded history of Italian music from Gregorian chant 
to Giacomo Carissimi and two different performances (by London and Boston 
ensembles) of Monteverdi's compositions. In this early period of his career he 
also reviewed two books related to music education and a volume on the role of 
humane learning in the United States. In one review (1957) about The Enjoyment 
of Music by Joseph Machlis and An Introduction to Music by David Boyden, 
Palisca analyzed two publications intended for undergraduate courses in music 
history and appreciation. Initially, he found that "[b]oth authors have attacked the 
subject with thoroughness, scholarship, and understanding, and have produced 
readable, trustworthy books that are in the main educationally sound." He also 
set the tone for the greater part of the review by suggesting: "[L]et us see how 
they fare in the classroom."140 The main objections Palisca noted with both 
14
° Claude V. Palisca, review of The Enjoyment of Music: An Introduction to Perceptive 
textbooks were that they did not engage the student enough and that the 
selection of presented pieces is rather narrow: 
Perhaps the most disturbing weakness in both of these books, though in 
varying degrees, is the little attention paid to the student's growth ... 
Another regrettable tendency manifested by our two authors is that of 
forcing the repertory upon the instructor.141 
Made more than twenty years before Palisca designed the NA WM, these 
remarks can be compared with the approach he used in the Anthology. The 
inclusion of commentaries that provided analytical explanations for selected 
compositions in NA WM served to engage students in analysis of the pieces. 
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However, the sole idea behind the Anthology imposed certain restrictions on the 
repertory, and thus in a sense forced the editor's selection upon the instructor. 
The other of Palisca's book reviews related to education (1959) concerned 
an urgent need for support and preservation of the humanities by the 
government, businesses, and ordinary citizens expressed in the volume of One 
Great Society: Humane Learning in the United States by Howard Mumford 
Jones: 
Without the record of human life at its most intense, noble, heroic, and 
diverse, of which the humanities are custodians, we would soon be 
reduced to the level of brutes. The fine arts occupy an important part of 
this heritage, but we are urged to distinguish the "humane" arts from the 
booming popular arts dedicated to amusement and entertainment. "The 
important truth, which American education has not yet quite learned," 
Jones warns, "is not to mistake the function of the one for the function of 
the other, not to expect from the relaxation sold by the entertainment 
industry the intellectual challenge of the fine arts and of philosophy ... Great 
Listening, by Joseph Machlis; The Enjoyment of Music, shorter edition, by Joseph Machlis; and 
An Introduction to Music, by David D. Boyden, JAMS 10 (autumn 1957): 201. 
141 Ibid., 202. 
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art ... has no obligation to entertain. Its duty lies in the direction of 
illumination, depth, and growth." Our artistic organizations-and this goes 
for public school music-can justify their demands for public and private 
support in the present crisis only if they embrace this "humane" 
aspiration. 142 
In this paragraph Palisca disclosed the position he would abide by in the 
NAWM. He remained faithful to his conviction in distinguishing the "humane" arts 
from "the booming popular arts dedicated to amusement and entertainment" by 
keeping the NA WM open exclusively to Western art music. It was not until the 5th 
NAWM edition that the first glimpse of what could be considered popular music, 
namely jazz, was introduced by J. Peter Burkholder. 
The main body of Palisca's reviews was devoted to books that intersect 
with his field of expertise. These reviews occupied most of his career and 
spanned from the mid-1950s to the mid-1990s. Almost every book he reviewed 
concerned one or more subjects he had written about, and about half of his 
reviews mentioned Gaffurius (1451-1522}, Vicentino (1511-75), Zarlino (1517-
90), Mei (1519-94), Galilei (1520-91}, or Doni (1593-1647), the topics of his own 
books and articles. Therefore, it is not surprising that Palisca's book reviews 
about topics close to him are minutely analytical and insightfully observant. 
In the 1950s Palisca reviewed The Philosopher and Music, a Historical 
Outline by Julius Portnoy, and The Study of Fugue by Alfred Mann. About The 
Philosopher Palisca wrote: 
142 Claude V. Palisca, review of One Great Society: Humane Learning in the United 
States, by Howard Mumford Jones, Notes, Second Series 17 {December 1959): 39. 
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... Portnoy has set out. .. to fill a long-standing need: a history, in the 
English language, of the esthetics of music ... he proposes to show that the 
esthetics of Western music is rooted in the philosophy of Plato, and that 
yet today this philosophy exerts a strong influence on musical thought. 
Upon reading the book one is convinced neither of the theses nor that Mr. 
Portnoy has given us a true history of the philosophy of music.143 
As the main problems with The Philosopher, Palisca maintained that "even 
without venturing into foreign-language sources"144 the consulted literature in 
English was deficient, and that the author failed to distinguish between the 
history of aesthetics and history of musical practice. Palisca discussed The Study 
of Fugue in length and called it "both a history and historical anthology of fugal 
theory."145 He analyzed this book both part by part and by the issue discussed: 
Mann judiciously avoids the two principal errors that have plagued the 
literature on the fugue: that of viewing it as an abstract form of which there 
are many ... approximations but only few realizations; and the tendency to 
see Bach's work as the culmination ... by which all fugal compositions 
should be judged. 146 
He found that the chapters about theorists who treated imitation from Vicentino 
onward are free of generalizations, and that Zarlino's contributions are 
particularly well represented. However, he sugg.ested that the Zarlino and 
Vicentino examples from fugue and double counterpoint would have served 
better to train students in fugal composing than those by Fux, which were used in 
the book. This text shows that as early as 1959, five years after he completed his 
143 Claude V. Palisca, review of The Philosopher and Music, a Historical Outline, by 
Julius Portnoy, JAMS 8 (autumn 1955): 223. 
144 1bid. 




dissertation, Palisca was immersed in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
contrapuntal techniques. 
In the 1960s, Palisca reviewed Tonality and Atonality in Sixteenth-Century 
Music by Edward E. Lowinsky, Musical Thought in Ancient Greece by Edward 
Lippman, the inaugural issue of the Italian Musicological Society's periodical 
Rivista ltaliana de Musicologia, and the book George Frideric Handel by Paul 
Henry Lang. The text about Rivista is a short survey of presented journal articles. 
The reviewer praised Lang for his Handel: "[t]he vast culture and profound 
wisdom of the author of Music in Western Civilization pervades this book."147 In 
his review of Musical Thought, Palisca noted that the author did not discuss the 
aesthetics of melody and that: "in a book that purports to deal with the musical 
thought, equal justice should have been done to conceptions of harmony .. . "148 
The review of Tonality and Atonality is among the longest and most 
comprehensive of Palisca's reviews. In it, in five double-column pages he 
carefully scrutinized Lowinsky's hypothesis on sixteenth-century emerging 
tonality, which was presented in only 99 pages of the book (and fore-worded by 
Igor Stravinsky). He called it an important contribution to a little recognized 
problem and stated that a "short monograph that modestly proposes some 
solutions without trying to dispose of an entire problem, in a word the Beitrag, is 
147 Claude V. Palisca, review of George Frideric Handel, by Paul Henry Lang, Notes, 
Second Series 24 (September 1967): 29. 
148 Claude V. Palisca, review of Musical Thought in Ancient Greece, by Edward A. 
Lippman, Isis 56 (summer 1965): 237. 
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rare in American book publishing. 149 
Palisca approved of Lewinsky's use of modern terminology (tonality, 
atonality, tonic, and dominant) and chord-analysis applied to the sixteenth-
century theoretical concepts. He found that "students of 16th -century music have 
probably followed the theorists too blindly into the mists of pseudo-antiquarian 
modality,"150 and that because sixteenth-century composers were uncertain of 
their own relationship to the tradition of modality, their music exhibits 
ambivalence toward modes. Palisca addressed Lewinsky's examples from 
Zarlino, among others, and suggested his own example from Galilei's opus. He 
characterized the Tonality author as "not the first. .. to see tonal relationships in 
the 161h-century and earlier music," but as the first who "collected and published 
such a persuasive quantity of evidence for a sophisticated understanding on the 
part of 16th -century composers of the mechanics of what we call the major-minor 
tonalities. "151 
During the 1970s, Palisca wrote about The Age of Humanism edited by 
Gerald Abraham, Toscane/lo in musica by Pietro Aaron (about the original in the 
Italian language and the English translation by Peter Bergquist), about The 
Counter-Reformation and the Masses of Vincenzo Ruffo by Lewis Lockwood, A 
Bibliography of Sources for the Study of Ancient Greek Music by Thomas J. 
Mathiesen, and about Origins in Acoustics by Frederick Vinton Hunt. 
149 Claude V. Palisca, review of Tonality and Atonality in Sixteenth-Century Music, by 




Palisca's review of The Age of Humanism was partially unfavorable due to 
the time lapse between the dates chapters were written and published. By the 
time the reviewed volume was printed, several contributors had died, and, 
according to Palisca, their texts were not updated to reflect developments in the 
field. "If there is a consistent thread, it is an almost single-minded emphasis on 
studying the music itself. Except for a few chapters, notably those by [Theodore] 
Gerold and Frank Ll. Harrison, 152 the volume reflects a prejudice about writing 
music history that is dated."153 Palisca objected that the historical frame of the 
book title was ignored in the content by narrowly considering musical humanism 
and leaving out Gaffurius, among others. He also questioned what he saw as an 
understating of the value of Zarlino's Le lstitutioni harmoniche (of which he co-
translated Part 3 in 1968 and edited part 4 in 1983), a treatise that "truly is more 
than a theoretical statement ... since more than half of it deals with the very 
practical art of composing music."154 
Apart from examining certain words in Bergquist's translation, 155 Pa\isca's 
review of both Aaron's Toscanello in musica and its English translation was 
affirmative. He opened the review by placing the subject of the title between two 
topics of his expertise: "Pietro Aaron's Toscane//o in musica is the most 
comprehensive treatise on singing and composition between Gaffurio's Practica 
152 Palisca co-authored Musicology with Frank Ll. Harrison in 1963. 
153 Claude V. Palisca, review of The Age of Humanism, 1540-1630, ed. by Gerald 
Abraham54JAMS 23 (spring 1970): 133. 1 Ibid., 134. 
155 Two years before Palisca reviewed Bergquist's translation of Aaron's Toscanello in 
musica, in 1970 Bergquist reviewed Palisca's translation and edition of The Art of Counterpoint: 
Part 3 of Le lstitutioni harmoniche, 1558, by Zarlino. 
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musicae of 1496 and Zarlino's156 Le lstitutioni harmoniche of 1558."157 On 
Lockwood's 158 book about masses by Ruffo as a reform composer, Palisca 
wrote: "Thanks to his comparative approach, Lockwood's conclusions about 
Ruffo's special contributions carry conviction. This fine book immerses the reader 
in the world-musical, intellectual, religious-around Ruffo. 159 
Like his review of Tonality and Atonality in the 1960s, Palisca's review of A 
Bibliography of Sources by Mathiesen was the most compelling among his 
reviews from the 1970s. Palisca systematically described every parameter of the 
Bibliography and indicated its weaknesses. He presented a list of suggested 
early humanists' works published in the respective original languages and in 
English translations that should be considered as additional primary sources, as 
well as a list of secondary sources that were missing from the Bibliography. 
Among his suggestions, he indicated as most serious the omission of Doni, and 
among others also pointed to works by Gaffurio and Mei that were missing in the 
Bibliography (Doni, Gaffurio, and Mei were topics of Palisca's own writings). 
Overall, Palisca's review of Mathiesen 160 was positive: "The Bibliography is 
156 Palisca co-edited Zarlino's On the Modes: Part Four of Le /stitutioni harmoniche, 1558 
in 1983 and Gaffurio's Theory of Music (Theoria musicae) in 1993. 
157 Claude V. Palisca, review of Toscanello in musica, by Pietro Aaron; and Toscanello in 
Music, b~ Pietro Aaron, trans. by Peter Bergquist, Journal of Music Theory 16 (spring 1972): 206. 
58 Lockwood reviewed Palisca's co-authored Musicology in 1964 and Humanism in 
Italian Renaissance Musical Thought in 1986. 
159 Claude V. Palisca, review of The Counter-Reformation and the Masses by Vincenzo 
Ruffo, by Lewis Lockwood, Renaissance Quarterly26 (spring 1973): 41 . 
160 In the obituary to Palisca (fn. 104), Mathiesen stated that he met Palisca in 1975 while 
presenting a paper at the AMS annual meeting: "At that point ... I had just published a 
bibliography on Greek music theory ... and he [Palisca] came to hear my paper. He told me .. . 
[he] was planning to write a review of my bibliography." 
scrupulously accurate and admirably complete, as complete as such a 
compilation by one person could be expected to be."161 
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While mostly approving of the Origins in Acoustics by Hunt, Palisca noted 
that the author credited Zarlino with the "proposal of the equally tempered scale, 
in which he was preceded by Lafranco, Salinas, and Galilei."162 In his last review 
from the 1970s, Palisca summarized his thoughts about this book as one that 
"richly deserved its posthumous publication."163 
Palisca's review work in the 1980s consisted of reviews of Studies in 
Musical Science in the Late Renaissance edited by D.P. Walker, A Florentine 
Chansonnier from the Time of Lorenzo the Magnificent edited by H. M. Brown, 
and Pallade veneta: Writings on Music in Venetian Society, 1650-1750 by 
Eleanor Selfridge-Field. In his review of the collection of essays entitled Studies 
in Musical Science, Palisca paid most attention to the chapters about Zarlino, 
Vincenzo and Galileo Galilei, and Johann Kepler. He credited Walker with 
correctly analyzing Zarlino and Galilei on the matter of tuning of consonances in 
vocal performance and Galilei's input about equal temperament in instrumental 
music. He contradicted the author on his interpretation of Galilei's preference for 
Pythagorean tuning allegedly expressed in Galilei's Dialogo della musica antica 
et della modema, which Palisca later translated and edited (in 2003): 
161 Claude V. Palisca, review of A Bibliography of Sources for the Study of Ancient Greek 
Music, b1e Thomas J. Mathiesen, Journal of Music Theory 21 (spring 1977): 181 . 
62 Claude V. Palisca, review of Origins of Acoustics: The Science of Sound from 
Antiquity to the Age of Newton, by Frederick Vinton Hunt, Journal of Music Theory 23 (spring 
1979): 149. 
163 Ibid., 148. 
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Walker contends that Galilee in his Dialogo della musica antica et della 
modema preferred the Pythagorean tuning as against just intonation, and 
refers to his own series of articles on musical humanism for clarification. 
There we find a quotation from Dialogo ... in which Galilei praised the wise 
choice of Pythagorean tuning by the ancient Greeks, for it yielded perfect 
consonances in their true rations. This should not be taken as a profession 
of faith, for elsewhere in the same book, it is clear that Galilei never 
considered the Pythagorean tuning a practical option for his own time. To 
be sure, Mei tried to persuade Galitei that it was preferable, but Mei 
confessed that so far as determining which tuning voices naturally sing-
the question that really concerned Galilei-this would have to be 
investigated by experiment. All of these writers were constantly shifting 
between ideal and pragmatic solutions. The ideal to which voices 
"naturally" aspired was, Zarlino believed, pure intonation of both perfect 
and imperfect consonances in their "natural" ratios. 164 
About A Florentine Chansonnier, a volume in the series the Monuments of 
the Renaissance Music, Palisca gave another detailed review, explaining the 
content of the collection "Florence 229," the background and circumstances of its 
preservation, and the specific characteristics of certain numbers in the collection. 
He deemed this edition in the same line of high standard as previous volumes: 
Here is a magnificent example of music engraving, letter printing , design, 
and binding. The present edition and commentary are among the most 
imposing of the series, dazzling in their interdisciplinary erudition. 165 
Palisca was equally enthusiastic in his next review, of Pallade veneta by 
Selfridge-Field.166 In one of his shortest reviews, Palisca presented an analysis of 
the collection of texts published in the periodical Pallade veneta between 1650 
and 1750. While he noted some inaccuracies in relation to original texts 
164 Claude V. Palisca, review of Studies in Musical Science in the Late Renaissance, by 
D. P. Walker, Music & Letters 61 (April 1980): 191 . 
165 Claude V. Palisca, review of A Florentine Chansonnier from the Time of Lorenzo the 
Magnificent: Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale MS Banco Rari 229, ed. by H. M. Brown, 
Renaissance Quarterly37 (autumn 1984): 479. 
166 Selfridge-Field wrote a review of Palisca's Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical 
Thought about the same time (spring 1987) Palisca published his review of her book. 
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(misspellings, missed paragraphs, and missed or incorrect accents) , he 
interpreted them as printer errors that did not detract from the true meaning of 
the text. He commended the author for furnishing an extensive appendix of 
parallel documents from other periodicals, "particularly articles pertaining to 
Venetian opera in Mercure galant, later known as Mercure de France," and for 
careful annotation and editing of the texts, concluding that: "[t]his book was a 
labor of love on part of the author -editor and publisher ... Selfridge-Field has done 
a great service to the students of le cose di Venezia by publishing highlights of 
this forgotten journal."167 
In his last productive decade, the 1990s, Claude Palisca reviewed two 
books in one article on Mei: L'itinerario di Girolamo Mei by Donatella Restani and 
Girolamo Mei, De modis edited by Tsugami Eisuke, as well as The Court 
Musicians in Florence during the Principate of the Medici by Warren Kirkendale. 
Similar to what Mathiesen said about Palisca's posthumously edited Music and 
Ideas in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries as being "a kind of summa of 
his life's work,"168 his review of the two publications on Mei was a kind of summa 
of his review work. This is the lengthiest of his reviews, fitted on eleven single-
column pages, with (aside from introduction and conclusion) nine pages devoted 
to Restani's book and one to Eisuke's. It seems that Restani's L'itinerario struck 
Palisca's long-term interest strongly, and that he wrote about it in such length 
167 Claude V. Palisca, review of Pallade veneta: Writings on Music in Venetian Society, 
1650-1750, by Eleanor Selfridge-Field, The American Historical Review 92 (April1987): 453. 
168 Mathiesen, "Foreword," in Music and Ideas, viii. 
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because there was a great deal to report about it and because he was truly 
gratified by writing about it. 
In this review Palisca again examined all parts of the book by chapters and 
by their content, including descriptions of a 96-page chronological survey of Mei's 
career and a 119-page appendix. He explained Restani's reasoning for choosing 
to edit Mei's book four as: "[i]t was the only one of the four books that Mei felt 
was sufficiently refined to present to his mentor Piero Vettori in 1573."169 It was 
also the most historical of all four books and more than others attracted Restani's 
interest in classical literature and its reflections in the Renaissance. Palisca 
acknowledged that Restani presented much new information about Mei's life and 
work and he closely connected her sources, providing the backdrop for a reader 
of his review. He listed the members of the Mei circle in Rome, and remarked 
that although Mei is today remembered as an instigator of musical reform in the 
direction of monody, during his time he was known for his influential writings 
about Greek music. Palisca also uncompetitively compared Restani's and 
Eisuke's work to his own: 
Restani's discussion of Mei's work complements mine because she plays 
down the connection with the Florentine Camerata and concentrates on 
Mei's production as a scholar. .. Similarly, Tsugami's edition of the entire 
treatise complements my edition of the letters to Galilei and Bardi and 
Restani's of selected letters to Vettori bearing on music. Thus, all that 
remained unpublished of the musical writing are the incomplete Trattato di 
musica ... and De' nomi delle corde. 170 
169 Claude V. Palisca, review of L'itinerario di Girolamo Mei: dalla 'Poetica' alia musica 
con un'appendice di testi, by Donatella Restani; and Girolamo Mei: De modis, ed. by Tsugami 
Eisuke, Early Music History 11 (1992): 304. 
170 Ibid., 306-07. 
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Palisca credited Restani with providing much more than a critical text by 
introducing new findings in her study of Mei's life and work. He also found her 
ideally qualified as an interpreter and editor of Mei's writing on ancient Greek 
music, but uncompromising in not wishing to write down to the linguistic level of 
those unschooled or "rusty" in Greek and Latin. He characterized the book as 
written in an exquisitely refined Italian style, with great economy and scholarly 
caution.171 
In one of his last reviews, Palisca presented The Court Musicians by 
Kirkendale, calling it "the richest compilation of archival material on Florentine 
music history since those by Angelo Solerti"172 from 1903-04. The review was 
positive, but like all of Palisca's reviews, it contained some criticism and 
suggestions. Those were rebutted by Kirkendale several months later in an 
elaborate response to criticism by two other reviewers of his book, with his 
response to Palisca appended to the end of the letter.173 Kirkendale corrected 
two of Palisca's misunderstandings of his text and persuasively illustrated them. 
The first was Palisca's misinterpretation of the interpunction that indicated the 
length of G. M. Orlandini's employment for Medici family. The second was 
Palisca's misreading of the word "ruscite" for "riuscite" from a margin of the 
microfilmed folio in the letter of de Cavalieri in which he described the festivities 
171 Ibid., 303-04, 310-12. 
172 Claude V. Palisca, review of The Court Musicians in Florence During the Principate of 
the Medici, with a Reconstruction of the Artistic Establishment, by Warren Kirkendale, Notes, 
Second Series 51 (March 1995): 923. 
173 Warren Kirkendale, "Response to Kelley Harness and John Walter Hill; and to Claude 
Palisca's Review Published in Notes 51 (March 1995)," JAMS 48 (autumn 1995): 539. 
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of the year 1600.174 This was a rare refutation of Palisca's writing that, together 
with the late period in his career, seems to have marked the end of his review 
work. 175 
All except one of Palisca's reviews that appeared throughout the four 
decades, apart from reviews of works in the field of music education, were 
devoted to music theory, practice, and historiography of the Renaissance and 
Baroque periods. The one not related to these areas was the very first review 
from 1954, in which he reviewed Benjamin Britten edited by Donald Mitchell and 
Hans Keller, and The Life and Music of Bela Bartok by Halsey Stevens. In this 
review Palisca stated that the time [1950s] was "ripe for full-length studies of Bela 
Bartok and Benjamin Britten, two composers whose rise in the American public's 
interest, especially since the war, has been prodigious."176 He was very critical of 
the collection of essays about Britten by nineteen authors, and called the 
contributions inadequate and worthy of decorating pages of a "slick" magazine. 
His criticism sounded uncompromising even when there was something positive 
to say, such as that "[o]ne of the more sober articles is that on the choral 
music."177 He ended the review with a prediction that this book would equally 
repel the serious student and the casual reader. Palisca gave the Bartok book a 
174 Palisca wrote about these events in his own article entitled "Musical Asides in the 
Diplomatic Correspondence of Emilio de' Cavalierin (fns. 136 and 137). 
175 1n the same issue of the JAMS Kelley Harness and John Walter Hill responded to 
Kirkendale's rebuttal of their review, but Palisca did not respond. 
176 Claude V. Palisca, review of Benjamin Britten, a Commentary on His Works from a 
Group of Specialists, ed. by Donald Mitchell and Hans Keller; and The Life and Music of Bela 
Bartok, by., Halsey Stevens, JAMS 7 (summer 1954): 154. 
1 Ibid. , 156. 
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better review and twice as much space as the Britten book. He mostly favored 
the author's style and appreciated the wealth of facts about Bartok's life, narrated 
from the composer's own letters and those by his mother and friends. 
Palisca's review of the book on Britten is remarkable on three accounts: it 
was his earliest published book review; he did not balance the positive and 
negative comments; and it is his only review that falls outside the area of his 
preoccupying interest in the Renaissance and Baroque.178 Although his style and 
reviewing technique are recognizable across all of his reviews and he often 
questioned different authors' approaches and sources, in his later reviews 
Palisca was more measured in his criticism. 
Educational Reports and Articles about Music Education 
Palisca's activities in the field of music education consist of works directly 
related to the 1963 Yale Seminar on Music Education and articles about other 
educational topics. He chaired the Yale Seminar and in 1964 prepared the 
Report of the Yale Seminar on Music Education entitled Music in Our Schools: A 
Search for Improvement. 
The Yale Seminar took place on June 17-28, 1963 at Yale University in 
New Haven, Connecticut. "The Seminar was made possible through a grant 
under the Cooperative Research Program, established in 1954 by an act of 
178 This review was omitted from the list of "Writings by Claude V. Palisca" (in the section 
entitled "Book and Record Reviews," pp. 524-26), by Elizabeth Keitel (Palisca's wife) in Musical 
Humanism and Its Legacy: Essays in Honor of Claude V. Palisca. 
Congress, PL 531, which encourages research in educational processes. The 
Office of Education of the United States Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare was the sponsor of the event."179 The seminar was attended by thirty-
one participants and thirteen observers. "The 31 participants included 11 
theorists and composers, 4 conductors, 3 musicologists, a public school 
administrator, an educationist, a music critic, 2 performers, 3 college music 
education administrators, and 5 public and private school music teachers. With 
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regard to geographical representation, the Seminar included 25 persons from the 
northeast, 2 from the middle west and 3 from the west coast."180 
The work of the Seminar was divided between plenary meetings to hear 
and discuss prepared papers and sectional meetings concentrating on six 
areas: (1) the teaching of music reading through making and writing 
music; (2) the widening of the music repertory of performing groups in light 
of recent historical and ethnological research; (3) the development of 
musical understanding through a study of music as a literature; (4) the 
utilization of composers and performers in residence; (5) the development 
of new educational media, such as films, tapes, and programmed 
instruction; (6) development of courses, resources, and activities for 
students who are more advanced musically than their contemporaries. 181 
The seminar was followed by Palisca's report and by several reviews of 
the report in the year after its release. On the occasion of the fifteenth 
anniversary of the Yale Seminar, an entire issue of the Bulletin of the Council for 
Research in Music Education (BCRME, no. 60, fall 1979) was devoted to the role 
of the seminar at the time it was held and to its results. Palisca's report was 
179 Grant Beglarian, review of Music in Our Schools: A Search for Improvement, Report of 
the Yale Seminar on Music Education, prepared by Claude V. Palisca, Journal of Music Theory 9 
(spring 1965): 187. 
18
° Charles Leonhard, "Was the Yale Seminar Worthwhile?" BCRME 60 (fall1979): 61. 
181 [n.a.], "Seminar on Music Education," MEJ 50 (October 1963): 86. 
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published in the Bulletin no. 28, OE 33033, of the U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare, Office of Education in 1964. It contains seven preliminary 
pages and sixty-one pages of main text. The "Foreword" was supplied by the 
directors of the Division of Educational Research and of the Arts and Humanities 
Branch, and "Acknowledgements" were written by Palisca. The main text 
consists of ten chapters and is followed by an appendix about the seminar 
participants and observers. The chapters mainly follow the seminar agenda 
expressed in six points, with the addition of the first and the last three chapters. 
Palisca devoted the first chapter to justification of the seminar in two main 
aspects. The first was that, "[i]t was probably the first time in recent history that 
such a cross section of professional interests in music was achieved in an 
extended conference on music teaching," and the second was "the lack of 
communication between the realms of music education and professional activity 
implied in this realization."182 The second chapter was devoted to "Developing 
Musicality," the third to "Broadening the Music Repertory," and the fourth to 
"Listening-The Key to Understanding," as outlined in the Seminar agenda. The 
fifth chapter, "Keeping the Interested Students Interested," was the last point 
mentioned in the agenda, and the sixth and seventh chapters described the 
issues of "Bringing Professional Musicians to Schools" and "Aids to Teaching," 
respectively. The last two chapters were entitled "Teacher Training and 
182 Claude V. Palisca, Music in Our Schools: A Search for Improvement, Report of the 
Yale Seminar on Music Education, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of 
Education (Washington, DC: 1964), 1. 
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Retraining" and "Thoughts on Education Research," and were followed by a 
"Summary." In the "Summary" Palisca highlighted recommendations from all 
previous chapters, stating that musicality can be accomplished through vocal and 
instrumental performance or bodily movement, and that "the best possible 
performance should always be expected, and no sloppiness of thinking or action 
tolerated"; 183 the repertory "should be more representative than it is, not only of 
our Western musical heritage at its best, but also of jazz and folk music, and of 
non-Western culture"; every high school should offer courses in music literature 
with a limited number of representative works studied in depth; "activities such as 
the marching band ... are not to be discouraged since they can lead students to 
greater participation, but they should not be ends in themselves"; theory and 
literature courses "beyond those offered to the average student should be 
available to those sufficiently advanced musically"; a program which brings 
musicians, composers, and scholars to schools should be fostered; community 
sources such as ensembles and libraries should be invited to contribute in 
curricular activities and national opportunities made available in the less 
populated regions; suggestion was made that "a national research institute be 
founded for the development of audiovisual aids for music education"; and that 
"training in music should be given to teachers who are not musicians, training in 
183 Ibid. , 53. 
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teaching to musicians who are not teachers, and retraining in music to teachers 
now teaching music."184 
In 1965, several authors wrote articles reviewing Palisca's Yale Seminar 
report or reporting proposals in line with the seminar conclusions. Grant 
Beglarian found that the document subtitle alone, A Search for Improvement, 
implied the purpose of the seminar, during which every aspect of public schools 
music curriculum came under scrutiny. "Because the general tone of the Seminar 
Report is critical of the many weaknesses in public school music programs, the 
uninitiated reader can be easily misled into thinking that nothing good exists in 
the program. This serious flaw in the Report is in this one-sided view."185 Paul 
Lehman commented that most of the recommendations made by the seminar 
were good, "if not startlingly new," and were "clearly more valid than the 
procedures by which they were formulated."186 He noted that the suggestions in 
Palisca's report concerned some basic activities that had been practiced by 
teachers for many years, often with success. Lehman also remarked that "[n]o 
sooner had the report of the seminar been published than there arose a series of 
anguished protests from the large segments of the nation's music 
educators ... based ... upon the inherent allegation that in many respects music 
education was failing to accomplish all that it should."187 
184 Ibid. , 53-56. 
185 Beglarian, review of Music in Our Schools, 187. 
186 Paul R. Lehman, review of Music in Our Schools: A Search for Improvement, Notes, 
Second Series 22 (autumn 1965): 729-30. 
187 Ibid., 728. 
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In the fall 1965 issue of BCRME, three authors reflected on the 1963 
seminar and 1964 report and proposed solutions according to the Palisca report 
guidelines. Joseph Turner suggested that the "Yale Seminar was productive in a 
number of ways"188 and enlisted those points in a long quotation from the 
Congressional Record. Kenneth Wend rich stated that one of the central 
conclusions of the seminar was that "the development of musicality is the primary 
aim of music education."189 He emphasized that Palisca's report distinguished 
two parameters of musical ability: the accurate expression of musical idea 
through pitch and time, and a detailed understanding of a musical statement 
heard. Wendrich also stated that educational practices in American schools place 
stronger emphasis on performance than on listening and proposed a curriculum 
in music listening related to historical and theoretical background of music 
examples. He concluded that such curriculum would meet "not only the 
immediate technical needs of the teacher, but also rigorous academic standards 
of scholarship."190 In the same 1965 issue of BCRME, an original Yale Seminar 
participant, Ronald Thomas, proposed a study on selected schools that had 
developed outstanding innovative music programs. The purpose of this study 
188 Joseph Turner, "Innovation and Experiment in Music Education," BCRME6 (fall 
1965): 1. 
189 Palisca, Music in Our Schools, 6. 
19° Kenneth L. Wendrich, "An Approach to Musical Understanding to Secondary 
Students," BCRME6 (fall1965): 9. 
would be "to undertake an assimilation, analysis, and synthesis of information 
gained in these exceptional programs."191 
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These early reviews of Palisca's report, as well as proposals based on the 
report recommendations, demonstrate resentment, but also interest and 
optimism in certain music circles about the role of the seminar and report 
findings. They also anticipate the division among educators that would become 
even more crystallized in later years. In the reviews that appeared soon after the 
seminar, one side argued that the development of a valid music education 
philosophy must be done by those who teach music in the schools, or at the least 
by those with strong backgrounds in music education. The other side seemed to 
promote an agenda of developing a listening curriculum for public school and 
undergraduate collegiate music programs. 
In an article published in 1969, Palisca reported on the status of the 
curriculum for listening and understanding music that had been proposed by 
Wend rich in 1965.192 In 1964, Palisca, Luther Noss (then dean of the School of 
Music at Yale), and Wend rich, all of Yale, proposed to the U.S. Office of 
Education a project to develop a listening curriculum. The proposal was accepted 
and a contract signed in 1965. The approved plan included three years of testing 
of the curriculum in selected public schools and summer institutes. In addition to 
Palisca and Wend rich, three other members of the Yale music faculty-Leon 
191 Ronald B. Thomas, "A Study of New Concepts, Procedures, and Achievements in 
Music Learning as Developed in Selected Music Education Programs," BCRME6 (fall1965): 26. 
192 Wendrich, "An Approach," 9. 
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Plantinga, Allen Forte, and James Drew-as well as Victor Yellin and Jan Ia Rue 
of New York University and Meredith Ellis of Oakland University, joined the 
research and the developing of the curriculum. "At the basis ... of the curriculum 
has been the philosophy about musical explanation ... In this sense our goal is not 
'appreciation.' Rather, we searched for ways to reach an understanding of music, 
assuming that with understanding comes enjoyment, and even if it does not, the 
knowledge gained is valuable in itself."193 The proposed listening curriculum was 
comprised of nine units entirely devoted to one or a few selected pieces of music. 
Each unit, designed by one or more authors from the research group, was 
comprised of approximately twenty lessons. The units were oriented by genre 
rather than chronologically: 
(1) Music for the Dance, Stravinsky Petrushka, by Palisca; 
(2) Music for the Keyboard, Schubert Impromptu and Chopin Ballade 
in g-minor, by Plantinga; 
(3) Chamber Music, Haydn, String Quartet op. 76, no. 3, by Palisca; 
(4) The Symphony, Beethoven Eroica, by Palisca and La Rue; 
(5) The Concerto, Bach Brandenburg no. 5 and Brahms Violin Concerto, 
by Palisca; 
(6) The Opera, Verdi Otello, by Yellin; 
(7) The Oratorio, Handel Saul, by Palisca; 
(8) Program Music, a survey from Vivaldi to Schoenberg, by Plantinga; 
(9) American Music, jazz, lves, Schuller, James Drew, by Drew.194 
The unifying idea behind the Yale Seminar Report recommendations and 
the listening curriculum proposed by the group of authors led by Palisca was to 
introduce more balance into the predominantly performance-oriented secondary 
193 Claude V. Palisca, "A Curriculum for Understanding Music through Discovery and 
Discussion: The Yale Music Curriculum Project," CMS 9 (fall1969): 39-40. 
194 Ibid., 37-38. 
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public school music curriculum. Stating that the "[h]igh school music programs 
are overwhelmingly addressed to performers-singers and players of band 
orchestra instruments,"195 Palisca argued for emphasis on understanding music 
through listening within the historical and theoretical context of the music work. 
This was the approach he would later pursue in the Norton Anthology of Western 
Music. Some of Palisca's statements in the Yale Seminar report and in the article 
about "The Yale Project Music Curriculum" were transplanted into the concept of 
the NA WM. The notions that every high school should offer courses in music 
literature with a limited number of representative works studied in depth, that 
theory and literature courses should be available to those sufficiently advanced 
musically, and that music programs should embrace musicians, composers, and 
scholars into curriculum 196 underlie his conviction that music education at every 
level should offer to students programs that are equally grounded in academic 
disciplines as they are in performing. In the listening curriculum, Palisca 
presented suggestions on analysis and discussion of incorporated pieces in a 
fashion that would later characterize the commentaries introduced in the 3rct 
edition of the NAWM. "There is more to understanding a musical work, however, 
than accurate, analytical hearing. This curriculum is founded on the conviction 
that a work of art is not an isolated object, but is fully revealed only by knowing all 
that contributed to its making."197 
195 Ibid., 36. 
196 Palisca, Music in Our Schools, 53-6. 
197 Palisca, "A Curriculum for Understanding Music," 42. 
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At the time of the testing of the listening curriculum in public schools music 
classrooms, Palisca hinted at a similar teaching "package" for the undergraduate 
level: "As the project developed, it became obvious that no materials of parallel 
scope and quality were available for college introductory courses in music. We 
decided to test an adaptation of the curriculum for college classes 
in ... sophomore seminars ... and classes. So far the results have been 
encouraging."198 The creation of the listening curriculum as recommended by 
Palisca in the Yale Seminar Report in the mid-1960s represented the first 
glimmer of the future Norton Anthology of Western Music. 
Among Palisca's recommendations from the report stands out the one for 
more inclusive repertory representative of "not only ... our Western musical 
heritage at its best, but also of jazz ... "199 Intriguingly, according to this excerpt, 
Palisca did not consider jazz part of the Western musical heritage. He declined to 
introduce jazz in the NAWM, and jazz selections did not appear in the Anthology 
until Burkholder's editorial involvement with the 5th edition. 
Fifteen years after the Yale Seminar, the fall 1979 issue of the BCRME 
recalled this event and its repercussions for the nationwide state of music 
education. Seventeen authors, including Palisca with "Prefatory remarks," 
contributed to the special issue. Nine of the authors had been participants and 
two had been observers at the 1963 seminar. Authors of seven articles, including 
Palisca, expressed positive sentiment toward the seminar, seven expressed 
198 Ibid., 39. 
199 Palisca, Music in Our Schools, 53. 
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mostly negative opinions, and three were neutral. Among the original participants 
and observers, four participants reported positive outcomes from the seminar 
over the fifteen years, three participants and one observer reported unfavorable 
outcomes, and two participants and one observer reported on the neutral side. 
Positive reviews of the seminar's outcomes came from participants 
Claude Palisca, Lionel Nowak, Howard Boatwright, and Allen Britton, and from 
non-participants Robert Hare, Robert Werner, and Charles Leonhard. Palisca 
acknowledged that "most of the reflections on the Yale Seminar on Music 
Education published in this issue are by people more closely associated with 
music in the schools than the 31 who met for twelve days in 1963."200 Nowak 
pointed out that as a result of the Seminar there is "less isolation among 
educators, composers, performers, and musicologists."201 For Boatwright, "one of 
the more interesting impacts was the enfranchisement of the non-Western 
music ... and the idea of integrating music theory with music history, literature and 
performance."202 Britton stated that following the Yale Seminar 
recommendations, jazz became much more studied in schools than it had been 
in 1963. He concluded that the final report represented a valuable document and 
that "[d]espite disappointments, the Yale seminar was one of the good things. It 
inspired reflective thinking, and it continues to inspire such thinking."203 
200 Claude V. Palisca, "Prefatory Remarks," BCRME60 (fall1979): 1. 
201 Lionel Nowak, "Yale Seminar Review: 15 Years Later," BCRME60 (fall1979): 17. 
202 Howard Boatwright, "Reflections," BCRME 60 (fall 1979): 34. 
203 Allen Britton, "In Response, " BCRME 60 (fall 1979): 60. 
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Among non-participants, Hare found that "without question the report did 
have a profound influence on the funding of research projects as well as on the 
establishments of trends."204 Werner stated that the seminar did not provide a 
fully practical methodology for achieving its ideals, but provided a strong 
statement that called for reform.205 Leonhard opined that "the Yale Seminar did 
fill the role of an influential critic of music education which caused many music 
educators to examine their programs with greater care than they have done 
previously, and the Seminar Report provided an authoritative source to 
substantiate the need for many of the later funded projects. "206 
The neutral reviews did not express criticism toward the seminar and the 
report, but the reviewers did not consider the results influential, at least not 
positively so. All three neutral reports came from original participants or 
observers. Participant Ronald Thomas found that the seminar strove for "a 
hoped-for new era in school music," but meanwhile the world had changed, 
leaving the schools in a worse position than they were in 1963. "Most schools are 
no longer exciting places to work. Many are dangerous to visit. Stagnancy has 
replaced dynamism. 'Creativity,' 'new ideas,' 'achievement' are only words, not 
prevalent attitudes. "207 Participant Gideon Waldrop summarized that "while the 
conference was interesting and valuable from the standpoint that it brought 
204 Robert Hare, "Yale Seminar on Music Education 1963: An Assessment 1978," 
BCRME 60 (fall 1979): 40. 
205 Robert Werner, "The Yale Seminar: From Proposals to Programs," BCRME 60 (fall 
1979): 57. 
206 Leonhard, "Was Yale Seminar Worthwhile?" 61 . 
207 Ronald Thomas, "Review of the Yale Conference: 15 Years Later, " BCRME 60 (fall 
1979): 15. 
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together many facets of the music field as related to music education, the overall 
impact has been limited ."208 Observer Joseph Turner noticed increased 
centralization of the school governance that followed the seminar: "Responsibility 
is removed progressively from teachers to principals, to superintendents, to state 
and national offices of education and legislatures. What is needed is a new-or is 
it lost? -concept of school management based on local decisions and local 
involvement of talent. "209 
Unfavorable assessments of the seminar were expressed by original 
participants John Carton, Marcus Raskin, and Jerrold Ross, observer E. A. 
Cykler, and non-participants Bennett Reimer, Charles Hoffer, and Robert John. 
Carton, unlike Nowak, declared the conference ineffective in ending isolation 
among factions: "One still finds educators, composers, performers, and 
musicologists turning up their noses at each other. The Conference did not have 
any impact toward a positive change."210 Among several disappointments, 
Raskin stated: "I had the hope that the music to be expressed and considered 
would not be limited to 'high' art but would also include the music of the streets 
as well as the composers and workers of jazz, ragtime, and folk song."211 Ross 
criticized "many members of the Seminar," who "had come to Yale with 
something that can best be described as idee fixe-a persistent theme which 
was over-modulated, more than amply developed, and unrelentingly augmented 
208 Gideon Waldrop, "A Response," BCRME60 (fall1979): 33. 
209 Joseph Turner, "Musicians in the Schools or Standards without Standardizations," 
BCRME60 (fall1979): 50-51 . 
210 John Carton, "Interview with John Carton," BCRME 60 (fall 1979): 22. 
21 1 Marcus Raskin , "Yale from a Political Scientist's View," BCRME60 (fall1979): 31 . 
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as the conference went along. To be sure all was not right with music in 
education ... various members of the panel assumed the role of prosecutor, 
attacking every percept, which more successfully than not, had linked children 
and music since education began.212 Cykler stated that if the purpose of the Yale 
Seminar was to improve the repertoire of public schools music classes, it had 
failed: "I'm only afraid that most of the excellent ideas were lost in the final report 
and failed to reach those upon whom we depend for actual results ... the music 
teacher and the classroom teacher who is too often responsible for music 
instruction."213 
In his lengthy article about the Yale Seminar and report, Bennett Reimer 
summarized the reasons for the seminar's failure: 
First, people not in school music education dominated the meeting; only 
nine of the thirty-one participants, and only two or three of the thirteen 
observers were full time music educators in the schools or colleges .. . 
second .. . was its single-minded focus on the subject of music itself .. . This 
overriding concern with subject matter to the almost total exclusion of 
societal problems ... was to prove to be the major strength of the curriculum 
reform movement as well as its eventual undoing.214 
Hoffer identified the language and na"ivete as the two main weaknesses of the 
final report. "The most serious criticism is that the careless and exaggerated 
language in the Report reduced its credibility, and therefore, the impact it had in 
convincing music educators to improve or change ... The second major criticism of 
the Final Report is its general naiveness with regards to music education. It is 
6. 
212 Jerrold Ross, "Since Yale," BCRME 60 (fall 1979): 44. 
213 E. A. Cykler, "In Retrospect, " BCRME 60 (fall 1979): 35. 
214 Bennett Reimer, "The Yale Conference: A Critical Review, " BCRME 60 (fall1979): 5-
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painfully evident throughout that the authors knew little about teaching music in 
the elementary and secondary schools."215 John delivered a gloomy evaluation of 
the Yale Seminar: 
It is hard to imagine that even the most dedicated participants of that 1963 
group feel that significant progress has been made in these areas of 
music education as a direct result of this single seminar. .. this visionary 
group who gathered on the Yale campus for two weeks in late June, 1963 
were for the most part not totally practical in school matters. Many of their 
recommendations (even then) sounded na"ive and unobtainable to 
practicing school music teachers ... for never before had any group 
(certainly not a group of 'noneducator' musicians) attempted to give 
specific direction to music educators on how music should be taught in the 
American public schools ... Not since Lowell Mason had there been as 
dogmatic a voice on the subject. .. We feel proud and comfortable when we 
attend one of our great music teacher conventions, and feel disturbed, 
challenged and irritated at groups such as the Yale Seminar folks.216 
Certain strengths and weaknesses of the seminar and report crystallized 
from the seventeen reviews published in the 1979 BCRMEYale Seminar 
fifteenth anniversary issue and in the articles published between 1963 and 1979. 
The general positive sentiment relied on the inclusion of non-Western, jazz, and 
folk music in the music curriculum217 and on ample opportunities for funding 
music education research projects as results of the seminar. The principal 
objections concerned harsh language that insinuated a massive failure of public 
school music education, and an elitist stand by mostly noneducator participants. 
In a 1992 article entitled "Background of the Yale Seminar on Music Education," 
215 Charles Hoffer, "Some Thoughts on the Final Report of the Yale Seminar," BCRME 60 
(fall 1979X 28. 
2 6 Robert John, "Yale Seminar-Fifteen Years Later," BCRME 60 (fall 1979): 38-39. 
217 Palisca, In Search for Improvement, 11. Precisely, in Chapter Ill entitled "Broadening 
of Music Repertory," among the reasons for the "ill-chosen" repertory "used in most school 
systems in the United States" Palisca stated that "Non-Western music, early Western music, and 
certain forms of jazz, popular, and folk music have been altogether neglected." 
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and the dissertation upon which it was based, 218 Daniel Steele in an investigative 
and exhaustive fashion traced the events that led to the conference. The article 
describes "back-stage" operations surrounding the event and contains 
statements from participants and those involved in the planning and organization 
of the seminar obtained through interviews. The actual seminar was not 
discussed and evaluated except at the very end of the article: "The Yale Seminar 
on Music Education initially angered many music educators, but spurred the 
music education profession into action through programs of the Contemporary 
Music Project and the Yale inspired Tanglewood Symposium."219 
Palisca's writings related to music education, other than those about the 
Yale Seminar, include articles about preparation of candidates for Ph.D. degrees 
in musicology and theory, interdisciplinary study in musicology, and the 
significance of music for music amateurs. In a three-part article entitled 
"Undergraduate Preparation for Graduate Study in Music" written with Grout and 
Allen Winold, in his part entitled "Diversity" Palisca outlined six points for the 
successful preparation of graduate students. He determined that college music 
departments should ensure that students are well grounded in composition, 
historically oriented analysis, special interests within music, high artistic level of 
musical performance, writing papers that require tight organization and clear 
218 Daniel L. Steele, "An Investigation into the Background and Implications of the Yale 
Seminar on Music Education" (D.M.E. diss., University of Cincinnati, 1988), in ProQuest 
Dissertations and Theses, http://proquest.umi.com. 
219 Daniel Steele, "Background of the Yale Seminar on Music Education," The Bulletin of 
Historical Research in Music Education 13 (July 1992): 83. 
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communication, and informal but disciplined discussion of musical problems?20 
In "Opportunities for lntracultural and Interdisciplinary Study," Palisca urged 
American musicology and higher education to move from collection and 
description toward explanation, and from asking "what" to asking "why": 
As soon as you ask this question you must leave the comfortable and 
familiar precincts of the music library, to make deep forays into 
neighboring disciplines ... These observations have implications for higher 
education in music. Our institutions must diversify and specialize in certain 
multidisciplinary directions ... University departments of music should be as 
little alike as possible; then students would truly have a choice. 221 
In the context of all of Palisca's writings, even the very title of his article, "The 
Quality of Life and the Education of the Musical Amateur,"222 invites curiosity. 
Palisca had always promoted high standards for music professionals, before and 
after this article, but in this article he suggested that high-level music making is 
too much fun to be left to professionals and that the "training of the gifted 
amateur should become a high priority of our conservatories, colleges, and 
universities." He further explained: 
Yet those of us who have taught in conservatories know that for every 
professional we have trained, we have launched in effect numerous 
amateurs, men and women who drifted to other occupations because of 
economic pressure. How much better it would be if they had been trained 
without the expectation of gainful employment in music but with the 
anticipation of a fulfilling life of amateur music-making.223 
22
° Claude V. Palisca, Donald J. Grout, and Allen Winold, "Undergraduate Preparation for 
Graduate Study in Music: Diversity," CMS 7 (fall 1967): 92-93. 
221 Claude V. Palisca, "Opportunities for lntracultural and Interdisciplinary Study," CMS 11 
(fall 1971Ji100. 
2 This article is omitted from Keitel's "Writings by Claude V. Palisca" in Musical 
Humanism. 
223 Claude V. Palisca, "The Quality of Life and the Education of the Musical Amateur," 
CMS 16 (spring 1976): 44. 
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Influences of Palisca's Writings on the NAWM 
The central part among Palisca's activities and writings on music education 
belongs to the organization and chairing of the Yale Seminar, assembling the 
seminar report, creating the listening curriculum as suggested in the report, and 
triggering the discourse among music professionals related to the Yale events. 
The driving force behind these engagements was Palisca's determination to 
impose balance in American public schools between what he saw as excessive 
emphasis on performance and teaching knowledge about music. He made it his 
educational mission to promote knowledge as an understanding of inner music 
mechanics gained through listening, and to promote listening in connection with 
the historical and theoretical background of the musical work. 
Most of his recommendations from the report and especially from the 
listening curriculum are in accord with the purpose, structure, and content of the 
Norton Anthology of Western Music. The first NAWM was published in 1980, 
seventeen years after the Yale Seminar (1963), eleven years after Palisca's 
report on the listening curriculum (1969), and in the year following the broad 
discourse about the Seminar in the 1979 issue of BCRME. In the context of 
Palisca's work on realization of the seminar agenda and creation of the listening 
curriculum and testing it at the college level,224 it is probable that the notion of the 
NAWM was conceived during these events, as early as the 1960s. While he 
operationalized his report ideas and beliefs about understanding music through 
224 Palisca, "A Curriculum for Understanding Music," 39. 
listening in the NAWM, he remained faithful to his 1959 approval of Jones' 
position "to distinguish the 'humane' arts from the booming popular arts 
dedicated to amusement and entertainment."225 Despite his proposal for 
broadening the repertory,226 Palisca remained constricted in that regard, and in 
NA WM adhered exclusively to the realm of Western art music. 227 
Palisca's body of writings in its entirety underscores certain traits that 
influenced the design of the NAWM. In all of his books and most of his articles 
and book reviews he examined Greek, Renaissance, and Baroque writings, 
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theory, and musical practice. His writings coincide with the content of the NAWM 
volume I, which did not receive critical comments in the reviews following the 
publication of the NA WM. All substantial critical remarks in the reviews 
concerned the organization and content of volume II , particularly selections for 
Classical sonata, Romantic orchestral and chamber music, and twentieth-century 
composers-all periods and content outside Palisca's narrow field of interest. 
This testifies to Palisca's stronger grounded concept of NAWM volume I that 
spans from Ancient Greece to the late Baroque. Accordingly, the first volumes of 
the first four editions of NA WM that he solely edited and that correspond to these 
eras feature more pieces than the second respective volumes ( 184 in volume I to 
153 in volume II) and more changes through the editions (42 in volume I to 35 in 
225 Palisca, review of One Great Society: Humane Learning in the United States, 39. 
226 Palisca, Music in Our Schools, 53. 
227 Jelena Simonovic Schiff, "Connections between Claude Palisca's Writings in Music 
Education and His Norton Anthology of Western Music," paper presented at the Chattanooga 
Symposium on the History of Music Education (Chattanooga, TN, 2011), in possession of author 
in Portland, OR. · 
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volume II). At the same time, volume I features more composers and 
compositions represented in all six editions (42 composers and 30 compositions 
in volume I to 36 composers and 24 compositions in volume 11).228 An overview of 
Palisca's work reveals his expertise in early music and his belief that 
understanding through listening and score analysis represents an essential route 
to gaining knowledge about music. 
Works about Pa/isca 
Writings about Palisca and his works consist of reviews of his books, 
reviews of his Yale Seminar report, works dedicated to him, reviews of the works 
dedicated to Palisca, and obituaries and In Memoriam articles. Reviews of 
Palisca's books comprise the largest group among works about him and his 
writings. All of his books were reviewed by at least one reviewer, with his 
Musicology (1963) and Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought 
( 1985) receiving the largest number of reviews. 
Reviews of Palisca's Books 
Among the reviews of Palisca's books, some reviewers identified issues 
that can be related to the NAWM. In one of the reviews of the co-authored 
Musicology (1963), reviewer Lincoln B. Spiess credited Palisca with shifting the 
focus of American musicologists from historical to systematic musicology: 
228 Ibid. 
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"Palisca emphasizes that a musicologist should be acquainted with these areas 
of systematic musicology ... and ... with additional non-musical fields when 
required by the subject of his specialty."229 Although Palisca reinforced the 
historical character of the Anthology in the preface to every edition, in the 
commentaries that accompany scores beginning with the 3rd edition he often 
discussed the extra-musical aspects of selected compositions. 
Two reviewers of Baroque Music (1968) found Palisca inconsistent in the 
use of foreign titles and names in the book. Reviewer Jan Spink stated that "Latin 
is left untouched, but modern languages are sometimes translated ... sometimes 
not. .. and sometimes omitted in favour of an English title ... "230 Stanley Sadie 
found that "[w]ith consistent inconsistency Handel is called Georg Frideric," 
characterized Palisca's overall writing style as " ... not easy reading ... gritty and 
inelegant. .. , " and remarked that the book "leans strongly towards Italy .. . "231 
The inconsistencies the two reviewers noted in Baroque Music are present 
in the first four editions of the NAWM edited solely by Palisca, where most of the 
Latin titles and foreign language titles are preserved. An exception is Palestrina's 
Pope Marcellus Mass, which was translated to English without the original title 
(no. 40, volume I, 1st edition), while other masses are left with their Latin titles 
(e.g., Missa Caput by Johannes Ockeghem, no. 36, volume I, 1st edition). Some 
229 Seeger, Spiess, and McAllister, review of Musicology, 114. 
230 lan Spink, review of Baroque Music, by Claude V. Palisca, Music & Letters 50 (July 
1969): 411 . Reviewer is signed by his initials I. S. , but the full name is given at the end of the 
"Reviews" section, p. 425. 
231 Stanley Sadie, review of Baroque Music, by Claude V. Palisca, TMT 110 (March 
1969): 266. 
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generic titles for compositions are translated (e.g., Mass in B-minor by J. S. 
Bach, no. 89, volume I, 1st edition) and some are not (e.g., Partite 12 sopra by 
Girolamo Frescobaldi, no. 100, volume I, 1st edition). Most inconsistencies with 
composers' names occurred between Palisca's (1st-4th) and Burkholder's editions 
(5th_6th), but certain inconsistencies are present in the first four Palisca's editions 
(e.g., Comtessa de Dia, no. 8, volume I in 2nd edition, but Beatriz de Dia, no. 10, 
volume I in 3rd edition). Compared to Baroque Music in which Handel was 
entered as Georg Frideric Handel, in NAWM his first name was also anglicized to 
George, and his middle and last names appear the same as in Baroque Music in 
all six NAWM editions by both editors (without an umlaut, and with the English 
rather than the German spelling, Georg Friederich Handel). 
In her review of Palisca's edition of On the Modes (1983), Ellen Beebe 
noted that: "a table identifying the traditional Greek pitch names would be helpful 
for students encountering them for the first time, and a little more background on 
the ethos attributed to the modes by other sixteenth-century theorists would help 
place .. . views in perspective."232 In the NAWM 2nd edition, Palisca extended the 
historical frame of selected musical works with two numbers from Ancient Greece 
(no. 1 and no. 2, volume I, 2nd edition) that remained in the Anthology through the 
6th edition. In the commentaries (beginning with the 3rd edition) he provided the 
original notation and transcriptions of the pitches from the selected excerpts, as 
well as the textual and musical rhythm. In the commentary to the "Epitaph of 
232 Beebe, review of On the Modes: Parl Four, 715. 
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Seikilos" (no. 1, volume I, 3rd edition), Palisca explained: 
So far as the ethos of the song is concerned, it seems to be neither 
excited nor depressed, but balanced between the two extremes, which is 
consistent with the Ionian tonos.233 
All reviewers of Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought ( 1985) 
recognized Palisca's intent to show that the Renaissance in music and the other 
arts originated in Italy and that its main source of inspiration was the humanistic 
revival of antiquity.234 "In a masterly piece of scholarship supported by many 
diagrams, Palisca explains how the Renaissance theorists came to recognize the 
difference between the modes of plainchant and those of Greek music."235 Two 
reviewers also pointed to Palisca's choice of examples in the book. Fend stated 
that "the examples of music by Willaert, Bardi and Peri from the middle and the 
very end of the sixteenth century indicate the length of time needed before the 
revival of classical learning could bear fruit in composition,"236 while Hanning 
found that "[o]ther Italian composer-teachers and scholars ... influenced ltalianized 
masters such as Willaert."237 Adrian Willaert was represented in NAWM by two 
compositions (nos. 32 and 52, volume I, 1st edition). The first work was featured 
in the 1st and 2"d editions, and the second was featured through all four editions 
prepared by Palisca, confirming the importance Palisca placed on Willaert in the 
development of the Renaissance frottola and motet. However, Willaert was 
233 Palisca, Norton Anthology, 3rd ed., 2. 
234 See for example, John B. Howard, review of Humanism in Italian Renaissance 
Musical Thought, by Claude V. Palisca, Notes, Second Series 43 (March 1987): 554. 
235 Fend, review of Humanism in Italian Renaissance, 387-88. 
236 Ibid 388 
237 Barbara R. Hanning, review of Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought, by 
Claude V. Palisca, JAMS 40 (summer 1987): 339. 
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omitted from the 5th and 6th editions co-edited by Burkholder. 
Among the reviews of the Studies in the History of Italian Music and Music 
Theory (1994), Peter Hauge noticed that in his final essay, which was "especially 
interestrng for its discussion of the differences in notation between French and 
Italian accents in recitatives, Palisca concludes that Lully's recitatives must be 
seen as a combination of both French and Italian recitatives."238 Indeed, in the 
commentary on Lully's Armide Palisca explained that the" ... device permits the 
two accented syllables normally found in each poetic line to fall on downbeats ... 
Lully's recitative is more melodious that its Italian counterpart, and the line is 
driven by a more active harmonic background."239 
Two reviewers of Palisca's posthumously published Music and Ideas in the 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (2006) established connections between 
his last publication and his earlier textbooks. Margaret Murata found that: 
Palisca's broadest contribution to the teaching of music history were his 
multiple re-editions of Donald Grout's History of Western Music; his 
particular "home" within that history was music history in the Renaissance 
and [B]aroque eras and its inescapable connections to the music theory of 
the ancient Greeks and Romans ... The posthumously edited book under 
review here, Music and Ideas, provides the keys and intellectual contexts 
to Palisca's numerous studies, as well as a kind of narrative organization 
to his oeuvre. The language and presentation are clear and largely non-
technical, as if accompanying a "Norton" Anthology of Humanist Musical 
Theory.240 
238 Peter Hauge, review of Studies in the History of Italian Music and Music Theory, by 
Claude V. Palisca, TMT 135 (November 1994): 715. 
239 Claude V. Palisca, Norton Anthology of Western Music, 3rd ed., 408. 
240 Margaret Murata, review of Music and Ideas in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries, by Claude V. Palisca, ed. by Thomas J. Mathiesen, Notes 63 (March 2008): 602. 
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Kate van Orden discerned even stronger cohesion of the Music and Ideas and 
Palisca's educational textbooks: 
Teachers will find in this book the dependability Palisca brought to the 
educational projects that engaged him at various points in his career-his 
Baroque Music, his editions of ... Grout's History of Western Music, the 
Norton Anthology of Western Music he designed to accompany it, and 
dozens of articles for the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 
For students new to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century thea~, it would 
serve nicely as a companion volume to the Norton Anthology. 41 
Like other reviews of Music and Ideas, these two reviews reflect on Palisca's 
overall work, but they also reinforce the educational aspects of his career, and 
particularly his writings in the context of his textbooks, including the NA WM. 
Works Dedicated to Palisca and 
Reviews of the Works Dedicated to Palisca 
In 1992, a year after Palisca's seventieth birthday, twenty-three authors 
dedicated their articles to him in a Festschrift collection entitled Musical 
Humanism and Its Legacy: Essays in Honor of Claude V. Palisca.242 Ten of the 
authors interacted with Palisca through writings and other activities before or 
after the collection was published.243 The book is comprised of twenty-two 
241 Kate van Orden, review of Music and Ideas in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries, by Claude V. Palisca, ed. by Thomas J. Mathiesen, Music & Letters 88 (2007): 646. 
242 Musical Humanism and Its Legacy: Essays in Honor of Claude V. Pa/isca, ed. by 
Nancy Kovaleff Baker and Barbara Russano Hanning (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1992). 
243 Ellen Beebe reviewed Palisca's edition of On the Modes by G. Zarlino in 1985; Tim 
Carter reviewed Palisca's The Florentine Camerata in 1990; Raymond Erickson translated 
Palisca's edition of Musica Enchiriadis and Scolica Enchiriadis in 1995; Barbara Russano 
Hanning co-edited this collection and also reviewed Palisca's Humanism in Italian Renaissance 
Musical Thought in 1987, The Florentine Camerata in 1990, and Ancient Music Adapted to 
Modem Practice in 1996, and wrote In Memoriam article for the Journal of Seventeenth-Century 
Music in 2003; Lewis Lockwood reviewed Palisca's Musicology in 1964 and Humanism in Italian 
Renaissance Musical Thought in 1986, and Palisca reviewed Lockwood's The Counter-
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articles organized in four chapters: "Greek Music Theory and its Influence in the 
Middle Ages and Renaissance," "Theoretical Issues of the First and Second 
Practices," "The Legacy of Musical Humanism: Music and Text," and "The 
Legacy of Musical Humanism: Analytical Perspectives." After the fourth chapter, 
Keitel provided a chronicle of Palisca's early years, from his birth to the turning 
point in his professional life, when in 1952 in Rome he copied the Mei letter. This 
chronicle is followed by a list of Palisca's works, which is incomplete due to the 
publication year of the collection, nine years prior to honoree's death. 
Another publication entirely devoted to Palisca, "A Special Issue 
Dedicated to the Memory of Claude V. Palisca" in the Journal of Seventeenth-
Century Music, appeared in 2003. The issue also ser-Ved as the proceedings 
from the 2000 "International Conference on Early Opera and Monody" 
celebrating the 400th anniversary of Italian drama. Sixteen authors, including 
Palisca himself,244 contributed articles related to monody, early stage music, and 
events surrounding the year 1600. The articles were preceded by an In 
Memoriam to Palisca by one of the editors, Russano Hanning: 
This issue of the JSCM is dedicated in gratitude to the memory of our 
friend and mentor Claude V. Palisca ... As ... John Walter Hill, said in his 
opening remarks, we were especially fortunate to have one of the most 
eminent scholars in musicology ever to be associated with the problems of 
Reformation and the Masses of Vincenzo Ruffo in 1970; Palisca reviewed Thomas J. Mathiesen's 
A Bibliography of Sources for the Study of Ancient Greek Music in 1977, Mathiesen edited 
Palisca's Music and Ideas in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, and wrote an In 
Memoriam article for Early Music in 2001; Maria Rika Maniates translated Palisca's edition of 
Ancient Music Adapted to Modern Practice by Nicola Vicentino in 1996; Leon Plantinga and Allen 
Forte worked with Palisca on developing the listening curriculum in 1965; Elizabeth Keitel, who 
chronicled Palisca's early years, was his spouse. 
244 Palisca, "Aria Types in the Earliest Operas," (fn. 139). 
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early opera and monody "represented by himself' at the conference 
commemorating the 400th anniversary of the beginnings of the genre ... 245 
The collection of Essays in Honor of Claude Pa/isca was reviewed in 
periodicals and received approvals for both the intention and content: "This 
volume of 22 essays constitutes a handsome tribute, ranging from Thomas J. 
Mathiesen on Ancient Greece to Allen Forte on the ' Tristan chord' in Debussy. 
The book is amplified by an interesting memoir on Palisca's early years ... "246 
"The twenty-two articles contained in the book are grouped under four headings, 
all of them general subjects in which Palisca himself excelled ... "247 "A remark by 
Claude Palisca ... his dictum, 'The musicologist is first and foremost a historian,' 
and the four parts of the Festschrift .. . reflect this. "248 F. W. Sternfeld in his review 
also reiterated Palisca's work in education, including the NAWM: 
Claude Palisca is best known to specialists as an expert on the Florentine 
Camerata and on Monteverdi-Artusi controversy, but as a vulgarisateur he 
has reached a much wider public of music students as author or editor of 
such indispensable teaching aids as his Baroque Music or the Norton 
Anthology of Western Music. He was a pillar of the music department at 
Yale University, holding the Moses chair until his recent retirement, and he 
supervised and influenced important dissertations there. 249 
245 Barbara Russano Hanning, "In Memoriam Claude V. Palisca," Journal of Seventeenth-
Century Music 9 (2003), http://sscm-jscm. press. illinois. edu/v9/no1/hanning_memorial. html, 
(accessed December 27, 2010). 
246 F. W. Sternfeld, review of Musical Humanism and its Legacy: Essays in Honor of 
Claude V. Palisca, ed. by Nancy Kovaleff Baker and Barbara Russano Hanning, Music & Letters 
74 (November 1993): 582 
247 James Haar, review of Musical Humanism and its Legacy: Essays in Honor of Claude 
V. Palisca, ed. by Nancy Kovaleff Baker and Barbara Russano Hanning, Notes, Second Series 
50 (March 1994): 945. 
248 David Wright, "Coups De Tete," review of Musical Humanism and its Legacy: Essays 
in Honour of Claude V. Pa/isca, ed. by Nancy Kovaleff Baker and Barbara Russano Hanning, 
TMT 135 ~March 1994), 154-55. 
24 Sternfeld, review of Musical Humanism, 581-82. 
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Obituaries and In Memoriam Articles 
Palisca's death (January 11, 2001) was noted in several newspapers, 
bulletins, and periodical journals. The first obituary-type article came out in the 
New Haven Registef250 on January 13, 2001. It consisted of Palisca's brief 
biography, which included the statement that: "he was a foremost scholar of early 
Baroque Italian opera and ... [s]ince 1960 ... a proponent of music education in the 
United States; he directed the Yale Music Curriculum Project sponsored by the 
U.S. Office in [sic.] Education, and was Chairman of the Advanced Placement 
Committee in Music for the College Entrance Examination."251 Among newspaper 
obituaries, Paul Griffiths of the New York Times gave the most original and 
substantial text on January 23, 2001 (later partially reprinted in the journal 21st 
Century Music). In addition to a short biography, Griffiths summed up Palisca's 
career: 
Mr. Palisca was one of the outstanding musical scholars of his generation. 
His particular interest was in the stylistic turning point that took place in 
Italy around 1600, when the polyphony of the late Renaissance gave way 
to the ... new genres-chamber music and opera-of the early Baroque. 
From his research into the theoretical disputes of this period-which 
concerned the nature and purposes of music and the lessons to be 
learned from ancient Greece-he moved into examining the longer history 
of musical theory. His Renaissance-centered view of music as a humane 
discipline led him to engage himself actively in music education in the 
United States.252 
250 Palisca lived and died in New Haven, Connecticut. 
251 [n.a.], "Obituary of Claude Palisca," New Haven Register, January 13, 2001 , 
http://www.nhregister.com/articles/2001/01/13/import/1274495.txt, (accessed January 29, 2011 ). 
252 Paul Griffiths, "Claude Palisca, Musicologist Specializing in the Renaissance, Dies at 
79," The New York Times, January 23, 2001, national edition, 
http://www. nytimes.com/2001/01/23/nationai/23PALI. html?pagewanted=all, (accessed January 
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Three days following the Griffiths article, on January 26, 2001, the Yale Bulletin 
& Calendar published Palisca's obituary largely similar to those in The New 
Haven Register and The New York Times. On January 30, 2001, the London 
Independent featured an obituary with the following statement: ''work that made 
Claude Palisca's name a byword for musicological integrity was focused on the 
musical humanism of the Italian renaissance. "253 Among periodicals, 
Palisca's death was noted during 2001 in 21st Century Music,254 in a rather 
obscure note in The Musical Times,255 and in a lengthy in memoriam-type article 
by Mathiesen in Early Music,256 during 2002 in the "Necrology Index" in Notes, 257 
and in 2003 in the Journal of Seventeenth-Century Music in which Russano 
Hanning reflected: "In retrospect, we realize that, by 'representing himself,' 
Claude was also leaving us a deeply personal as well as intellectual legacy ... of 
someone incomparably content with life and learning, genuinely committed to the 
profession of teaching, and unabashedly seduced by the lure of scholarship."258 
29, 2011 ); mistakenly, this article (and the reprint in 21st Century Music) gave January 1 O, 2001 
as the date of Palisca's death, instead of January 11, 2001 . 
253 Meic Stephens, "Obituary: Claude Palisca," The Independent, January 30, 2001, 
http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1 P2-5133967.html, (accessed January 27, 2011 ). 
254 [n.a.], "Chronicle," The 21st Century Music 8 (March 2001 ): 13; because it was a 
reprint of The New York Times obituary, this text also published January 10, 2001 instead of 
January 11, 2001 as date of>Palisca's death. 
255 [n.a.], TMT, 142 (spring 2001): 8; the obituary section was completely devoted to 
I ann is Xenakis who died a month after Palisca, and only at the very end of the Xenakis article it 
was noted in an outlined box: "We also mourn the passings of the organist Christopher Dearnley, 
the singer Kyra Wayne, the musicologist Claude V. Palisca, the author John Rosselli, and the 
opera producer Goetz Friederich." Ironically, the lengthy obituary to Xenakis was accompanied by 
an incorrect date of his death, August 17, 2001 instead of February 4, 2001. 
256 Mathiesen, "Claude V. Palisca (1921-2001):"328-29. 
257 Paul Hahn, "Necrology Index," Notes, Second Series 58 (June 2002): 794. 
256 Russano Hanning, "In Memoriam Claude V. Palisca." 
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J. Peter Burkholder (b. 1954) 
Professional interests of the NA WM co-editor James Peter Burkholder revolve 
around "modernism and meaning in music, musical borrowing and quotations,"259 
analysis, Charles lves, and American music. Burkholder was born on June 17, 
1954 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. He received an A.B. in music from Earlham 
College in 1975; and an M.A. in composition, music history, and theory in 1980 
and a Ph.D. in musicology in 1983 from the University of Chicago. He has taught 
at the University of Chicago (1979-82), University of Wisconsin-Madison (1982-
88), and Indiana University in Bloomington, where he currently chairs the 
Department of Musicology as a distinguished professor in the Jacobs School of 
Music.260 
Burkholder is a recipient of the 1985 Irving Lowens Award from the Society 
for American Music for his book Charles lves: The Idea Behind Music (1985), a 
1986 Alfred Einstein Award from the American Musicological Society for his 
article "Johannes Martini and the Imitation Mass of the Late Fifteenth Century" 
and 2011 Deems Taylor Award from the American Society of Composers, 
Authors and Publishers for his article "Music of the Americas and Historical 
Narratives."261 He also held Danforth, Rockefeller, and American Council of 
259 Paula Morgan, "Burkholder, James Peter," Grove Music Online in Oxford Music Online 
at http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com (accessed February 17, 2011 ). 
260 Ibid., and "Alliance of Distinguished and Titled Professors," Indiana University website, 
http://www.indiana.edu/-alldrp/members/burkholder.html (accessed February 17, 2011 ). 
261 
"Previous Irving Lowens Awards," the Society for American Music website, 
http://www.american-music.org/awards/PreviouslowensAwards. htm; "Einstein Award Winners," 
website of the American Musicological Society, http://www.ams-
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Learned Societies Fellowships and has served as president of the American 
Musicological Society and The Charles lves Society.262 In 2010 Burkholder was 
"named an honorary member of the American Musicological Society."263 
Burkholder's Works 
The literature about Burkholder's work consists of his writings and reviews 
of his writings. In the foreground of his writings are his authored, edited, and co-
edited books about the American composer Charles lves as well as his co-
authorship and co-editorship of the HWM and NAWM. Burkholder's articles and 
book-chapters comprise an assortment of topics from the fifteenth-century mass 
to Brahms, Berg, lves, musical time, music history and theory, interpretation of 
music of the Americas in the context of Western music, and music research and 
education. Among Burkholder's articles, Charles lves represents the most 
revisited topic. Burkholder also reviewed The Cambridge History of Twentieth-
Century Music and all of his books received reviews upon publication. 
Burkholder's work is addressed in several reviews of other authors' books about 
lves, as well as in certain non-review type articles. In addition to this, a few of 
Burkholder's letters render his correspondence or debates with other authors. 
net.org/awards/einsteinwinners.php; "42"d Annual ASCAP Deems Taylor Awards Announced," 
the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers website, 
http://www.ascap.com/press/201 0/11 08_ TaylorAwards.aspx (accessed February 18, 2011 ). 
262 1ndiana University, Bloomington website, Jacobs School of Music, 
http://info.music.indiana.edu/sb/page/normal/958.html (accessed February 18, 2011 ). 
263 
"IU Distinguished Professor Burkholder Honored by American Musicological Society," 
Indiana University News Room website, http://newsinfo.iu.edu/web/page/normal/16424.html 
(accessed February 18, 2011). 
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Books 
Burkholder's 1983 "comprehensive and insightful"264 dissertation about Charles 
lves265 anticipated a long-term focus of his interest. Between 1985 and 1996 he 
published four books about lves, two authored, one edited, and one co-edited.266 
The first book, entitled Charles lves: the Ideas Behind the Music (1985), which 
was based on his dissertation, "challenges the prevailing view of lves as a 
Transcendentalist composer"267 and provides a periodization of lves's work into 
six phases "based on where he lived and what he did."268 "[A] kind of 
psychobiography of lves,"269 The Ideas illuminates the evolution of lves's 
aesthetics Behind the Music. 
In All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and the Uses of Musical Borrowing 
(1995), "Burkholder sticks to the same six periods of lves's career that he 
outlined in the ... /deas Behind the Music but identifies fourteen procedures for the 
264 Geoffrey Block, review of Charles lves: The Ideas Behind the Music, by J . Peter 
Burkholder, JM 5 (spring 1987): 308. 
265 J. Peter Burkholder, The Evolution of Charles lves's Music: Aesthetics, Quotation, 
Technique (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1983). 
266 Chronologically: J. Peter Burkholder, Charles lves: the Ideas Behind the Music (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1985); All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and the Uses of 
Musical Borrowing (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1995); ed., Charles lves and his 
World (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996); and Geoffrey Block and J. Peter 
Burkholder, eds., Charles lves and the Classical Tradition (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 1996). 
267 Block, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 308. 
268 Peter Dickinson, reviews of Charles lves: The Ideas Behind the Music, by J. Peter 
Burkholder; William Wallace Gilchrist (1846-1916): A Moving Force in the Musical Life in 
Philadelphia, by Martha Furman Schleifer; and The Music of Aaron Copland, by Neil Butterworth, 
TMT 128 ~January 1987): 25. 
26 Allan Shields, review of Charles lves: The Ideas Behind the Music, by J. Peter 
Burkholder, Leonardo 20 (1987): 194. 
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use of preexisting music."270 The procedures include variation, paraphrase, 
medley, and collage among others, and are traced chronologically through lves's 
works, but Burkholder also "shows historical precedents for these techniques in 
European art music and in American nineteenth-century popular song."271 In A// 
Made of Tunes, Burkholder corroborated his previously established influence of 
lves's composition teacher at Yale, Horatio Parker, on lves appreciation for 
classical tradition. He also completed "the picture by demonstrating the specific 
compositional technique lves learned from Parker, and, most important the 
various ways in which he adapted these techniques."272 
All Made of Tunes appeared ten years after The Ideas and was shortly 
accompanied by Burkholder's two other publications on lves. He edited Charles 
lves and his World (1996), comprised of essays, letters, reviews,273 and 
contemporary views of lves and his music by various authors. The same year, 
Burkholder co-edited Charles lves and the Classical Tradition (1996) with: 
... a distinctive approach that contrasts with many other books and articles 
about a composer long perceived as quintessentially American. In this 
book Charles lves is depicted as a composer whose music grew out of the 
European classical tradition, influenced by Wagner, Brahms, Dvorak, 
Tchaikovsky, and especially Beethoven. lves is also portrayed as a 
composer whose musical and philosophical perspectives and stylistic 
270 Peter Dickinson, review of All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and the Uses of Musical 
Borrowin~, by J. Peter Burkholder, Music and Letters 80 (August 1999): 480. 
2 1 Liz Bird, review of All made of Tunes: Charles lves and the Uses of Musical 
Borrowing, by J. Peter Burkholder, BRIO-Journal of the United Kingdom Branch of the 
International Association of Music Ubraries 33 (spring-summer 1996): 74. 
272 Kathryn Bumpass, review of All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and the Uses of Musical 
Borrowing, by J. Peter Burkholder; and Charles lves and the Classical Tradition, ed. by Geoffrey 
Block and J . Peter Burkholder, Notes, Second Series 54 (March 1998): 677. 
273 Part Ill , "Selected Reviews 1888-1951" was compiled by Geoffrey Block with whom 
Burkholder co-edited Charles lves and the Classical Tradition (1996), and who reviewed 
Burkholder's Charles lves: Ideas Behind the Music in 1987. 
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characteristics strongly parallel those of certain contemporaneous 
European composers, such as Arnold Schoenberg, Alban Berg and Igor 
Stravinsky. 274 
Burkholder's work in music history pedagogy encompasses teaching materials 
and textbooks related to music fundamentals , and primarily, to music history. His 
first educational published venture was realized in the Basic Concepts of 
Music275 (1991), an integrated audio-print course divided into twelve half-hour 
instructional lectures. The lecture segments explore rhythm, melody, harmony, 
form, texture, style, musical conveyance of meaning and emotion, interaction of 
music with other arts, integration of musical parameters, and empowering of the 
listener. Burkholder also invented the Study and Listening Guide that has 
accompanied HWM and NAWM since 1996 (Table 1), paralleling the HWM 5th 
and NAWM 3rd editions. The SLG for HWM and NAWM appeared in four editions, 
the latest matching the HWM 8th and NAWM 6th editions. Following the 
publication of the Concise HWM (CHWM) in 1998, and since then, the SLG also 
accompanies CHWM and its parallel NAWM edition. This version of SLG has 
appeared in four editions as a SLG for each of CHWM 1st_4th and each of the 
NAWM 3rd_6th editions. 
The highlights of Burkholder's work in music education, however, are his 
274 Alan Mandel, review of Charles lves and the Classical Tradition, edited by Geoffrey 
Block and J. Peter Burkholder, Society for American Music Bulletin 24 (fall1998}, electronic ed. 
http://american-music.org/publications/bullarchive/Reviw243.html (accessed February 24, 2011 ). 
275 J. Peter Burkholder, Basic Concepts of Music, cassette recording (Washington, DC: 
Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System and the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting, 1991 ); and J. Peter Burkholder and James Tucker, Basic Concepts of Music, 
cassette recording (Madison, WI: Audio Store, 1994). 
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contributions to the HWM and NA WM. Since both of the other two co-authors, 
Grout and Palisca, were deceased when he assumed the co-authorship of the 
HWM ih and NAWM 5th editions, Burkholder undertook the sole responsibility for 
the shaping of the two textbooks. 
Articles 
Among Burkholder's articles, several underscore his research on Charles 
lves, but also his interests in teaching music history and in topics related to 
twentieth-century music. Burkholder's articles on lves encompass: the 
composer's college years, influences on lves's music (denied and approved by 
the composer and interpreted by Burkholder), lves's early experimental music, 
the impact of organ proficiency on his composing, and the borrowing of musical 
materials as an aspect of lves's compositional technique.276 In '"Quotation' and 
Emulation: Charles lves's Use of His Models," Burkholder distinguished particular 
procedures of lves's re-use of existing musical materials: 
All cases of lves's use of existing music have traditionally been regarded 
as examples of one technique, for which various names have been 
suggested .. . But it is not only a question of lves's "quotation" of existing 
music ... The truth is that there are several very different musical 
276 Chronologically: J. Peter Burkholder, "'Quotation' and Emulation: Charles lves's Use 
of His Models," The Musical Quarterly 71 (1985): 1-26; "'Quotation' and Paraphrase in lves's 
Second Symphony," 1gfh-century Music 11 (summer 1987): 3-25; "Charles lves and His Fathers: 
A Response to Maynard Solomon," Institute for Studies in American Music Newsletter 18 
(November 1988): 8-11; "The Critique of Tonality in the Early Experimental Music of Charles 
lves," Music Theory Spectrum 12 (autumn 1990): 203-23; "lves and Yale: The Enduring Influence 
of a College Experience," CMS 39 ( 1999): 27 -42; "The Organist in lves," Journal of the American 
Musicological Society 55 (summer 2002): 255-310. 
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techniques involved here, procedures which share a common history and 
yet remain distinct.277 
In "'Quotation' and Paraphrase in lves's Second Symphony," Burkholder 
elaborated on the specifics of lves's re-use of known musical themes: 
By now, most of the borrowed material has been identified, and several 
interpretations of the significance of the "quotations" have been offered. 
Yet, our view of the work and our understanding of its meaning are still 
incomplete, for three essential points have been missed. First, what is 
involved here is not quotation but paraphrase, the reworking ..... of existing 
material through variation, ornamentation, omission, repetition, 
transposition, elision, and interpolation ... Second, lves's borrowed material 
is not inserted into an existing framework, but forms the very .. basis of the 
music ... Third, lves uses his sources in a thoroughly systematic way. 
Every one of his themes paraphrases an American vernacular tune.278 
The article entitled "Charles lves and His Fathers" illuminates the 
influences Charles lves claimed in his writings to be of importance on his 
composing, together with those Burkholder and other writers had identified as 
"boldly" manifested in his music: 
And this is the picture we get of lves in his Essays: a composer in the 
European tradition, trying to assert his nationality and his individuality 
within that tradition. He identifies himself with the spirit of Bach, Brahms, 
and especially Beethoven ... At the same time, he rejects the approaches 
of many composers of his own generation ... Here, lves is not a composer 
who claims not to be influenced, but a composer who states his influences 
boldly, both the ones he seeks to emulate and the ones he rejects ... ln the 
Memos lves set to disinherit himself from European music, calling all sorts 
of composers names and attacking most viciously the composers from 
whom he had learned the most or whose music resembled his (whether 
through influence or mere accident) . He needed someone, some guide, of 
course: to claim to be a complete original is too unbelievable. So he 
credited his originality to his father George-not just the use of individual 
techniques such as polytonality and quarter -tones, but the very stance of 
277 Burkholder, "'Quotation' and Emulation,"2. 
278 Burkholder, '"Quotation' and Paraphrase in lves's Second Symphony," 4. 
open-mindedness that made him so original. Ironically, he used his 
biological father to obscure his great debt to his artistic fathers.279 
Burkholder's article entitled "The Critique of Tonality in the Early 
Experimental Music of Charles lves" addresses some misconceptions about 
lves's pieces in which he experimented with quarter-tones, non-tertian chord 
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structures, palindromes, atonality, and polytonality and which he called "private 
compositional studies. "280 Here Burkholder asserted that "by looking more closely 
at what lay behind lves's early experiments, we may rediscover in him a man of 
his own time, concerned with the European past and with the future of that 
tradition.281 The article entitled "lves and Yale: The Enduring Influence of a 
College Experience" uncovers the history of the longstanding relationship 
between the lves family and Yale University, and describes lves's years at Yale: 
The significance of Parker's teaching for lves's development has not 
always been obvious. In fact, we can trace an interesting history of the 
way people have perceived his relationship with Parker, from the simple 
recognition that Parker was his teacher to the view that Parker 
represented a step backwards in lves's development, to the emerging 
consensus that Parker's influence was absolutely crucial. Interestingly, the 
first two ways of viewing Parker's role, opposite as they are, stem from 
lves himself. 282 
In "The Organist in lves," Burkholder maps out lves's career as an organist 
and the influence of his organ proficiency and experience on his composing: 
Of greatest interest is not the quantity of pieces with organ or adapted 
from organ music, but the qualities of lves's music that reflect his early, 
long, and formative experience with the organ. These qualities arise from 
279 Burkholder, "Charles lves and His Fathers," 10. 
280 Burkholder explained the "private nature" of these experimental pieces in his book 
Charles lves: The Ideas Behind the Music, 48-49. 
281 Burkholder, "The Critique of Tonality in the Early Experimental Music," 223. 
282 Burkholder, "lves and Yale," 34. 
two sides of this experience: aspects of playing the organ and 
characteristics of the organ repertory.283 
In his articles not directly related to lves or education,284 among other topics 
Burkholder researched Brahms, the fifteenth-century imitation mass, musical 
borrowing, and music of the Americas. In an article entitled "Music of the 
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Americas and Historical Narratives," which appeared the same year as the 
NAWM 6th and HWM 8th editions (2009), Burkholder provided grounds for a large 
part of the interventions he implemented in the sth, and particularly 6th editions of 
NAWM. The content of this article blueprints Burkholder's ideation of a more 
liberal definition of the Western musical idiom, which seemingly affected the 
current shape of NAWM as acknowledged by its author: 
In recent decades, scholars and teachers of music history have expanded 
our reach to encompass a wider range of music ... This work has 
challenged the old paradigms of music history and has raised questions 
about what and how we should teach. These questions have come into 
particularly sharp focus for me since 2001, when I was asked to prepare 
the next editions of History of Western Music, the leading textbook in 
English for the past half century, and the accompanying Norton Anthology 
of Western Music. 285 
283 Burkholder, "The Organist in lves," 259-62. 
284 Chronologically: J. Peter Burkholder, "Museum Pieces: The Historicist Mainstream in 
Music of the Last Hundred Years," JM 2 (spring 1983): 115-34; "Brahms and Twentieth-Century 
Classical Music," 19th-Century Music 8 (summer 1984): 75-83; "Johannes Martini and the 
Imitation Mass of the Late Fifteenth Century," JAMS 38 (autumn 1985): 470-523; "The Twentieth 
Century and the Orchestra as Museum," in The Orchestra: Origins and Transformations, ed. by 
Joan Peyser (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1986), 409-33; "Musical Time and Continuity 
as a Reflection of the Historical Situation of Modern Composers, " JM 9 (autumn 1991 ): 411-29; 
"Berg and the Possibility of Popularity," in Alban Berg: Historical and Analytical Perspectives, ed. 
by David Gable and Robert P. Morgan (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), 25-53; "Music Theory 
and Musicology," JM 11 (winter 1993): 11-23; "The Uses of Existing Music: Musical Borrowing as 
a Field," Notes, Second Series 50 (March 1994): 851-70; "Rule-Breaking as a Rhetorical Sign," in 
Festa Musicologica: Essays in Honor of George J. Buelow, ed. by Thomas J. Mathiesen and 
Benito V. Rivera (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1995), 369-89; and "Music of the Americas 
and Historical Narratives," American Music 27 (winter 2009): 399-423. 
285 Burkholder, "Music of the Americas," 399. 
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To answer the question of what should be taught in music history, Burkholder 
posed two other questions: what types of music should be included in the 
historical narratives of the Western tradition, and what geographical range does 
Western music cover? By the same standards applicable to compositions 
paradigmatic for the Western canon-music composed for functions and music 
as works of art for contemplation-he deduced that Western music, in addition to 
art and notated church music, also embraces entertainment, dance, ceremonial, 
theater, and amateur music, and that in addition to the music of Europe, it also 
encompasses music of the Americas. 
Together with the fact that European immigrants to the Americas brought 
their musical traditions with them, Burkholder defined relationships between 
musical developments in Europe and the Americas over the last five centuries as 
parallel, but nonetheless marginalized in the music history books, textbooks, and 
encyclopedias published beginning with, and since, Guido Adler's Handbuch der 
Musikgeschichte (1929). According to Burkholder, Adler devoted about 1.5 
percent of the book to American music, as did Gerald Abraham in his ten-volume 
New Oxford History of Music, although the latter contains more information about 
the Americas overall because it is a much longer work286: 
When music historians in the United Stated wrote such narrative histories, 
or taught surveys of Western music, they followed the same pattern. Paul 
Henry Lang's magisterial Music in Western Civilization, published in 1941, 
includes in its 1,030 pages only twenty pages on music in the North 
American colonies and the United States, tacked into chapters with titles 
like "Peripheries of Eighteenth-Century Music and its Practice." There is 
286 Ibid., 401 . 
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one page on music in Latin America in the very early colonial period, so 
that 2 percent of the book is on music of the Americas. The first edition of 
Donald Jay Grout's A History of Western Music, published in 1960, has 
even less on music in the Americas, only about 0.8 percent of the 
book ... Lang and Grout closely parallel Adler and the New Oxford History 
both in the extent of coverage and the approach-treating the Americas 
as peripheral .. . The close similarity in treatment makes clear that Lang and 
Grout continued the historiographical tradition established in Europe even 
though they addressed a mostly American audience. 
The fifth edition of Grout's text, revised by Claude V. Palisca and 
published in 1996, added at the end of the 805-page book a substantial 
45-page chapter devoted to music in the United States from the colonial 
period to the present. .. Total coverage of music in the Americas in the fifth 
edition represented about 6 percent of the book's length, a great 
expansion over earlier editions.287 
While Burkholder welcomed Palisca's extension of the HWM textbook to 
include a larger sample of American music "in response to a growing belief 
among music history teachers in the United States that students should have 
more exposure to their own nation's tradition," he objected to the manner in 
which the chapter on music of the Americas was appended at the end of the 
book. This, in his opinion, implied that American music tradition was not only 
subordinate to, but also isolated from the "story of music in Europe."288 
When he resumed responsibility for revising the HWM 7th edition, 
Burkholder further expanded the text on music of the Americas to about 13 
percent of the entire book and changed the attitude toward music of the 
American continent as inferior to and segregated from the Western canon by 
weaving it into the Western musical tradition fabric. The 8th HWM edition 
287 Ibid., 401-02. 
288 Ibid., 402-03. 
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particularly emphasized the events and developments in music of the Americas 
since World War II in art and popular music. This was consistent with the trans-
Atlantic transplanting of certain musical idioms that soon were "well established 
in Europe as in the United States ... as the "[m]odernist European composers 
drew on jazz for inspiration."289 The changes Burkholder implemented in the 
HWM narrative, also clearly evident in the shifts that concurrently befell the 
NAWM, reflected a comprehension of what constitutes Western music: 
Through this book and in my teaching, I am trying to make music in the 
Americas part of the larger story, not something tacked on at the end or 
treated as peripheral. I believe that all the music of Europe and the 
Americas that partakes of the Western tradition should be integrated 
into a single narrative, both in books and in courses ... It is part of a long 
shared story, and it deserves a place in our historical narratives about 
Western music. 290 
Burkholder thus elucidated his position on the place of music of the American 
continent in the context of Western tradition and consequently in the music 
history textbooks. In doing so, he accounted for most of the changes he 
introduced in the 5th and 6th editions of the Anthology: overcoming of exclusively 
art music repertory to include jazz standards, reaching to composers of origins 
other than European, and revising the overly conservative selection to admit 
modern composers of seminal achievements, several of them American. 
As explanatory, innovative, and comprehensive as this article appears in regard 
to Burkholder's approach to revising the HWM and NA WM, it did not represent 
the first such move on his part. In an earlier article entitled "Curricular Ideas for 
289 Ibid., 417. 
290 Ibid., 403, 419. 
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Music History and Literature," he made suggestions for a selective course design 
that would address jazz and popular music both in the Music in the Western 
Culture and Music History courses and would, in constellation with other period 
music history courses, cater to students' particular interests: 
Whatever structure works best for a particular program or school, I think 
we need to head toward a curricular structure in which we introduce the 
varieties of music in the world, teach the abilities we want students to 
have, and let students choose repertories on which to focus, while 
reinforcing the skills and tools that will allow them to understand any 
repertoire in historical terms.291 
On another subject related to music education, Burkholder collaborated 
with a group of other authors to write about approaches to teaching in 
conjunction with research. He suggested that assigning an instructor's published 
articles from which the lectures are extracted benefits class time which can be 
used for discussion, stating that "[b]oth as a student and as a teacher, I have 
gained when research and teaching have been part of a single enterprise."292 
Such relationship of musicological research and teaching has not always 
provided a consensus among musicologists-pedagogues. This was evidenced by 
papers on the utilization of research findings in teaching music history and survey 
courses presented at the 1988 and 2003 AMS conferences. In his session in 
1988, James A Hepokoski explained that he did not present his own research 
results in his undergraduate nineteenth-century survey course due to the 
specialized nature of the research, including a large amount of detail about 
291 J. Peter Burkholder, "Curricular Ideas for College Music History and Literature," CMS 
Newsletter (September 2001 ), electronic ed., http://newsletter. music. org/cgi-
bin/show newsletter_article.pl?id=129&mid=149721 (accessed February 19, 2011). 
2
'92 J. Peter Burkholder, "The Symbiosis of Teaching and Research," CMS 44 (2004): 4 . 
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individual compositions. Similarly, Katherine T. Rohrer stated that "because it 
takes so long just to explain the theoretical basis .. . that I never have time to fit it 
in," she did not use her own research even in her upper-level courses.293 
According to Hepokoski, "[t]he looming problem, then, is this: in what sense can 
knowledge of the specialized inform our teaching of the general? And that is a far 
larger question. Much more important than this matter of 'my research' is a sense 
of the whole enterprise - 'everyone's research'. "294 Since "specialized intricacies" 
are not a concern in teaching lower-division courses, Hepokoski suggested 
alerting or "sensitizing" students to the existence of the "higher musicological 
enterprise"295 they may want to turn to in the later phases of their education. 
Margaret Murata interpreted the job of the musicologist-teacher as primarily 
broadening the resources and experiences of students. In answer to the 
"constant, underlying complaint of undergraduates" that "music courses don't 
have related goals, that they don't apply to each other," she recommended more 
interaction between music history faculty and other departments and faculty, and 
more coordination between music history topics and students' other courses. 296 
In 2003, participants in a panel discussion agreed on the necessity of 
symbiosis of research and teaching. H. Wiley Hitchcock described jt as 
293 James A. Hepokoski, "'Music History' as a Set of Problems: 'Musicology' for 
Undergraduate Music Majors," CMS 28 (1988): 12; and Katherine T. Rohrer, "Machaut for the 
Masses or How Musicology Ruins Your Teaching," CMS 28 (1988): 22. 
294 Hepokoski, "'Music History' as a Set of Problems," 12. 
295 Ibid. 
296 Margaret Murata, "Musicology and the Music Major," CMS 28 (1988): 18. 
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embodying "the results of recent researches by others as well as myself. "297 
Susan McClary pointed out that students' questions posed during music history 
classes led her to certain new research ideas, which she shared in the 
classroom, upon realization of the research: "My articles all end up in my course 
readers, leaving a trace for future generations [of students] of the problems 
raised by their predecessors."298 The discourse among the musicologists-
pedagogues shows a change in attitudes toward implementation of research in 
teaching music history courses during the last two decades. This change seems 
to trail the developments in the field of musicology, whereas the need for 
"communication of research"299 followed the opening of communication between 
musicology and other disciplines. 
Works about Burkholder 
Writings about J. Peter Burkholder encompass reviews of his books, his debates 
with other writers, reports on the awards he has received, and articles that 
mention his works. Among the reviews, all of his books received at least one, and 
his two authored books received the most reviews. Burkholder's first book on 
lves, The Ideas Behind the Music, elicited rather mixed reviews. 30° Certain 
297 H. Wiley Hitchcock, "The Symbiosis of Teaching and Research," CMS 44 (2004): 5. 
298 Susan McClary, "The Symbiosis of Teaching and Research ," CMS 44 (2004): 9. 
299 Hitchcock, "The Symbiosis," 7. 
300 Chronologically: Michael J. Alexander, review of Charles lves: The Ideas Behind the 
Music, by J. Peter Burkholder, Tempo, New Series 157 (June 1986): 35-37; Frank Rossiter, 
review of Charles lves: The Ideas Behind the Music, by J. Peter Burkholder, The American 
Historical Review 91 (October 1986): 1007; Dickinson, review of The Ideas Behind the Music (fn. 
268); Block, review of The Ideas Behind the Music (fn. 264), 308-11 ; Michael Hall, review of 
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reviewers found it unconvincing in some respects and incomplete regarding the 
social context of lves's biography. On the other hand, some reviewers qualified it 
as an impressive contribution to lves scholarship. At the least, the comments 
directed at Burkholder's first book compounded contradictions. 
The lack of supporting evidence which "for the influence of various figures 
on lves is not all equally convincing,"301 since "[s]uch points will never 
satisfactorily be explained through family chit-chat"302 was countered with an 
assertion that "[a]mendments to the traditional writings about lves are many and · 
gently, but convincingly advanced by Burkholder."303 Regarding the social milieu 
surrounding lves's life and work, "[t]his total lack of cultural perspective is 
inexcusable in a work purporting to deal with unique history of ideas,"304 and 
represents a "chief disappointment for the professional historian";305 but for 
another reviewer, it "can stand beside the most impressive accomplishments of 
lves scholarship."306 On the relationship of lves's ideas and his music, "[w]ithout 
an examination of lves's music, a book on his ideas is virtually redundant, 
Charles lves: The Ideas Behind the Music, by J . Peter Burkholder, Journal of American Studies 
21 (April1987): 117-18; Shields, review of The Ideas Behind the Music (fn. 269), 194-95; and 
Anne Swartz, review of Charles lves: The Ideas Behind the Music, by J. Peter Burkholder, 
American Music 5 (summer 1987): 222-23. 
301 Rossiter, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 1 007. 
302 Alexander, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 37. 
303 Shields, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 194. 
304 Alexander, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 37. 
305 Rossiter, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 1007. Franck Rossiter is also the 
author of Charles lves and His America (New York: Liveright, 1975), a book that Burkholder 
addresses in Ideas Behind the Music. According to Block (fn. 300, p. 310), "Burkholder does cite 
his predecessor four times ... Burkholder also tacitly refutes another major idea of Rossiter, that 
lves's creative isolation was both tragic and necessary." 
306 Block, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 311 . 
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especially when so many richer studies are available";307 it "throws some light on 
the continuing discussion of the impact of lves's conflicts upon his composing, 
but there are unanswered questions";308 yet overall "is an elegantly written, 
valuable study of the divergent philosophies that underlie and inform the music of 
Charles lves. It is a worthy addition to twentieth-century lves scholarship."309 
Burkholder's second lves title, All Made of Tunes, also provoked mixed 
reviews. 310 Most reviewers found Burkholder's writing "refreshingly clear, and his 
ability to organize vast amounts of detail into coherent and logical 
sequences ... one of the greatest strengths of the book";311 "a superb analytical 
study ... Burkholder's most profound achievement-an enduring contribution to 
our understanding of lves";312 and "Burkholder's balanced assessments ... 
exemplary, even when he is disposing of unfounded claims."313 
One reviewer, however, expressed reservations and disagreements with 
307 Hall, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 118. 
308 Dickinson, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 25. 
309 Swartz, review of The Ideas Behind the Music, 223. 
31° Chronologically: David Nicholls, review of All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and the 
Uses of Musical Borrowing, by J. Peter Burkholder, BBC Music Magazine 4 (April 1996): 24; Bird, 
review of All Made of Tunes (fn. 271 ); Josiah Fisk, "Discovering lves, Once Again, " The Hudson 
Review 50 (spring 1997): 129-36; Alan Mandel, review of All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and 
the Uses of Musical Borrowing, by J. Peter Burkholder, Society for American Music Bulletin 23 
(spring 1997), electronic ed., http://american-music.org/publications/bullarchive/reviw231.htm 
(accessed February 22, 2011 }; Edward Lindergan, review of All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and 
the Uses of Musical Borrowing, by J. Peter Burkholder, Choral Joumal37 (March 97): 60-61; 
Bumpass, review of All Made of Tunes (fn. 272), 677 -80; Judith Tick, "Composer for an 
Ideological Age: A Review Essay," review of Charles lves: A Life with Music, by Jan Swafford; 
and All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and the Uses of Musical Borrowing, by J. Peter Burkholder, 
American Music 17 (summer 1999): 200-05; Dickinson, review of All Made of Tunes (fn. 270), 
479-82; and Carol K. Baron, review of All Made of Tunes: Charles lves and the Uses of Musical 
Borrowin~, by J. Peter Burkholder, JAMS 53 (summer 2000): 437-44. 
3 1 Bumpass, review of All Made of Tunes, 679. 
312 Tick, review of All Made of Tunes, 202. 
313 Dickinson, review of All Made of Tunes, 481 . 
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the author. While she credited Burkholder with the distinctive labeling of 
"cumulative form" (or "cumulative setting" for used or paraphrased existing tunes) 
as a non-repetitive thematic form presented toward the end, not beginning of the 
form, and preceded, not followed by its development, Carol Baron found severa\ 
faults in the book. Part of the criticism concerns certain analytical procedures 
applied to lves's scores. In a partially measure-by-measure analytical refutation 
of Burkholder's contentions, Baron stated that "Burkholder calls the incomplete 
statements 'complete,' ostensibly because this incomplete form of the tunes 
constitutes the movement's 'complete' theme. The validity of characterizing the 
hymn tunes as appearing in 'complete' or 'definite' form at the end is therefore 
compromised by lves's actual practice. "314 Baron further claimed that Burkholder 
overemphasized lves's practice of borrowing materials that were additionally, in 
some instances, misidentified, and that his analysis of lves's "collage" structures 
did not allow for passages free of borrowed materials.315 Aside from analytical 
scrutiny, Baron also questioned Burkholder's handling of biographical data, 
regretting that discrepancies between lves's autobiographical materials and 
Burkholder's interpretation of those materials were not verifiable by published 
documentation.316 
Burkholder responded to this review stating, in the opening of his five-
page letter, that Baron's review is unbalanced and "full of errors, large and 
314 Baron, review of All Made of Tunes, 439. 
315 Ibid., 440. 
316 Ibid., 444. 
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small."317 This was not Burkholder's first debate over the reviews of his published 
or other authors' published works. He also exchanged letters with other authors 
and reviewers regarding the relationship between music theory and 
musicology318 and his use of the expression "imitation Mass," which is, according 
to Leeman L. Perkins, "much more useful for the principal cyclic type of the 
sixteenth century than as a general term for any kind of Mass based on a 
preexistent polyphonic piece." In his response to Perkins, Burkholder clarified the 
distinction between "imitation Masses with cantus firmus," and "imitation Masses 
based on points of imitation."319 
Among the reviews of Burkholder's edited title Charles lves and His 
World,320 one reviewer qualified the article entitled "Charles lves and the 
American Democratic Tradition" by Michael Broyles as a high point of the 
collection, and Burkholder's statement that lves's career and music are coherent 
(once the expectation of coherence as consistency, sameness, and a single line 
of development is abandoned) as "scarcely an adequate explanation of the 
technical consequences of.juxtaposition and diversity in the scores as lves 
317 J. Peter Burkholder, "To the Editor of the Journal," response to Carol L. Baron, JAMS 
54 (summer 2001): 424. In the same JAMS issue, Baron in two sentences acknowledged reading 
Burkholder's letter but confirmed that she stood by her review. 
318 J. Peter Burkholder, "Music Theory and Musicology" (fn. 284); and Robert Hatten, 
"Response to Peter Burkholder, "JM 11 (winter 1993): 24-31. 
319 Leeman L. Perkins, "To the Editor of the Journal," letter from Leeman L. Perkins, 
JAMS 40 (spring 1987): 134; and J. Peter Burkholder, "To the Editor of the Journal ," response to 
L. L. Perkins, JAMS 40 (spring 1987): 139. 
32
° Chronologically: Dennis Bartel, "Books for the Holiday Season," review of Charles lves 
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Whittall, review of Charles lves and His World, ed. by J. Peter Burkholder, Music & Letters 78 
(May 1997): 301-03; and P. Somigli, "Recensioni-/ves: 'Concord Sonata,' di Geoffrey Block; 
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Aloma Bardi," II Saggiatore Musicale 9 (2002). 
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eventually left them."321 This review of Burkholder's text concludes that in relation 
to other composers, "shared philosophies or aesthetic attitudes do not in 
themselves ensure significantly related compositional techniques."322 
The reviewer of the co-edited title Charles lves and the Classical Tradition 
highlighted "the excellent chapter" by Nicholas Tawa about connections between 
Jves and his New England school antecedents, but also pointed to what he saw 
as the book's flaws: 
Certainly, Jves understood the classical European tradition, but the most 
exciting, meaningful, and original features of lves's music are those that 
set him apart from that tradition. lves's "relentless search for new means 
of expression and his attempts to express ... what had never been 
expressed in music" (Burkholder) is not necessarily a manifestation of a 
European tradition.323 
Burkholder's work was noted in articles that reported on his awards. An 
article about his acceptance of the Society for American Music Irving Lowens 
Award stated that the "committee agreed that Professor Burkholder's 
exceptionally clear and detailed presentation essentially alters our understanding 
of Charles lves and his music."324 His writings were (aside from citations) also 
mentioned in several texts about teaching music history325 and about Charles 
Jves.326 
321 Whittall , review of Charles lves and his World, 302. 
322 Ibid 303 
323 Ma~'del, ~eview of Charles lves and the Classical Tradition (fn. 274). 
324 Paul B. Laird, "J . Peter Burkholder Receives the 2002 Irving Lowens Award for Best 
Article, " Society for American Music Bulletin 30 (spring 2004): 22. The award was presented for 
Burkholder's article "The Organist in lves" (fn. 261 ). 
325 Art Samplaski, "Music History at Ten Years a Minute," CMS 44 (fall2004): 94·106. 
This article refers to Burkholder's text "Curricular Ideas for Music History and Literature" (fn. 291 ). 
326 Chronologically: Alex Ross, "Vindicating lves on Dates and Music," New York Times, 
August 20, 1996; Fisk, "Discovering lves, Once Again" (fn. 310), 129-36; Denise von Glahn, 
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Palisca's and Burkholder's Contributions to the NAWM 
The two NAWM editors, Palisca and Burkholder, both musicologists and 
university educators with substantial publication records, belong to two different 
generations. Born in Europe and educated in the United States, Palisca explicitly 
expressed his indebtedness to the Western, exclusively European historical, 
scientific, literary, philosophical, artistic, and musical heritage-attitudes that 
were epitomized in his educational convictions. Burkholder, on the other hand, 
and by his own accounts schooled in the similar Euro-art-music-centered 
mold,327 witnessed the shift of the predominant trend, manifested in the research 
and demand for "a wider range of music."328 As a co-author and co-editor of "the 
leading textbook in English for the past half century[,] ... including translations into 
languages from Spanish to Korean,"329 Burkholder provided important guidance 
for broadening the meaning of the "Western" outside European parameters, and 
thus participated in the shift in the practical teaching of music history. 
Two main threads in Palisca's oeuvre appear indicative for the shape and 
review of Charles lves Remembered: An Oral History, by Vivian Perlis; and Charles lves: A Guide 
to Research, by Gayle Sherwood, Notes 59 (June 2003): 901-02; and Gayle Sherwood, review of 
Charles lves Remembered: An Oral History, by Vivian Perlis, foreword by J. Peter Burkholder, 
Journal of Musicological Research 21 (July-September 2003): 296-300. Burkholder wrote a 
foreword to Perlis's book, and in his response to Baron (fn. 317), Burkholder numerous times 
turned to the research of Gayle Sherwood, whose book was reviewed in the same article as 
Perlis's, and who reviewed Perlis's book. 
327 Burkholder, "Curricular Ideas": "Thirty years ago, at most schools all music majors 
took the same music history sequence, with a focus on European music in the classical tradition 
and covering everything from chant to chance in a one-or two-year sequence" (electronic edition, 
see fn. 291 ); and Burkholder, "Music of the Americas": "When I was taking music history classes 
myself in the 1970s, the assumed focus was art music" (p. 400) . 
328 Burkholder, "Music of the Americas," 399. 
329 Ibid. 
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content of the NAWM: his epoch affiliation and his positivist stance toward music 
education. His published record, devoted almost entirely to ancient Greek and 
Renaissance-Baroque musical thought and practice, leaned, during his NAWM 
editorship, toward a body of music in the NA WM volume I (correspondent to 
these periods). NAWM volume I features more works, more all-edition pieces and 
composers, and more changes than volume II. The very concept of the 
Anthology reflected Palisca's educational belief that listening with scores 
constituted the best way to obtain knowledge about music. Accordingly, Palisca 
remained loyal to European art music and protective of its status as the only 
Western music truly worth studying. 
Burkholder's work bears two trenchant traits evident in the current 
configuration and content of the NAWM. One was his inclination toward "modern" 
music and specific compositional procedures known from previous eras yet 
distinct in twentieth-century music. The other was his advocacy for the integral 
meaning of the "Western" in music, that together with art music, also includes 
jazz and juxtaposes the Americas to Europe. With that postulation, Burkholder 
also elevated the place of American music within the Western idiom, by (along 
with other authors) furnishing a unique pedestal for Charles lves as an authentic 
product and a true exponent of American music. Burkholder's extensive writings 
about lves and his award-winning article on "Music of the Americas" underscore 
his innovative choices in the NAWM: inclusion of jazz and a wider circle of 
influential twentieth-century composers, among them the exemplars of American 
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musical traditions. 
The input by the two co-editors through the six NA WM editions seems 
complementary. Palisca conceived the idea of a score-recording music history 
survey and created the content and structural framework for NA WM, whereas 
Burkholder modernized it according to contemporaneous standards and 
expectations. Through the NAWM, Palisca realized his idea of the "listening 
curriculum" replete with contextual information, and Burkholder put to work his 
notion of modern comprehension of Western music. In this almost 30-year 
process, from Palisca's prototype in the 1st edition to the current Burkholder's 6th 
edition, the NAWM has undergone a series of changes and transformations that 
affected the teaching of music history in academia, in the United States and 
worldwide. 
CHAPTER Ill 
THE NAWM: ORGANIZATION, CONTENT, CHRONOLOGY, AND 
CHARACTER OF CHANGES ACROSS THE SIX EDITIONS 
This study is designed to trace the history of the Norton Anthology of 
Western Music as a single textbook during a relatively brief time period, from 
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1980 to 2009. The research is based on an examination of the thirteen NAWM 
volumes, analysis of their content, and interpretation of the changes across the 
six editions. The features of the NAWM analyzed are structure, chronology, and 
types of changes between the editions. 
The content of the NAWM (composer and composition representation) is 
interrelated with the NA WM chronology and the nature of modifications 
implemented in each edition, and is classified through these categories. The data 
acquired from the chronological content analysis are expressed in three reported 
levels of composer and composition representation, labeled as all-edition, 5-
edition, and 4-edition presence for individual composers and their works. The 
highest, all-edition level of representation renders the core, 29-year repertory that 
ensures the internal continuity of NAWM across editions. The data produced 
through the analysis of the character of changes between editions depict a 
cautious modernization of the Anthology over time. 
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Organization of the NAWM 
Both volumes of the NA WM are structured in three parts: preface, main 
content body, and appendices/indices. All three parts are preserved through all 
editions, but all underwent some modifications over time. 
Prefaces 
In the first four editions, compiled solely by Claude Palisca, prefaces are 
titled as such and include the acknowledgements. The prefaces for the first and 
second volumes are identical330; thus, the second volume contains notes about 
pieces from the first volume, and vice versa. The prefaces for the 5th and 6th 
editions by Burkholder are also the same for all volumes (two and three, 
respectively) and almost identical between the 5th and 6th editions, but changed 
from Palisca's editions. Instead of "Preface," Burkholder's title is "Making 
Connections: How to Use This Anthology," and is subdivided into eleven sections 
in the 5th edition and thirteen sections in the 6th edition.331 
Burkholoer's preface is not merely a reworded version of Palisca's 
preface, but is largely new. In the introduction, however, he reaffirms Palisca's 
330 The one exception is the word "subtler" that appears at the beginning of the fifth 
paragraph in both volumes of Palisca's four editions, except in the 181 edition of volume II, where it 
is changed to "more subtle," xiv. 
331 Introduction (untitled}, "Recordings" (subtitle omitted in the 5th edition), "Why these 
pieces," "Placing Music in Historical Context" (omitted from the 5th edition}, "Breadth and Depth of 
Repertoire" ("Breadth of Repertoire" in the 51h edition}, "Styles and Genres," "Techniques," 
"Learning from History," "Reworkings," "Improvisation," "Reception," "Relation to Politics," and 
"Your Turn." 
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statemene32 that NAWM functions as a companion to HWM (and CHWM), but is 
also "designed to stand by itself as a collection representing the most significant 
traditions, trends, genres, national schools, innovations, and historical 
developments in the history of music in Europe and the Americas. "333 Both 
editors emphasized that the title did not represent one important qualifier of the 
Anthology-that "it is a[n] historical anthology" of the "Western musical 
tradition. "334 
Burkholder's preface is followed by a separate designation entitled 
"Acknowledgements." Starting with the 3rd edition, the preface (called 
"Acknowledgements" in the 5th and 6th) is followed by track numbers of the 
recordings that correspond to the NRAWM (twelve cassettes or COs with all 
pieces) and CNRAWM (4 cassettes or COs with 69 recordings). The 5th and 6th 
editions include "Pitch Designations"335 illustrations, situated between the 
"Recordings" list and the first number of the score selection in both editions. 
Palisca's prefaces to the 1st and the other three editions were signed as 
written in Branford and Hamden, Connecticut, respectively, but none of them is 
dated. Burkholder's prefaces are dated June 2005 and October 2008 for the 5th 
and 6th editions, respectively, but the locations are not specified. 
332 Palisca, Norton Anthology of Western Music, preface to the 181 ed., xviii (fn. 6). "[T]his 
antholo~ was conceived as a companion to Donald J. Grout's A History of Western Music." 
3 Burkholder, Norton Anthology of Western Music, preface to the 5th ed., xi (fn. 1 ). This 
differs from Palisca's statement in the preface to the 1st edition, xviii: "The anthology, it must be 
emphasized, was intended to stand by itself as a selection of music representing every important 
trend, genre, national school and historical development or innovation." 
334 Palisca, Norton Anthology of Western Music, preface to the 1st ed., xv; and 
Burkholder, Norton Anthology of Western Music, preface to the 5th ed., xii. 
335 Not paginated in the 5th edition, between xxi and 1; paginated as xxii in the 6th edition. 
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Main Content Body 
The main content body is organized in two ways: the 15\ 2nd, 5th, and 6th 
editions are organized in chapters and subchapters, and the 3rd and 4th editions 
feature only one level of organization that corresponds to the subchapter titles in 
the first group. The difference is significant because it points to each editor's 
underlying philosophies about the periodization, the exactness in periodization 
and its possible disadvantages, and the editors' approaches to classification of 
musical works by genre and form. 
The chapter titles in the 1st and 2nd editions tend to define periods in a 
strict and straightforward manner (e.g., "Medieval" or "Baroque"). In the 3rd and 
4th editions, the chapter titles correspond to subchapters from the previous two 
and subsequent two editions by their number (they appear more often than 
chapters and at a similar rate to subchapters), and by their more narrow 
determination (e.g ., "England and the Burgundian Lands in the Fifteenth 
Century," which in the 5th and 6th editions represents a subchapter). In the 5th and 
6th editions, the chapter titles are similar to those from the first two editions and 
are more general than those in the 3rd and 4th editions. At the same time, 
compared to the first two editions, they are less strictly style-bound and are 
circumscribed by the century (e.g., "The Seventeenth Century" and "The 
Eighteenth Century"336). 
336 Burkholder, interview: "I particularly wanted to emphasize the eighteenth century as a 
period of constant contesting of what music was about." 
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Subchapter designations in the first two editions are also, like chapters, 
unambiguously clear (e.g., "Motet" or "Instrumental"). In the 5th and 6th editions, 
they were reworded to depict more flexible determinations for the included 
compositions (e.g., "New Styles in the Seventeenth Century"). The chapter and 
subchapter titles are featured only in the "Contents" and are not indicated in the 
main body of the actual score selections. The scores appear one after another, 
each specified by the number assigned in the "Contents," and furnished with 
texts for vocal pieces and commentaries (beginning with the 3rd edition). 
Appendices and Indices 
All six editions feature appendices titled "Instrument Names and 
Abbreviations" and "Glossary," and indices titled "Composers," "Titles," and 
"Forms and Genres." Palisca's first two editions conclude with an "Index to 
NAWM references in Grout, History of Western Music" for the corresponding 
HWM 3rd and 4th editions. 
The Content of the NAWM 
In the six two- and three-volume editions NAWM presents a total of 227 
different composers, 201 of them known and 26 anonymous, and 337 different 
compositions by these known and anonymous composers. Among all 
composers, 78 known and three anonymous composers are present in all six 
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editions, with 42 known and three anonymous in volume 1337 and the remaining 
36 known composers in volume II. Among all compositions, 54 are included in all 
six editions, 27 of them by known and three by anonymous composers in volume 
I, and 24 known composers in volume II. Thus, of all227 composers included in 
one or more of NAWM six editions, 81 are all-edition composers, and of all 337 
compositions included in one or more of the six NAWM editions, 54 are all-edition 
compositions. These composers and their works that have consistently appeared 
in every edition of the Anthology over the last twenty-nine years, between 1980 
and 2009, represent the core NAWM repertory, and presumably the repertory 
continuously taught in undergraduate and graduate music history classes in 
which this textbook was used. 
The "all-edition" designation nonetheless has different implications for 
composers and their works. An all-edition composer may not be represented with 
a single all-edition piece, but with two or more different works across different 
editions, none of them present in all editions. An all-edition composition, on the 
other hand, automatically generates an all-edition composer designation. That 
means that there can be an all-edition composer without an all-edition work, but 
not an all-edition composition without its all-edition composer. The disparity 
between the rates of appearance of composers and their works renders sets of 
relationships between composers represented in all six, or five, four, or fewer 
337 Anonymous composers and compositions by unknown composers are present only in 
volume I, because these composers and compositions belong to the early periods in music 
history covered in this volume. 
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editions, and compositions present in six, five, four, or fewer editions. 
At the highest level of all-edition composers and compositions, these 
relationships (Table 3) are manifested through: all-edition composers with one 
all-edition piece, more than one all-edition piece, and no all-edition pieces; all-
edition composers with one or more all-edition and one or more S-edition pieces, 
no all-edition but one or more S-edition pieces, and no all- or S-edition pieces; 
and all-edition composers without all-, but with S-and 4-edition pieces,338 with all-
and 4-edition but no S-edition pieces, without all- and S- but with 4-edition 
pieces, and without an all-, S-, or 4-edition piece.339 
Applied to lower appearance levels of composers and compositions, 
the combinatory produces an even larger set of relationships. Since the inclusion 
of all appearance levels was deemed not to affect the NA WM core repertory, the 
lowest reported level represents 4-edition composers and 4-edition compositions. 
338 All-edition composers with all-, 5-, and 4-edition pieces are not present in the NAWM. 
339 There are more combinatory possibilities, but they are not present in the NA WM. 
Listed are the combinations that appear in the Anthology. 
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Table 3 
All-edition Composer and Composition Rate of Occurrence Relationships 
All-edition com~osers-AII-edition compositions 
One all-edition piece 
All-edition composers More than one all-edition pieces 
with: No all-edition pieces 
All-edition com Josers-AII- and 5-edition compositions 
All-edition composers 
One or more all- and one or more 5-edition pieces 
One or more 5-edition pieces only 
with: No all-edition or 5-edition pieces 
All-edition composers-All-, 5-, and 4-edition pieces 
No all-edition, but with 5- and 4-edition pieces 
All-edition composers All- and 4-edition but no 5-edition pieces 
with: 4-edition pieces only 
Without an all-, 5-, or 4-edition piece 
All-edition Composers 
All-edition Composers and All-edition Compositions 
Some 45 of the 81 all-edition composers are each represented by one 
all-edition piece. Among them, 25 (including three anonymous) composers are 
found in volume I and 20 in volume II. The following composers340 are 
represented with one all-edition piece each: three anonymous, C. P. E. Bach, J. 
C. Bach, B. Bartok, A Berg, W. Byrd, M. Cara, G. Carissimi, M. A Cesti, A 
Copland, A Corelli, F. Couperin, C. Debussy, J. Dowland, J. Dunstable, G. Du 
Fay, J. Gay, C. Gesualdo (da Venosa), C. W. Gluck, A Grandi, A de Ia Halle, G. 
F. Handel,341 H. Isaac, F. Landini, J-B. Lully, G. de Machaut, G. Mahler, L. da 
34° Composer names are given in alphabetical order in the current study, whereas in the 
NAWM they usually appear in chronological order. 
341 All composers are identified by the name used in the latest NAWM edition in which 
they appear including G. F. Handel (see fn . 82). 
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Palestrina, J. Perri, J-P. Rameau, G. Rossini, G. B. Sammartini, D. Scarlatti, A. 
Schoenberg, A. Scriabin, J. A. W. Stamitz, R. Strauss, I. Stravinsky, B. de 
Ventadorn, R. Wagner, C. M. Weber, A. Webern, and Wipo of Burgundy. 
Four all-edition composers, two in each volume, are represented with more 
than one all-edition piece: J. S. Bach, L. van Beethoven, C. Monteverdi, and W. 
A. Mozart. Each of these composers is represented by two all-edition pieces 
except for Monteverdi, who has three all-edition works. 
Of the 32 all-edition composers not represented with an all-edition piece, 
18 appear in volume I and 14 in volume II. These composers appear in all six 
NAWM editions, each represented by two or more different works: J. Arcadelt, H. 
Berlioz, J. da Bologna, J. Brahms, D. Buxtehude, G. Caccini, F. Chopin, G. 
Crumb, G. Frescobaldi, G. Gabrieli, F. J. Haydn, C. lves, 0. de Lassus, F. Liszt, 
F. Mendelssohn, 0. Messiaen, M. Mussorgsky, J. Ockeghem, Perotin, G. 
Pergolesi, Josquin (des Prez), H. Purcell, C. de Rare, A. Scarlatti, F. Schubert, 
R. Schumann, H. Schutz, C. de Sermisy, G. Verdi, P. de Vitry, A. Vivaldi, and T. 
Weelkes (Table 4). The largest number of different works throughout the six 
editions assigned to the same composer in this group belongs to Haydn with nine 
different pieces, followed by six pieces by Josquin and five by R. Schumann. 
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Table 4 
Total Number of Works by All-edition Composers Without an All-edition Piece 
Arcadelt: 3 Berlioz: 2 Bologna: 2 Brahms: 3 
Buxtehude: 2 Caccini: 2 Chopin: 3 Crumb: 2 
Frescobaldi: 3 Gabrieli: 3 Haydn: 9 lves: 3 
Josquin: 6 Lassus: 3 Liszt: 3 Mendelssohn: 4 
Messiaen: 2 Mussorgsky: 2 Ockeghem: 4 Perotin: 2 
Pergolesi: 2 Purcell: 2 Rore: 2 A. Scarlatti: 2 
Schubert:4 Schumann: 5 Schutz: 3 Sermisy: 2 
Verdi: 2 de Vitry: 2 Vivaldi: 3 Weelkes: 2 
The editors varied the selection of works for some of the most prolific composers, 
which resulted in the lack of one representative, all-edition piece for those 
composers. At the same time, 33 of 42 (78.5%) known all-edition composers with 
one all-edition piece are featured in all six editions with only a single piece, while 
other all-edition composers featured with one all-edition piece have other works 
of lower appearance rank. 
The 45 (of 81) all-edition composers with one all-edition work comprise 
55.5% of all-edition composers and the four all-edition composers with more than 
one all-edition work comprise 5.0% which leaves 39.5% of composers without an 
all-edition piece. That means that 60.5% of all-edition composers are 
represented by one or more all-edition pieces. 
All-edition composers (81) comprise 35.6% of all227 composers included 
in the Anthology. In that context, all-edition composers with one all-edition piece 
account for 19.8% of all NAWM composers; those with more than one comprise 
1.8%; and those without an all-edition work comprise 14.0%. Thus, all-edition 
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composers with one or more all-edition pieces comprise 21.S% of all NA WM 
composers (Table S). 
TableS 
Percentages of All-edition Composer Categories among all NA WM Composers 
#All- % 
edition Of 81 all-edition Of227 NAWM 
Works Composers Composers 
All NAWM composers 227 100 
All-edition composers 81 100 3S.6 
All-edition composers with : 
One all-edition work 4S SS.S 19.8 
More than 1 all-edition work 4 s 1.8 
No all-edition works 32 39.S 14.0 
All-edition Composers and All- and 5-edition Compositions 
Among all-edition composers, 14 composers (including two anonymous) 
render 1S pieces in the 5-edition category, with Du Fay as the only all-edition 
composer with an all-edition and two S-edition works. In other words, 13 of these 
14 composers (all except Du Fay) had their featured work dropped in one of the 
editions, thus disqualifying them for an all-edition piece. Of 32 all-edition 
composers without an all-edition piece, 11 (not counting two anonymous and Ou 
Fay) are represented with a S-edition work (Table 6) and 21 composers are not 
represented with a S-edition work. 
Table 6 
All-edition Composers without All-edition Compositions: Number of 5-edition 
Pieces and Total Number of Works 
Composer #5-ed Total# Composer #5-ed Total# 
Arcade It 0 3 Berlioz 1 2 
Bologna 1 2 Brahms 0 3 
Buxtehude 1 2 Caccini 0 2 
Chopin 0 3 Crumb 1 2 
Frescobaldi 1 3 Gabrieli 0 3 
Haydn 0 9 lves 0 3 
Josquin 1 6 Lass us 0 3 
Liszt 0 3 Mendelssohn 0 4 
Messiaen 0 2 Mussorgsky 0 2 
Ockeghem 0 4 Perotin 0 2 
Pergolesi 1 2 Purcell 1 2 
Rore 0 2 A. Scarlatti 1 2 
Schubert 0 4 Schumann 0 5 
Schutz 1 3 Sermisy 1 2 
Verdi 0 2 Vi try 0 2 
Vivaldi 0 3 Weelkes 0 2 
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A trend similar to the one observed in the previous category continues, as some 
of the most prolific composers, such as Haydn and Vivaldi are not represented 
with an all-edition work; in fact, neither of these composers are represented by a 
piece that appears in five of the six editions. Thus, of 81 all-edition composers, 
49 (60.5%) are represented with one or more all-edition works, 11 (13.6%) are 
represented by 5-edition pieces but no all-edition works, and 21 (25.9%) are 
without any all- or 5-edition pieces. In summary, 49 composers with one or more 
all-edition works comprise 21 .5% of the total 227 composers, 11 composers with 
5-edition pieces but no all-edition works comprise 4.8%, and 21 composers 
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without all- or 5-edition works represent 9.3%. This accounts for the 81 all-edition 
composers as 35.6% of all 227 NAWM composers. 
All-edition Composers and All-, 5-, and 4-edition Pieces 
Even though only combinations of category relationships that actually 
appear in the Anthology are recorded, it is important to note that none of the all-
edition composers is represented by pieces in all three highest levels: all-edition, 
5-edition, and 4-edition compositions. There are two all-edition composers, each 
with both 5- and 4-edition pieces but without all-edition works, Buxtehude and 
Purcell. There are six composers with both all- and 4-edition works, but without 
5-edition works: J. S. Bach with two works in each of these categories; 
Beethoven with two all- and one 4-edition works; and Byrd, Handel, Machaut, 
and Schoenberg with one all- and one 4-edition works. 
Of 32 all-edition composers without all-edition pieces, nine are represented 
with 4-edition works as the highest level: Brahms, Chopin, Haydn, Mussorgsky, 
Perotin, Schubert, R. Schumann, Vivaldi (two works), and Weelkes. Since 11 of 
32 all-editions composers without all-edition pieces are each represented by a S-
edition work (Table 6), and nine with a 4-edition piece, there are 12 without all-, 
5-, or 4-edition works: Arcadelt, Caccini, Gabrieli, lves, Lassus, Liszt, 
Mendelssohn, Messiaen, Ockeghem, Rore, Verdi, and Vitry. (Table 7). 
Table 7 
All-edition Composers Without All-edition Compositions: Number of 4-edition 
Pieces, Number of 5-edition Pieces, and Total Number of Works 
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Composer #4-ed #5- Total# Composer #4-ed #5-ed Total# 
ed 
Arcadelt 0 0 3 Berlioz 0 1 2 
Bologna 0 1 2 Brahms 1 0 3 
Buxtehude 1 1 2 Caccini 0 0 2 
Chopin 1 0 3 Crumb 0 1 2 
Frescobaldi 0 1 3 Gabrieli 0 0 3 
Haydn 1 0 9 lves 0 0 3 
Josquin 0 1 6 Lass us 0 0 3 
Liszt 0 0 3 Mendelssohn 0 0 4 
Messiaen 0 0 2 Mussorgsky 1 0 2 
Ockeghem 0 0 4 Perotin 1 0 2 
Pergolesi 0 1 2 Purcell 1 1 2 
Rore 0 0 2 A. Scarlatti 0 1 2 
Schubert 1 0 4 Schumann 1 0 5 
Schutz 0 1 3 Sermisy 0 1 2 
Verdi 0 0 2 Vi try 0 0 2 
Vivaldi 1 0 3 Weelkes 1 0 2 
Note: Composers g1ven 1n bold are those 12 w1thout all-, 5-, or 4-edition works 
5-edition Composers and 5-edition Compositions 
Eight composers appear in five NAWM editions: five (including two 
anonymous) in volume I and three in volume II (see appendices 4.A and 4.B). 
These 5-edition composers are represented by seven 5-edition pieces: two by 
anonymous composers and one each by P. Attaingnant, V. Bellini, B. Britten, C. 
de Dia, and C. le Jeune. Among 5-edition composers, only Hindemith is not 
represented with a 5-edition work. 342 
342 Also, none of the S-edition composers are represented by both 5- and 4-edition 
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4-edition Composers and 4-edition Compositions 
A total of 25 known and anonymous composers qualify as 4-edition 
composers: four anonymous, M. Babbitt, H. von Bingen, A. Bruckner, M. 
Clementi, Euripides, G. Faure, J. Field, E. Gaultier, S. Gubaidulina, G. Legrenzi, 
L. Marenzio, M. Ravel, H. Sachs, C. Schumann, R. Crawford Seeger, W. G. Still, 
B. Strozzi, L. G. da Viadana, T. L. de Victoria, A. Willaert, and H. Wolf. Of the 25 
composers, 14 appear in volume I and 11 appear in volume II. The 25 known and 
anonymous 4-edition composers produced 23 pieces that appeared in four 
editions. The only 4-edition composers not represented with 4-edition works are 
C. Schumann and Seeger (see appendices 5.A and 5.B). 
All-, 5-, and 4-edition Composers and Volume Designations 
In the recorded highest level categories of rates of appearance for 
composers and compositions, 114 (50.2%) of all 227 composers represented in 
the NAWM across six editions appear either as all-, 5-, or 4-edition composers. 
Of those 114 composers, 81 (71.1%) are all-edition composers, 8 (7%) areS-
edition composers, and 25 (21 .9%) are 4-edition composers. 
Among the 114 all-, 5-, and 4-edition composers, 64 (56.1%) are 
represented in volume I and 50 (43.9%) in volume II. Of the 81 all-edition 
composers, 45 (55.5%) appear in volume I and 36 (45.5%) in volume II. Of 49 all-
edition composers represented with one or more all-edition pieces, 27 appear in 
compositions. 
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volume I and 22 in volume II. Of the 32 all-edition composers without all-edition 
pieces, 18 are located in volume I and 14 in volume II . Among the 11 composers 
(extracted from 32) without all-edition but with 5-edition pieces, eight are in 
volume I and three in volume II . Of nine all-edition composers without all- or 5-
but with 4-edition pieces, three are in volume I and six in volume II. Of 12 all-
edition composers without all-, 5-, or 4-edition pieces, seven are in volume I and 
five in volume II. Among eight composers in the 5-edition composer category, 
five are present in volume I and three in volume II; and of 25 composers in the 4-
edition group, 14 are found in volume I and 11 in volume II (Table 8). 
Table 8 
Representation of Composers per Volume 
Volume I Composer Category Volume II 
125 227 102 
All NAWM Composers 
64 114 50 
All-, 5-, and 4-edition 
45 81 36 
All-edition 
All-edition Composers-All-edition Works 
27 49 22 
With All-edition Works 
18 32 14 
Without All-edition Works 
8 11 3 
Without all-, but with 5-
3 9 6 
Without all-, 5-, with 4-
7 12 5 
Without all-, 5-, or 4-
5 8 3 
5-edition composers and 5-edition works 
14 25 11 
4-edition composers and 4-edition works 
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Some 55% of volume I is comprised of all-, 5-, and 4-edition compositions 
by all-, 5-, and 4-edition composers; the percentage of volume II is similar at 
45%. This percentage increases to about 72% in volume I at the level of all-
edition composers without all~edition works but with 5-edition pieces (eight in 
volume I and three in volume II), but decreases to 33.3% in volume I for all-
edition composers without an all- or 5- but with 4-edition pieces (three in volume I 
and six in volume II). In the first instance, this result is due to four cases of 
Palisca's change of certain composers' pieces between the 1st and 2nd editions 
(Frescobaldi, Purcell, Schutz, and Sermisy), one case of Palisca's replacing 
Josquin's "Mille Regretz" in the 4th edition (although Burkholder reintroduced it in 
the 5th and 6th editions), and to three cases of Burkholder's change of certain 
composers' pieces, otherwise present in the first four editions (Bologna's "Fenice 
Fu," Buxtehude's "Danket dem Herrn," and A. Scarlatti's Griselda, dropped in the 
5th but reintroduced in the 6th edition). In the second instance, all three cases 
resulted from Burkholder's replacing the pieces present in the first four editions 
by other works by the same composers (Perotin, Vivaldi, and Weelkes). 
The Difference in Numbers of Composers and Compositions 
for the Same Levels 
The difference between number of composers and number of 
compositions for each level (all-, 5-, and 4-edition) is due to: all-edition 
composers without all-edition pieces and all-edition composers with more than 
one all-edition piece. In volume I, the difference between 45 composers and 30 
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compositions derives from 18 composers without all-edition pieces (Table 9) and 
two composers with a total of five all-edition pieces. In volume II, the difference 
between 36 all-edition composers and 24 all-edition compositions results from 14 
all-edition composers without an all-edition work (Table 9) and two with more 
than one all-edition piece. 343 The total difference in both volumes (81 composers 
and 54 pieces) accounts for 32 composers without an all-edition work and five 
"extra" all-edition works by composers with more than one all-edition 
composition. 
The difference in numbers between eight composers and 20 compositions 
on a 5-edition level comes from all-edition composers represented with 5-edition 
works. 344 The same principle adheres to the next lower, 4-edition level of 25 
composers and 43 compositions, where all- and 5-edition composers are 
represented with 4-edition compositions. 345 
343 Volume I all-edition composers without an all-edition piece (18): Arcadelt, Bologna, 
Buxtehude, Caccini, Frescobaldi, Gabrieli, Josquin (des Prez), Lassus, Ockeghem, Perotin, 
Purcell, Rare, A Scarlatti, Schutz, Sermisy, Vitry, Vivaldi, and Weelkes; Volume I all-edition 
composers with more than one all-edition piece (2 composers and 5 works): J. S. Bach with two 
and Monteverdi with three works (appendix 1.A). 
Volume II all-edition composers without an all-edition work (14): Berlioz, Brahms, Chopin, 
Crumb, Haydn, lves, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Messiaen, Mussorgsky, Pergolesi, Schubert, R. 
Schumann, and Verdi; Volume II all-edition composers with more than one all-edition work (two 
composers and four works): Beethoven and Mozart with two compositions each (appendix 1.B). 
344 In volume I, in addition to five composers with one 5-edition work each (appendix 4.A), 
nine are all-edition composers, accounting for ten category pieces: Bologna, Buxtehude, Du Fay 
(with two works at this level), Frescobaldi, Josquin, Purcell, A Scarlatti, Schutz, and Sermisy 
(appendix 2.A). 
In volume II, in addition to three composers from the 5-edition group (appendix 4.B), 
three composers belong to the all-edition category: Berlioz, Crumb, and Pergolesi. However, a 5-
edition composer, Hindemith, does not have a 5-edition work, which brings the total of 5-edition 
works in volume II to five (appendix 2.B). 
345 In volume I, in addition to 14 composers from the 4-edition group (appendix 5.A), nine 
all- and 5-edition composers are represented with 4-edition pieces for a total of 11 pieces: J. S. 
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Table 9 
Summary of Frequency of Appearance for Composers and Compositions 
Composers Compositions 
Volume I I II I I II I I II I I II 
Total 227 100% 337 100% 
125 I 102 55% I 45% 184 I 153 54.6% 1 45.4% 
All- 81 35.7% 54 16.0% 
edition 45 I 36 19.8% 115.9% 30 I 24 8.9% I 7.1% 
5-edition 8 3.5% 20 6.0% 
5 I 3 2.2% I 1.3% 15 I 5 4.5% I 1.5% 
4-edition 25 11% 43 12.7% 
14 I 11 6.2% I 4.8% 25 I 18 7.4% I 5.3% 
Less than 113 49.8% 220 65.3% 
4- 61 I 52 26.9% 1 22.9% 114 I 106 33.8% I 31.5% 
The 49 all-edition composers with one or more than one all-edition pieces 
contributed 54 all-edition compositions. These composers and their works 
constitute the NAWM core repertory, defined herein (Table 10) as the composers 
and compositions continuously present in all editions. 
Bach (2 works), Buxtehude, Byrd, Handel, Machaut, Perotin, Purcell, Vivaldi (2 works), and 
Weelkes (appendix 3.A). 
In volume II, in addition to 11 composers from the 4-edition group (appendix 5.8), 
eight are S-edition composers with 4-edition works. However, 4-edition women composers C. 
Schumann and Crawford Seeger are not represented with 4-edition works, but an all-edition 
composer Schubert is featured with two works present in four editions (appendix 3.B). 
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Table 10 
The NAWM Core Repertory: All-edition Composers with All-edition Compositions 
All-edition Composer All-edition Composition #of 
Works 
(Anonymous) Office of Second Vespers 1 
(Anonymous) Organum: Alleluia Justus ut palma 1 
(Anonymous) Ave Virgo Virginum 1 
C. P. E. Bach Sonata in A-major, H. 186 1 
J. C. Bach Concerto for Harpsichord and 1 
Strings, Op. 7, no.5 
J. S. Bach Praeludium et Fuga, BVW 543 2 
Durch Adams Fall, BVW 637 
B. Bartok Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta 1 
L. van Beethoven Symphony no. 3 in Eb-major, op. 55 2 
String Quartet in c#-minor, op. 131 
A. Berg Wozzeck 1 
Wipo of Burgundy Victimae paschali laudes 1 
W. Byrd Pavana Lachrymae 1 
M. Cara to non compro piu speranza 1 
G. Carissimi Jephte (Historia) 1 
M.A. Cesti Orontea 1 
A. Copland Appalachian Spring 1 
A. Carelli Trio sonata, op. 3, no. 2 1 
F. Couperin Vingt-cinquieme ordre 1 
C. Debussy Trois Noctrunes: Nuages 1 
J. Dowland Flow My Tears 1 
J. Dunstable Quam pulchra est 1 
G. Du Fay Resvellies vous et faites chiere lye 1 
J. Gay The Beggar's Opera 1 
C. Gesualdo 'to parto' e no piu dissi 1 
C. W. Gluck Orfeo ed Euridice 1 
A. Grandi 0 quam tu pulchra es 1 
A. de Ia Halle Jeu de Robin et de Marion 1 
G. F. Handel Giulio Cesare 1 
H. Isaac lnnsbruck, ich muss dich lassen 1 
F. Landini Non avra rna' pieta 1 
J-B. Lully Arm ide 1 
G. de Machaut Mass: Agnus Dei 1 
G. Mahler Kindertotenlieder 1 
C. Monteverdi Cruda Amarilli 3 
Orfeo 
L'lncoronazione di Poppea 
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Table 10 continued ........... .. ..... ... ... : ................................................................ . 
The NAWM Core Repertory: AU-edition Composers with All-edition Compositions 
All-edition Composer All-edition Composition #of 
Works 
W. A. Mozart Piano Concerto in A-major, K. 488 2 
Don Giovanni 
G. da Palestrina Pope Marcellus Mass 1 
J. Peri L' Euridice 1 
Jean-P. Rameau Hippolyte et Aricie 1 
G. Rossini II Barbiere di Siviglia 1 
G. B. Sammartini Symphony in F-major, no. 32 1 
D. Scarlatti Sonata in D-major, K. 119 1 
A. Schoenberg Pierrot Lunaire 1 
A. Scriabin Vers Ia Flamme, pour piano, op. 72 1 
J. A. W. Stamitz Sinfonia a 8, Eb-major, no. 3 1 
R. Strauss Don Quixote op. 35 1 
I. Stravinsky Le Sacre du Printemps 1 
B. de Ventadorn Can vei Ia lauzeta mover 1 
R. Wagner Tristan und Isolde 1 
C. M. von Weber Der FreischOtz, Overture 1 
A. Webern Symphonie, op. 21, I 1 
Total Number of Composers: 49 
Total Number of Compositions: 54 
Chronology of Changes 
Each NAWM edition {after the 15t) introduced a certain number of 
changes. Some of those changes were consequential for future NAWM editions 
and some were not. According to this distinction and the effect of a particular 
change on the following NA WM editions, the changes are described as important 
and less significant. Important changes include the introduction of a new 
composer, introduction of a new piece that affected the composer's rating, and 
others (e.g., the newest composed piece in the particular edition). Important 
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changes imply reappearance of a new composer or piece in subsequent editions, 
to ultimately reach at least a 4-edition status. 
The 2"d Edition (1988) 
The 2"dedition incorporated 23 editorial changes from the 1st edition, 18 in 
volume I and five in volume II. Among all the changes, 16 concerning new 
composers (including the first women composer) and new pieces are considered 
important. Retention of a new composer or piece through the next three or four 
editions, securing a 4- or 5-edition rating, or another distinctive feature (e.g., time 
extension or newest piece in edition) constitute the main criteria for determining 
important changes. According to these criteria, volumes I and II underwent 12 
and four important changes, respectively. 
Important changes regarding new composers are the introduction of 
Comtessa de Dia (renamed twice-in the 3rd and 5th editions), Euripides, Jeune, 
L. Marenzio, and S. Reich. All except Marenzio and Reich were retained in all 
subsequent editions. Marenzio was omitted in the 3rd, reintroduced in the 4th, and 
retained in the 5th and 6th editions, thus earning a 4-edition rating (for the 
composer and his composition). Reich's piece was dropped after the 3rd edition, 
but the composer was retained, additionally, his piece was the most recently 
composed in the 2"d edition. 
The introduction of new works occurred in three ways: (1) as a new 
composition by a new composer not present in the 1st edition; (2) by bringing a 
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new piece for an existing composer while keeping the one from the 1st edition; or 
(3) by changing the selection of an existing composer to a piece that appeared 
more representative. Apart from new pieces by newly introduced composers 
(treated as a new composer change, e.g., Jeune, "Revecy venir du printans"), the 
2nd edition also added ancient Greek "Epitaph of Seikilos" and Gregorian chant 
"Quem quaeritis in preasepe" by anonymous composers. New pieces by existing 
composers, along with retaining composers' works from the 1st edition, are 
represented in cases of overlapping of Buxtehude's "Danket dem Herrn" in the 
1st-4th editions and "Praeludium" in the 2nd_6th editions, and Purcell's The Fairy 
Queen in the 1st-4th editions and Dido and Aeneas in the 2nd_6th editions. 
Changing the selection of an existing composer to a more representative 
piece occurred with the substitution of a work from the 1st edition with a different 
work in the 2nd edition in: Berlioz's Romeo et Juliette in the 1st edition with 
Symphonie Fantastique346 in the 2nd edition, Du Fay's Missa Caput with "Se Ia 
face ay pale," Crumb's Ancient Voices of Children with Black Angels, 
Frescobaldi's Partite 12 sopra with "Toccata" no. 3, Pergolesi's Orfeo with La 
serva padrona, Sermisy's "Vivray-je tousjours en soucy" with "Tant que vivray," 
and Schutz's "0 quam tu pulchra es" with "Saul, was verfolgst du mich." In all 
these cases it was the new piece that Palisca added to the 2nd edition that made 
the respective composers all-edition composers (except Du Fay, who is 
346 The first four Palisca's editions feature 3rd and 4th movements, "Scene aux 
champs" and "Marche au supplice." In Burkholder's 5th and 6th editions these movements are 
changed to the 5th movement, entitled "Dream of a Witches' Sabbath." While Palisca retained the 
original movement subtitles in French, Burkholder provided English translations but not the 
original versions. 
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represented with another all-edition work). Since these pieces appeared in the 
2nd edition and were preserved through the 6th, they all rate as 5-edition works. 
Among seven less significant changes, six occurred in volume I and only 
one in volume II (Stravinsky). Two newly introduced composers, C. de Morales 
and G. Torelli, were not retained through the 6th edition. Byrd, Cornysh, and 
Stravinsky each received a new piece, but the Byrd and Stravinsky pieces 
appeared only in the 2nd edition, while the Cornysh piece appeared in the 2nd and 
3rd editions (all three composers were present in the 1st edition; Byrd and 
Stravinsky remained until the 6th as all-edition composers with other works, but 
Cornysh was dismissed after the 3rd edition). Furthermore, two pieces by 
anonymous composers appeared for the first time in the 2nd edition. Both were 
immediately dropped, but one was reintroduced in the 5th and 6th editions; it still 
failed to reach 4-edition status. Since none of these changes positively affected 
the composers' or compositions' ratings, they are considered less significant. 
Euripides' "Stasimon" chorus from Orestes and "Epitaph of Seikilos" are 
not only the new pieces, but they extend our view into the preserved music to the 
fifth century B.C.E. At the same time, the introduction of Reich's work extends 
the time range on the other end, as his Violin Phase (1979) is the latest 
composed piece in the collection, preceding this NA WM edition by only nine 
years. Expansion of the historical time range, introduction of the first woman 
composer, and switching to certain composers' new pieces that would appear 
through the 6th edition are the most important changes in the 2nd edition. 
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The 3rd Edition (1996) 
A major modification that took place in the 3rd edition is the provision of 
textual commentaries for the entire selection, which appears to be a 
manifestation of Palisca's intention to separate the NAWM from the HWM. 
Chapter titles and organization also underwent substantial changes. The 
commentaries remained in the NAWM through all subsequent editions, but the 
chapter titles and organization were further modified. The only change of volume 
(before the 61h edition expansion from two to three volumes) occurred in this 
edition, where Gay's Beggar's Opera was moved from volume I in the first two 
editions to volume II in later editions. 
The 3rd edition incorporated 37 changes, 23 important and 14 Jess 
significant. Volume I saw nine important and six less significant changes, and 
volume II incorporated 14 important and eight less significant changes. Important 
changes among composers consist of the introduction of new composers: M. 
Babbitt, H. von Bingen, Seeger, Gubaidulina, J. A. Hasse, C. Schumann, D. 
Shostakovich, W. G. Still, B. Strozzi, T. L. de Victoria, and the "Mass for 
Christmas Day" by an anonymous composer. All these composers were retained 
through the 61h edition, either with the piece that introduced them or with another 
work introduced in a later edition, which rendered all of these composers 4-
edition rank. 
Important changes involving composers whose works appeared in one or 
both of the first two editions consist of switches from one work from the previous 
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edition(s) to a new composition for: Gabrieli, Haydn, lves, Lassus, Machaut, 
Messiaen, Schubert (two Lieder), and R. Schumann. In this edition, Beethoven is 
represented with a new work, Piano Sonata op. 13, his third NAWM piece, and 
Byrd is represented with two new pieces (one of which, however, "Pavana 
Lachrymae," was featured in the first two editions, but as variations by several 
composers). All the works in this group contributed to their respective composers' 
rankings by bridging different editions with different pieces, or the works became 
4-edition compositions. 
Less significant changes include the introduction of new composers who 
had been dismissed after one or two editions (i.e., anonymous, Magister 
Albertus of Paris, and G. Rochberg after the 3rd edition and E. Carter, B. Cordier, 
J. Froberger, and G. Schuler after 4th); and introduction of new works by existing 
composers who were, nevertheless, not retained (J. S. Bach's Wachet auf was 
discontinued after the 4th edition; three of Haydn's four works were removed after 
the 4th edition and the other after the 3rd; Josquin's was removed after the 4th and 
R. Schumann's after the 5th edition). None of these changes positively affected 
composers' ratings and none of the works reached the 4-edition level. 347 
The 3rd edition brought ten new known composers who remained through 
the 6th edition, and 13 new compositions (including the mass by anonymous and 
Byrd's "Pavana Lachrymae") that either built up their respective composer's 
347 3rd edition name updates include: Frederic Chopin to Fryderyk Chopin; Comtessa de 
Dia to Beatriz de Dia (in the 51h edition: Comtessa de Dia); Ennemond Gautier to Ennemond 
Gaultier; Johann Anton Wenzel Stamitz to Johann Wenzel Stamitz (in the 41h edition, Johann 
Wenzel Anton Stamitz; in the 51hedition, Johann Stamitz); and Lodovico Grossi da Viadana to 
Lodovico Viadana. 
ranking or were preserved through all later editions. Five new works by Haydn 
were introduced, but only one of them gained 4-edition status (Symphony no. 
92). Two radical changes to the NAWM occurred in the 3rd edition: the 
establishment of commentaries and introduction of five women composers, a 
number disproportionate for the general trend of the Anthology. The works 
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introduced for von Bingen, Gubaidulina, and Strozzi became 4-edition 
compositions, while those by Seeger and C. Schumann were replaced in the 5th 
edition, but the composers still qualified for 4-edition rank. Gubaidulina's sonata 
Rejoice! (1981) marked the latest piece in the edition. This out-of-character 
"influx" of women composers in the NA WM corresponded with the parallel HWM 
edition: 
Grout and Palisca's first three editions of A History of Western Music, 
dated 1960, 1973, and 1980, contained only one women [sic] composer. 
The fourth edition (1988) increased the number of women composers to 
two. A noticeable increase occurred in the fifth edition (1996) with the 
inclusion of ten women composers. 348 
The 4th Edition (2001) 
The 4th edition received 17 changes, the smallest number of changes in 
any of the NAWM six editions. Most of them, 14, are considered important and 
three are less significant. Each volume incorporated seven important changes, 
348 Vicky D. Baker, "Inclusion of Women Composers in College Music History Textbooks," 
Journal of Historical Research in Music Education 25 (October 2003): 13. HWM 3rd edition 
parallels the NAWM 151 , HWM 4th corresponds to NAWM 2"d, and the HWM 51h edition, in which a 
"noticeable increase [of women composers] occurred," parallels the NAWM 3rd edition. 
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and there were two less significant changes in volume I and one in volume 11.349 
Four new known composers were introduced, including two women: 
J. Adams, A Beach, G. Binchois, and E. Taaffe Zwillich, and there was one 
piece by an anonymous composer. All of these new composers remained 
through the 6th edition, either with different (Adams and Zwillich) or the same 
works. 
All new pieces by existing composers (except Haydn's eighth NAWM work 
so far) crucially affected composers' ratings to becoming all-edition composers 
(Arcadelt, Brahms, Caccini, Josquin, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Ockeghem, Rore, 
Verdi, and Vitry) by bridging previous and further editions with a "switched" work. 
Lully's work (his NAWM second) appeared in this edition only, and did not affect 
the composer's all-edition rating earned by Armide. 
This edition also omitted Josquin's chanson "Mile Regretz," which was 
present in all editions before and after the 4th. Due to this omission, "Mile 
Regretz" achieved only a S-edition rank, which represents the highest rated piece 
among Josquin's six NAWM works. Like in the 3rd edition, the latest composition 
is by a woman composer, Concerto Grosso 1985 by Zwillich. 
The 5th Edition (2006) 
The 5th edition brought another wave of major changes to the NAWM, most 
349 Apart from the changes described, the following composer name updates appear in 
the 4th edition: Guillaume Dufay to Guillaume Du Fay and Johann Anton Wenzel Stamitz to 
Johann Wenzel Anton Stamitz (see fn. 347 for other Stamitz name changes). 
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notably, the new co-editor, J. Peter Burkholder. This edition manifests changes in 
the form of a number of new composers; broader geographic regions contributing 
to the new-composer pool; more liberal stylistic realms; another reorganization 
and redefinition of chapters, subchapters, and titles; and in updating of 
composers' names. From the previous edition, the 5th edition incorporated 65 
modifications, 55 important and 10 less significant for the composers' overall 
standing. Volume I brought 22 important and six less significant changes, and 
volume II had 33 important and four less significant. The 5th edition introduced 
35 new composers as well as six pieces by anonymous composers. The trend of 
including women was continued by the inclusion of two more female musicians, 
E-C. J . de Ia Guerre and B. Smith. Of the 35 new known composers, 33 were 
retained in the subsequent 6th edition by the same co-editor and are (with six new 
pieces by anonymous composers) considered important changes: J. de Araujo, 
S. Barber, W. Billings, H. R. Bishop, G. Bizet, L. Bourgeois, J. Cage, D. Ellington, 
J. del Encina, S. Foster, G. Gershwin, D. Gillespie and C. Parker (in one work), 
L. M. Gottschalk, de Ia Guerre, K. Husa, S. Joplin, Leonin, M. Luther, B. Marini, 
T. Morley, L. de Narvaez, K. Oliver, K. Penderecki , A. Part, S. Rachmaninov, S. 
Revueltas, B. Sheng, Smith, J. P. Sousa, A. Sullivan, T. de Torrejon Y Velasco, 
and W. von der Vogelweide. Burkholder explained his reasons for some of the 
changes: 
I teach at the [Indiana University] School of Music where the people in the 
classroom are mostly performers and future music educators-all of them 
are performers one way or another, but among them are students whose 
performing life is focused on jazz or popular music, or early music, or the 
most modern of modern music, as well as those whose performance is 
focused on standard repertory. I thought that all of those kinds of music 
need to be represented-that's why there is band music [in the 
selection]. 350 
New works that were added for existing composers are considered 
important changes since they allowed their respective composers to maintain 
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their respective positions by switching from one work in the previous to a new 
work in the 5th edition. All the "switched" pieces by existing composers (except 
Hindemith's) reappeared in the 6th edition: Brahms, Chopin (2 pieces), Gabrieli, 
Hindemith, lves, Mendelssohn (2 pieces), Mussorgsky, Perotin , A. Scarlatti, C. 
Schumann, Seeger, Shostakovich, Vivaldi , and Weelkes. Hindemith was omitted 
in the 4th edition, but his reintroduction in the 5th secured his ranking as a 5-
edition composer in the 6th edition, despite his selection being changed yet again 
in the 6th edition. While Burkholder dropped A. Scarlatti's Griselda (present in the 
previous four editions) , the new Scarlatti's work obtained an all-edition status for 
this composer (because Griselda was reintroduced in the 6th edition). Burkholder 
also replaced two of Vivaldi's up-to-this-point 4-edition works (Concerto Grosso, 
op. 3, no. 2 and Concerto for Violin, op. 9, no. 2) with a new violin concerto, 
which, after it reappeared in the next edition, qualified Vivaldi as an all-edition 
composer. 
Another dimension of significant changes implemented in the 5th edition 
involved the discontinuation of certain composers present in previous editions: A. 
350 Burkholder, interview. 
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Bruckner, M. Clementi, G. Faure, J. Field, E. Gaultier,351 G. Legrenzi, M. Ravel, 
H. Sachs, L. Viadana, A. Willaert,352 and H. Wolf, as well as two pieces by 
anonymous composers. All of these composers (including anonymous), however, 
achieved the 4-edition rankings. 
Among less significant changes, two new names, G. de Firenze and J. 
Ciconia, were dismissed after only one appearance in this edition. Changes of 
works by composers whose works had appeared in earlier edition (Halle, 
Frescobaldi, Mozart, Josquin, Schutz, Schoenberg, Stravinsky, and Zwillich) did 
not affect these composers' ratings. 
In this edition, Burkholder also noted several changes in composers' 
names from those used in previous editions.353 Overall, the most influential 
changes refer to 33 new composers who remained in the subsequent edition, 
and among them more composers from South America, Eastern Europe, and the 
United States, including "African-American traditions of ragtime, blues, and jazz," 
as well as "the first Asian born composer to be included in any edition of 
NAWM,"354 Bright Sheng, whose Seven Tunes Heard in China (1995) represents 
the latest work in the NAWM 5th edition. 
351 In the 1st and 2"d editions Gautier (fn. 347). 
352 Palisca includes Willaert in his Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought. 
Fend in his review singled out "the examples of music by Willaert ... " (fns. 235 and 236). 
353 Updates of composers' names in the 5th edition: Jacob Arcadelt to Jacques Arcadelt, 
Amy Cheney Beach to Amy Marcy Beach, Gilles Binchois to Gilles de Bins, Marc' Antonio Cesti 
to Antonio Cesti, Beatriz de Dia to Comtessa de Dia (Comtessa de Dia in the 151 and 51h editions, 
Beatriz de Dia in the 3rd), Johannes to Ockeghem to Jean de Ockeghem, Giovanni da Palestrina 
to Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, Clara Wieck Schumann to Clara Schumann, and Johann 
Anton Wenzel Stamitz to Johann Stamitz (other Stamitz name changes given in fn . 347) . 
354 Burkholder, Norton Anthology of Western Music, 51h ed. , vol. I, xii. 
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The 6th Edition (2009) 
The most obvious change in the 6th NA WM edition was the launch of 
volume Ill. The new volume opens with the early twentieth century, and the 
content moved to it begins with Joplin (from the 5th edition) and Debussy (froin 
earlier editions). The need for an additional volume appears to originate in the 
passage of nearly thirty years from the Anthology's 1st edition. During that time 
several new works that deserved to be included appeared, but did not find space 
in the previous editions of NAWM. Some seminal composers omitted in the past 
were introduced in the NA WM 6th edition and this larger number of twentieth-
century composers and works in the 5th and 6th editions necessitated the 
launching of a third volume.355 
In relation to the changes in the 5th edition, the 6th shows a continuing 
tendency for the adoption of new, previously unrepresented, mostly twentieth-
century composers. This edition features 42 changes, 33 considered important 
and nine considered less significant, only in the context of overall ratings of these 
composers and compositions. Otherwise, certain changes, under described 
conditions labeled less significant, particularly in volumes II and Ill, contributed to 
fortifying the NAWMs repertory. Among important changes, nine affected volume 
I and 24 affected volumes II and Ill; among the less significant changes, three 
355 In addition to these reasons, the 3-volume organization is more practical for students 
and teachers, whereas in most term-run universities and colleges, one volume per term is used. 
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occurred in volume 1356 and six in volumes II and Ill. 
The 6th edition introduced 20 new composers (including one woman, 
Fanny Hensel), four each in volumes I and II, and 12 in volume Ill: P. de Caserta, 
T. Susato, G. Bataille, D. Gaultier, F. Hensel, G. Puccini , Tchaikovsky, Dvorak, 
Satie, Milhaud, Prokofiev, Varese, H. Cowell, Feldman, Stockhausen, Boulez, 
Serio, Ligeti, Schnittke, and M. Daugherty. 
The following works of existing composers from previous editions were 
switched: Bologna (leaving "Fenice Fu" as a 5-edition composition), Ockeghem, 
and Lassus (two pieces, one reintroduced from the 1st and 2nd editions). In 
addition to the work by Lassus, works reintroduced from earlier editions but 
omitted in one of the editions immediately preceding the 6th were: Bellini's 
Norma, Brahms' Piano Quintet in f-minor, op. 34, Gabrieli's "In ecclesiis," G. 
Meyerbeer's Les Huguenots, and A Scarlatti's Griselda. 
The less significant changes involve changes of works for Bartok, Du Fay, 
Haydn, Lully, Machaut, Mozart, Schubert, and R. Schumann (two pieces). The 
inclusion of Bartok's "Mikrokosmos," however, Haydn's Creation, Schubert's 
String Quintet in C-major, D. 956, and Schumann's Symphony no. 4 in d-minor, 
op. 120 are not of minor significance in the context of the overall NAWM 
repertory: 
356 In addition to these changes, three instances of name updates appear in the 61h 
edition volume 1: Leonin to Leoninus; Orlando di Lasso to Orlande de Lassus; and Antoine 
Busnois to Antoine Busnoys. 
When the opportunity came ... I went back to [Brahms'] "Piano Quintet", 
and of course at that point I knew I was going to be able to use the 
Schubert quintet-and there is strong connection back to Schubert.357 
With the establishment of volume Ill, the essential changes in the 6th 
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edition were the inclusion of composers Serio, Boulez, Feldman, Ligeti, Milhaud, 
Prokofiev, Puccini, Satie, Stockhausen, and Varese. The inclusion of those 
composers, whose absence from the previous editions was obvious, as 
acknowledged by Burkholder, was also reformative for NAWM: "For years, I can't 
remember if there was ever a Tchaikovsky piece before-that was the first 
T chaikovsky and the first Dvorak. "358 
Summary of NAWM Transformation Chronology 
The profile of the Anthology changed substantially between the 1st and 6th 
editions. The 1st edition contained 158 works and the 6th contained 205 works. 
This difference was not produced only by the considerable increase and retention 
of new composers in the 3rd, 5th, and 6th editions, but also by the discontinuation 
of certain composers and compositions after the 1st edition. The 1st NAWM 
edition began with 119 known composers and 13 pieces by anonymous 
composers, for a total of 132 composers. Over the course of the next five 
editions, 82 new known composer names (Table 11) and another 13 
compositions by anonymous composers were added, for a total of 95, bringing 
357 Burkholder, interview. 
358 Ibid. 
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the total number of composers to 227, 26 anonymous and 201 known. 
Table 11 
Chronological Summary of Changes through Editions 
Editions 2na 3rd 4th 5th 6tn 
Volume Volume Volume Volume Volume 
Volume I II I II I II I II I II, II I 
Number of 18 5 15 22 9 8 28 37 12 30 
changes 23 37 17 65 42 
New known 
composers 7 16 4 35 20 
Total new 
composers 82 
Editor Palisca Palisca Palisca Burkholder Burkholder 
The 49 composers and 54 works that are present in every edition and 
connect the first and last editions, form the core Anthology repertory (Table 10), 
and provide the continuity of NAWM content. The main turning points along the 
continuum of the six editions occurred in: the 2nd edition by moving the time 
boundary toward the past and including the first woman composer; in the 3rd 
edition by adding the commentaries and by a break-through in emancipating 
women composers; and in the 5th edition by adopting other than "classical" 
composers, musicians, and works into the art music sphere, and by incepting the 
largest number of new composers into the new volume Ill, most of them from the 
twentieth century. 
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The Character of Changes 
Every NAWM edition after the 1st established a new, changed profile of the 
anthology by: (1) varying selections of composers and their works; (2) expanding 
the historical time frame of presented compositions; (3) including women 
composers; (4) introducing textual commentaries for the scores; (5) reformulating 
period and style in chapter titles; (6) diversifying the scope of represented genres 
and styles; and (7) broadening geographical representation of selected 
composers. 359 
Expanding the Historical Time Frame 
The time perimeter demarcated by the 1st edition was, in subsequent 
editions, moved both toward the past and toward contemporaneity. The 2"d 
edition expanded the time margin by adopting another historic period. While the 
1st edition was confined to the historical periods of the Middle Ages and modern 
era, the inclusion of the Ancient Greek music transcriptions from Orestes and the 
"Epitaph of Seikilos" extended the reach of the NAWM to the age of Antiquity. 
Incorporation of notated, transcribed, and recorded samples of the early known 
music documents endowed the realm of the anthology with the reminiscence of 
survived music from the geographic and epochal area considered a cradle of 
Western civilization. 
359 Types of changes are discussed in chronological order as they appear through the 
editions. 
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On the other end, the updating with the works from the recent past or 
concurrent with the anthology occurred with every edition, which each, except the 
last, featuring a different most contemporary piece. In the 29 years between the 
1st and 6th NA WM editions, the latest composed pieces in all editions span 25 
years. The later editions, including the three with the most composer changes 
(3rd, 5th, and 6th), are more conservative in terms of inclusion of the most recent 
contemporary piece than the first two editions. In the 1st and 2"d editions the 
latest pieces predate the editions by ten and nine years, respectively, while the 
difference between the publication of the newest pieces and editions in the 3rd, 
4th, 5th, and 6th editions are fifteen, sixteen, eleven, and fourteen years, 
respectively (Table 12). In other words, the early editions feature more recent 
pieces in relation to the edition publication date than do the later editions. On the 
other hand, the latest published works in the last four editions all date from the 
years after the NAWM first appearance (1980), while the 2"d edition's latest work 
does not (1979). 
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Table 12 
The Difference in Publication Years: 
NA WM Editions and Each Edition Latest Composition 
Edition Publication Latest Composition Latest Difference 
Year in the Edition Composition in Years 
Year 
1st 1980 G. Crumb, Ancient Voices 1970 10 
of Children 
2na 1988 S. Reich, Violin Phase 1979 9 
3ra 1996 S. Gubaidulina, Rejoice! 1981 15 
4m 2001 E. T. Zwillich, Concerto 1985 16 
Grosso 1985 
5m 2006 B. Sheng, Seven Voices 1995 11 
am 2009 Heard in China 14 
Despite importing most of twentieth-century composers unrepresented in 
NA WM prior to the 5th edition, the last two editions, both of which appeared in the 
twenty-first century share the same latest work from 1995. Burkholder's remarks 
in 1983 about twentieth-century musical heterogeneity underscore the challenges 
in making selections among the most contemporaneous works: 
The twentieth century appears to present the longest sustained period of 
chaos in the history of Western art music ... In no other period have 
individual composers changed their own styles so radically and so 
often ... ln no other period has art music been so divorced from other 
traditions ... has so much music by so many talented composers been so 
hated, so ignored, so little played or understood. In no other period has it 
seemed so impossible to locate a mainstream ... which can provide a 
framework for understanding the contributions of individual composers.360 
Also, the more liberal outlook on what constitutes Western music, adopted by the 
field during the last three decades, amplifies the challenge of selecting the most 
representative most recent work by offering even larger pools of differing styles, 
individualities, and idioms: "We speak of 'modern music', 'contemporary music,' 
360 Burkholder, "The Historicist Mainstream," 115. 
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'new music,' or '20th_century music' ... and ... we intuitively exclude from these 
categories: jazz, popular music, music for the movies ... We can not find a 
mainstream, cannot find what binds this diverse group of composers together, 
and thus cannot find any other label. 361 Thirty years later, Burkholder explained 
the circumstances for the repeat publication of the 5th edition's latest work in the 
5th edition: 
I was very aware of that. For the next edition I am adding a chapter on the 
twenty-first century. The problem was that pieces I was aware of and the 
people were recommending to me, for example John Adams's On the 
Transmigration of Souls, were too long. This composition is connected to 
the September 11, and students could remember that event from their 
childhood, but I couldn't pull an excerpt that would fit in the time I had. 
Basically, I just did not come up with the repertory that I wanted to find, so 
I see it as a fault. 362 
Women Composers 
Women composers comprise 11 of 227 (4.8%) of all NAWM composer 
entries and their works represent 14 of all 337 (4.2%) compositions over the six 
editions. None of the women musicians appears in NA WM before the 2nd edition 
in 1988, and even then there was only one, Comtessa de Dia (Table 13). Since 
the first woman composer entered NAWM in the 2nd edition, it was not possible 
for any of the women composers or their pieces to achieve all-edition rank. 
361 Ibid. 
362 Burkholder, interview. 
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Table 13 
Women Composers: Order of Appearance and Rate of Introduction in the NAWM 
Women Com12_oser Edition Edition Year Volume 
None 1 SI 1980 
1 Comtessa de Dia 2"0 1988 I 
2 Hildegard von Bingen 3ro 1996 I 
3 Barbara Strozzi 3ro 1996 I 
4 Clara Wieck Schumann 3ra 1996 II 
5 Sofia Gubaidulina 3ra 1996 
" 6 Ruth Crawford Seeger 3ra 1996 II 
7 Amy Cheney Beach 4rn 2001 II 
8 Ellen Taaffe Zwillich 4tn 2001 II 
9 Elisabeth-Claude de Ia Guerre srn 2006 I 
10 Bessie Smith srn 2006 II 
11 Fanny (Mendelssohn) Hensel 6rn 2009 II 
In her 1977 article, the author, Jane Bowers, recounted her teaching about 
women musicians in the Western culture at an American university, twelve years 
before Palisca endorsed de Dia, the first woman composer in the 2nd NA WM: 
In the summer of 1976, a course entitled "Women Musicians and 
Composers in Western Europe and the United States Between 11 00 and 
Present" was offered by the Women's Studies Certificate Program in 
collaboration with the Department of Music at Portland State University in 
Portland, Oregon. Since this may have been the first course of its kind 
offered by any college or university, I would like to describe something of 
its nature, aims, and procedures ... the principal objective of the course 
was to study the various work of women in Western music, particularly but 
not exclusively in the relationship to the professional music world, from the 
Middle Ages to the present. 363 
Among the comprehensive materials used in the described course, the 
article lists works by Beach, von Bingen, Lili Boulanger, Francesca Caccini, de Ia 
Guerre, Mendelssohn Hensel, C. Schumann, Crawford Seeger, Maria 
363 Jane Bowers, "Teaching about the History of Women in Western Music, " Women 's 
Studies NewsletterS (summer 1977): 11 . 
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Szymanowska, and Germaine Tailleferre, six of whom were eventually later 
admitted to the NAWM. Two compositions studied in the course, Beach's Piano 
Quintet in f#-minor and C. Schumann's Piano Trio in g-minor, op. 17, appeared 
as representative for their composers in the NA WM. 
In an article published in 1985, between the 1st and 2"d NAWM editions, 
James Briscoe, author of Historical Anthology of Music by Women (1986), 
recommended an addition to the music history curriculum: 
Only by impressing a wide spectrum of future professionals and lay 
enthusiasts with the image of successful women composers can the old 
and truly vicious cycle be broken. May I suggest two poems and 
compositions by eight women for inclusion in the music history 
sequence.364 
Briscoe's list consists of: the ancient Greek poetess Sappho of Lesbo, von 
Bingen, the Countess of Dia ("her Christian name only perhaps was Beatritz"365), 
the basse danse book of Marie of Burgund, the Florentine F. Caccini Goins her 
father Giulio and Monteverdi as a pioneer of early Baroque monody and opera), 
de Ia Guerre, C. Schumann, and Seeger. This selection "certainly could be joined 
or replaced by other composers and works: Barbara Strozzi, Fanny 
Mendelssohn, Amy Beach, Louise Farrenc, Lili Boulanger, and a host of 
contemporary women whom I dare not start mentioning."366 Briscoe's text names 
the same six women composers studied in Bowers's course, and adds two more. 
All eight eventually appear among the eleven women in the NAWM (missing by 
364 James Briscoe, "Integrating Music by Women into the Music History Sequence," 
College Music Symposium 25 (1985): 22. 
365 Ibid., 23. The name for de Dia was changed twice in the NAWM (fn. 347 and 353) . 
366 Ibid., 22-27. 
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name are Gubaidulina, Smith, and Zwillich367). 
The reviewer of the book entitled Women Making Music: The Western Art 
Tradition 1150-1950, co-edited by Bowers,368 validated routinely overlooked 
grounds for the inclusion of women in textbooks and courses: 
What emerges from this collection of essays, though, is an 
acknowledgment of the essential role of social, institutional, and especially 
familial support in encouraging and sustaining all musicians in the 
Western tradition who have lived and worked within societies that have 
generally misunderstood and devalued them. In standard music histories, 
with their bias toward male great works, this support is generally assumed 
.. .Yet, in such histories we seldom consider the roles played by all people 
who contributed time, services, and emotional support to their success. 
Ultimately, I think it is here that Bowers' and Tick's book makes its most 
valuable contribution. In highlighting the role of supportive others (Giulio 
Caccini, Duke Alfonso of Ferrara, Friedrich Wieck, Robert Schumann, 
Wilhelm Le Beau, Hans Kindler, Charles Seeger, to name a few), the 
authors not only point to the way in which many women gained access to 
power and opportunity denied to them-through powerful male family 
members or sympathetic colleagues-but also to the simple truth that 
great men and great works do not magically appear. .. but rather are 
nurtured, supported, and encouraged in countless and subtle ways. It is 
no wonder, then, that so many women, lacking this complex s:rsstem of 
support, simply disappeared back into the "domestic sphere." 69 
These discussions, suggestions, and examples of incorporating women 
musicians in university music history courses illustrate that the interest in, 
research on, and practical inclusion of women composers in the curriculum 
predated their admittance to the NAWM. Compared to Bower's 1976 pilot course, 
367 At the time the article was published (1985}, Gubaidulina was 54 and Zwillich was 46 
years old. Zwillich won the Pulitzer Prize in 1983, and the author's remark may refer to either one 
or both of them. 
368 The other co-editor, Judith Tick, reviewed Burkholder's book All Made of Tunes (see 
fn . 310) . 
369 Ellen Koskoff, review of Women Making Music: The Western Art Tradition 1150-1950, 
by Jane Bowers and Judith Tick, Ethnomusicology32 (autumn 1988): 477-78. 
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the asynchrony spans from twelve years for the first accepted de Dia to thirty-six 
years for Hensel, the last women incepted in the NAWM in 2009. 
In the 2003 examination of the presence of women composers in three 
"one-volume comprehensive college music history textbooks" published in eleven 
editions for all three titles from 1941 to 2001, Baker reported that: Lang's 1941 
and 1977 (reprint) editions of Music in Western Civilization did not mention any 
women composers; that Edith Borroff's 1971 edition of Music in Europe and the 
United States mentioned six women and the 1990 edition mentioned fifteen; and 
that Grout's (and Palisca's) HWM 1st_3rd editions contained one, the 4th edition 
two, the 5th ten, and the 6th edition sixteen women composers. An analysis of 
each entry revealed that: Borroff's 1971 edition provided only a brief reference for 
each of six women composers, and in the 1990 edition two of fifteen references 
qualified as major references; HWM 1st-4th editions featured brief references 
without photographs or musical examples, the 5th had major references for all ten 
women composers, with two photographs and two musical examples, the 6th 
included three brief and thirteen major references, two photographs, and four 
musical examples; and there were no data for Lang due to the absence of 
women composers in his title370: 
As a result of the wealth of information about women composers that has 
become available in recent years, "Women in Music" courses are now 
being offered at a number of colleges and universities ... some educators 
feel that such a segregated, supplemental approach is not helpful. 
370 Baker, "Inclusion of Women Composers," 13-15. 
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Instead, they prefer to integrate women's music alongside men's music in 
the music history curriculum."371 
Once they entered the NA WM, none of the women composers was 
dismissed but all were featured with only one piece at a time. C. Schumann, 
Crawford Seeger, and Zwillich carry two compositions each, with each of their 
originally introduced works replaced in the 5th edition by other works. Since all 
the women remained after they were first introduced, those entered before the 4th 
edition all achieved a high-level rank (Table 14). The one female composer who 
was introduced in the 2nd edition achieved a 5-edition rating , and the five who 
were admitted in the 3rc1 edition reached 4-edition rank. 
Table 14 
Women Composers: Featured Works and Ratings in Order of Appearance 
Composer Composition372 Edition Rank 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th-
1 de Dia A chantar m'er + + + + + 5-
2 von Bingen Ordo Virtutum + + + + 4-
3 Strozzi Lagrime mie + + + + 4-
4 C. Geheimes FIOstern + + 4-
Schumann Piano Trio in g-mino + + 
5 Gubaidulina Rejoice! + + + + 4-
6 Crawford Violin Sonata + + 4-
Seeger String Quartet 1931 + + 
7 Beach Piano Quintet + + + 
8 Taaffe Concerto Grosso + 
Zwillich Symphony no. 1 + + 
9 de Ia Guerre Suite in a-minor + + 
10 Smith Back Water Blues + + 
11 Hensel Gartenlieder, op. 3 + 
371 Ibid 6 
372 Full. titl~s : De Dia, "A chantar m'er de so queu no vioria;" Bingen, "Ordo Virtutum: In 
principio omnes;" C. Schumann, "Geheimes FIOstern Hier und Dort, " and Piano Trio in g-minor, 
op. 17; Beach, Piano Quintet in f#-minor, op.67; Zwillich, Concerto Grosso 1985; de Ia Guerre, 
"Suite" in a-minor from Pieces de clavecin; Hensel, Gartenlieder, op. 3, no. 6 "1m Wald." 
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Introducing Commentaries for the Scores 
Launched in the 3rd edition, the commentaries reiterate the Anthology's 
separation from the HWM and its orientation toward a more independent status. 
Commentaries are inserted after every score and provide facts about the 
composer and work. In the early editions following their first appearance (3rd and 
4th), they were not uniformly structured, and varied in length and depth of 
information. Notably, they did not adhere to pre-determined "rubrics" that would 
apply to all pieces and composers, hence some composers and pieces were 
covered more thoroughly and in different ways than others.373 The general 
design of the commentaries rests on several descriptors: the composer's stylistic 
milieu and compositional techniques; the context for particular composition and 
literary background; and analysis of the piece, although not all the commentaries 
include all these elements. Beginning with the 5th edition and Burkholder's 
editorship, the commentaries were revamped to more consistently follow a 
certain scheme, and since then, to a degree, relay more information in a more 
coherent manner: 
When I took over the Anthology, looking at the commentaries that were 
already there and despite the fact there was a lot of useful information, it 
seemed to me that they were diverse in what they tried to cover. 
Essentially, I organized them into: an opening paragraph about the 
specific historical background of the piece (i.e., about being 
commissioned, why it came about, when was it first performed, and about 
373 E.g., in the 3rd edition: de Dia (a S-edition composer and work) received 13 reference 
lines and Cavalieri received 30. Although Palisca wrote about Cavalieri ("Musical Asides," fns. 
136, 137 and 174 ), this was Cavalieri's third and last NAWM appearance, and de Dia's second of 
five in total; .Scriabin (an all-edition composer and work) received eight lines, and Schuller, 
represented only in the 3rd and 41h editions, received 60 lines. 
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the reception if that is relevant); then the second paragraph served as a 
discussion of the piece (i.e., it contains an analysis within the context of 
the entire work and the period); and the final paragraph concerned 
editions, if there were editorial practices, or presented an explanation of 
matching up the score with the performance (sometimes that is important 
and can also be a significant teaching moment)?74 
Since the NAWM 3rd edition, which initiated the commentaries, was not 
reviewed, this vital change in the Anthology's organization and content was not 
noted in the literature. The only mention of commentaries remained in 
Weinstein's review of the 1st edition: "[t]he potential user should be forewarned, 
however, that there is no commentary accompanying the works.'1375 
Reformulating Period Labeling in Chapter Titles 
The chapter organization and period formulation in chapter titles appear 
over the six editions in three different models: in the 1st, 3rd. and 5th editions. The 
2"d, 4th, and 6th editions replicate the respective editions that immediately 
precede them. Following the 1st edition, the period characterization in the NAWM 
chapters and subchapters underwent profound changes in the 3rd and 5th 
editions. 
The 1st edition, divided into chapters and subchapters, established firm and 
clear designations for the categories of style and genre. Chapter titles defined 
period or style, and subchapter titles defined genre or form. Each chapter title 
consists of one word labeling the style or period: Medieval, Renaissance, 
374 Burkholder, interview. 
375 Weinstein, review of "Norton Anthology." 
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Baroque, Classic, Romantic, and Modern. With the same clarity and simplicity, 
the subchapters name the genre, form, trend within a period, and a sacred or 
secular purpose. The subchapter titles formulated by genre contain qualifications: 
chant, choral, solo, instrumental, orchestral, and chamber music; opera and 
theater; organ, keyboard, piano, and lute music. Subchapters are also 
differentiated by the forms: motet, mass, chanson, canto carnascialesco, frottola, 
madrigal, aria, air, Lied, cantata, oratorio, sonata, concerto, quartet, and 
symphony. Clearly, on the first level, the pieces are classified into chapters 
according to the period and style, and on the second level into subchapters by 
their form, genre, trend, or purpose. 
This classification was partially abandoned in the 3rd edition, which is 
divided only into subchapter equivalents, with chapter titles relinquished, and with 
the geographical and century parameters adopted as new criteria for labeling. 
The subchapter titles became longer and less definite, preserving some pointers 
of the previous period, genre, or form guidelines, but more broadly indicating the 
century, geographic region, and a prevailing trend while obscuring the 
boundaries between former chapter titles. Instead of a section containing only 
Renaissance motet in the first two editions, in the 3rd and 4th this form is found in 
two subchapters on "England and Burgundian Lands in the Fifteenth Century" 
and on "Renaissance Music in the Low Countries," mixed with ballad, chanson, 
and Lied forms from the same region and era. 
Under this new organization the individual numbers were moved around to 
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fit a broader common denominator. For example, the 3rd edition subchapter, 
"New Currents in the Sixteenth Century," compiles 13 pieces from the 1st 
edition's two chapters, "Renaissance" and "Baroque," and their five subchapters: 
"Chanson, Lied, and Canto Carnascialesco," "Frottola and Madrigal," and 
"Instrumental," from Renaissance and "Air, Aria, and Madrigal" and "Keyboard 
and Lute" from the Baroque chapter. One work in this section, Byrd's Pavana 
Lachrymae, was moved forward more than 50 places, from the content number 
98 in the 1st edition (102 in 2"d) to 47 in the 3rd edition. In two instances 
subchapters and titles are narrowed to only one and two composers ("Ludwig 
van Beethoven" and "The Late Eighteen Century: Haydn and Mozart"), 
consolidating various genres and forms selected to represent the composers. 
The 3rd edition also introduces a subchapter devoted entirely to "The American 
Twentieth Century." In most cases in the 3rd edition, the form of the piece is 
included adjacent to the composition's title, and the subchapter title determines 
the century and the geographical origin of selected pieces, but, unlike the first 
two editions, it fails to specify the style: 
In the first two anthologies [the pieces] are not in the order in which they 
are discussed in the textbook. I basically followed the pattern of the fourth 
edition which grouped the pieces by the chapter of the textbook they were 
associated with. In the textbook there are references about discussion of 
pieces in the Anthology. It made sense to integrate the anthology into the 
textbook by using the same chapter titles in the table of contents. Basically 
how the chapter titles function-since they are not repeated in the body of 
the anthology, but are present just in the table of contents-is for students 
to see how Anthology chapters relate to chapters in the textbook. 376 
376 Burkholder, interview. 
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The 5th edition reinstates the chapter-subchapter structure where chapter 
titles such as those in the first two editions outline the period, and subchapters 
operate with one or more leads such as genre, form, geographic region, or a 
distinguishing trend. The difference in the 5th edition is that only Ancient, 
Medieval, and Renaissance periods are labeled as such, and all successive 
chapters are placed into centuria! periodization: 
That was deliberate on my part. The chapter titles in the Anthology are just 
the same as in the textbook. My intent was to at least to some extent 
downplay periods but also to be more specific-for instance, "France, 
England, Spain and the New World in the Seventeenth Century"-1 don't 
want to call it "Early to Middle Baroque," it is easier to call it the 
"Seventeenth Century." But on the other hand it should be very obvious I 
chose to emphasize the coherence of what goes on in each of those 
centuries against the historiography as we have inherited it. 377 
The focus on one or two composers is dropped from titles, although the 
subchapter entitled "Revolution and Change" consists exclusively of works by 
Beethoven. Additionally, the section in the 3rd edition allocated to twentieth-
century American music was dispersed into different 5th -edition subchapters. 
From the initial ten American music composers, six were preserved in the 5th 
edition under three different subtitles: "Modernism and the Classical Tradition" 
(lves), "Between the World Wars: The Classical Tradition" (Copland, Seeger, and 
Still), and "Postwar Currents" (Babbitt and Crumb), but thirteen new names were 
added. The new composers were dispersed through two chapters on the 
nineteenth century (Beach and Sousa in the "Diverging Traditions in the Late 
Nineteenth Century") and twentieth century (six subchapters in "The Twentieth 
377 Ibid. 
Century and After"). 
Across the editions, the 1st (1980) most straightforwardly identifies 
composers' style affiliations. By the 3rd edition (1996), such classification was 
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considered outdated and the strict labeling was defused by less binding 
specifications with regard to a part of a given century. In the 5th edition (2006) the 
titles for early music are defined more precisely than the relatively recent and 
most recent music, which instead is categorized under subtitles of diverging 
traditions or crosscurrents that connote general and loose meanings. 
The gradation of dissolving strict definitions in chapter titles that occurs in 
three stages (in the 15\ 3rd, and 5th editions}, from absolute certainty in historical 
periodization to a safe-net of multiple pointers (regions, century, and trend}, 
reflects the generational difference between the NAWM editors (Table 15). Even 
more it reflects the change of direction in historical musicology, which "tend[s] to 
focus on specific manifestations of music: pieces, styles, and traditions,"378 and 
where the "[t]extbooks of music history often defend certain composers and 
styles rather than attempting to depict the history of music impartially"379: 
One of the most significant traits of the nineteenth century was the rise of 
historical consciousness. One of Hegel's great teachings was that 
everything was historical. What was previously seen as constant and even 
eternal (the notion of reason, for instance) was now seen as historically 
developing ... Adorno believed music to be historical in nature ... not 
something given by nature but was essentially historical. 
[T]he nineteenth century meant a big qualitative change in our historical 
consciousness .. . since that change ... our understanding of music has been 
378 Richard Parncutt, "Systematic Musicology and the History and Future of Western 
Musical Scholarship," Journal of Interdisciplinary Music Studies 1 (spring 2007): 4. 
379 Matti Huttunen, "The Historical Justification of Music," Philosophy of Music Education 
Review 16 (spring 2008): 4. 
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essentially historical. .. If our modern-or postmodern-music culture is not 
a direct consequence, we could still claim that a major part of later music 
and music culture has represented a kind of settlement with this 
nineteenth-century musicallegacy_380 
As part of showing the coherence of the events that marked each century 
"against the historiography as we have inherited it," Burkholder intended to 
emphasize the overlaps in our period-bound thinking: "We still think of Handel 
playing Baroque music, but at the same time we think of Domenico Scarlatti as 
early classic, and the fact is that they were born the same year."381 
380 Ibid., 4-6. 
381 Burkholder, interview. 
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Table 15 
Comparison of Chapter and Subchapter Titles in the Crucial Editions 
1St 3rd 5tn 
Chapter Titles Chapter Titles Chapter Titles 
SubchaQ_ter Titles Only Subchapter Titles 
Medieval Musical Life and Ancient and Medieval Worlds 
Thought in Ancient Roman Liturgy and Chant 
Greece and Rome Music in Antiquity 
Chant Chant and Secular Song Roman Liturgy and Chant 
Secular in Middle Ages Song and Dance Music in the 
Monophony Middle Ages 
Ars Antiqua The Beginnings of Polyphony through the 13tn C. 
Polyphony and the 
Music of the 13th C. 
Ars Nova French and Italian Music French and Italian Music in 
in the 14th C. the 14th C. 
Renaissance England and Burgundian The Renaissance 
Motet Lands in the 15th C. England and Burgundy in the 
Church Music of the 15th C. 
Mass Late Renaissance and Sacred Music in the Era of 
Reformation Reformation 
Chanson Lied, The Age of the Franco-Flemish Composers 
Canto Renaissance Music in 1450-1520 
Carnascialesco the Low Countries 
Frottola and New Currents in the 16m Madrigal and Secular Song in 
madrigal C. the 16th C. 
Instrumental The Rise of Instrumental Music 
Baroque Music of the Early The 1fh Century 
Aria, Air and Baroque Period New Styles in the 17th C. 
Madrigal The Invention of Opera 
Music for Chamber and Church 
in the Early 17th C. 
Opera and Opera and Vocal Music France, England, Spain, and 
Theater in the Late 17th C. the New World in the 17th C. 
Motet, Sacred Instrumental Music in Italy and Germany in the Late 
Concerto, Mass the Late Baroque Period 1ih C. 
Oratorio, Cantata Music in the Early 18th 
Sonata and C. The 18m Century 
Concerto The Early 18th C. in Italy and 
Organ France 
Keyboard, Lute German Composers of the Late 
Baroque 
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Diversifying the Scope of Represented Styles and Genres 
Following other observed changes of the NAWM traits (i.e., time extension, 
women composers, commentaries, and period classification), the genre and style 
diversification took place in the 5th edition. By inserting pieces and composers 
that by the delineation of the '"humane' arts from the booming popular arts 
dedicated to amusement and entertainment"382 did not fit the nomenclature of 
previous editions, the 5th edition articulated a radical turn in the Anthology. Six 
twentieth-century composers from jazz and popular music appeared in this 
NAWM edition: Gershwin, Gillespie, Ellington, Oliver, Parker, and Bessie Smith. 
In the early 1980s, an article almost concurrent with the 1st NAWM ascertained 
that: 
Jazz has gained respectability in American education only through the 
determination of the pioneers in jazz education. Today this truly American 
art form finally has reached a level of acceptance not thought possible fifty 
years ago. An observation of any college or university with an active jazz 
program will show that its jazz offerings are like a breath of fresh air in the 
music department. By 1960 ... college music department administrators 
through-out the country were beginning to see the importance of jazz 
education ... This demand for college graduates with jazz experience was 
one of the major factors that has caused Jazz education to expand at a 
rapid rate from 1960 to the present day.3 3 
It was twenty-six years after the 1st NAWM that works regarded as other than art 
music, and that Palisca did not even consider part of the Western heritage,384 
were included in the Anthology. As the co-editor responsible for this revolution, 
382 Palisca, review of One Great Society: Humane Learning in the United States, 39. 
383 Bryce Luty, "Jazz Education's Struggle for Acceptance-Part 1," MEJ 69 (November 
1982): 38. 
384 Palisca, Music in Our Schools, 53. 
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Burkholder illuminates some practical reasons for his inclusion of jazz in the 5th 
edition in 2006: 
Of course, when talking to jazz majors about early seventeenth-century 
opera I could point out the role of improvisation or role of realization of 
continuo-yes I can do those things-but it is much more honest of me 
and it is much more persuasive if their music, which the~ treasure, is also 
a part of the canon they are looking at in the Anthology. 85 
In "The Twentieth Century and After" chapter, four pieces by Gershwin, Ellington, 
Oliver, and Smith are featured in the "Between the World Wars: Jazz and 
Popular Music" subchapter, and the Parker-Gillespie tune is mixed with works by 
composers of classical affiliation in the "Postwar Crosscurrents." The time-line 
played a role in the grouping of these pieces, and the subchapter titles as well as 
order of the pieces, starting from 1927 and ending in 1945, reflect this chronology 
(Table 16): 
After World War I, Europeans looked to the United States as the most vital 
modern nation, and they saw jazz as the symbol of its modernity and 
vitality .. . After World War II, jazz in its many forms remained a constant 
part of European life, and some European composers continued to draw 
on jazz and on American dance music ... Jazz, Broadway musicals, and 
American popular music play a large role in musical life, and including at 
least some mention of them can make music history courses more 
relevant to students' experience of music. All of these are good reasons 
for teachers in the United States to include more of the country's music in 
their courses .. . 386 
385 Burkholder, interview. 
386 Burkholder, "Music of the Americas," 416, 417, and 402. 
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Table 16 
Jazz and Popular Music Works, Subchapter Titles, and Publication Years 
The Twentieth Century and After 
Composer Subchapter Com_Q_osition Year 
B. Smith Between the World Back Water Blues 1927 
K. Oliver Wars: Jazz and West End Blues 1928 
G. Gershwin Popular Music I Got Rhythm 1930 
D. Ellington Cotton Tail 1940 
C. Parker-D. Gillespie Postwar Currents Anthropology 1945 
In the 5th edition within the "The Romantic Generation: Song and Piano 
Music" subchapter of the "Nineteenth Century" chapter, in qddition to the 
numbers clearly identified as jazz and popular music in the twentieth-century 
chapter, Burkholder also injected two parlor songs by Bishop and Foster. The 
first composer was discontinued in the 5th edition, but Foster's "Jeannie with the 
Light Brown Hair'' remained: 
Today, nineteenth-century parlor songs are thought of as popular music, 
but they were written for the same middle-class market as German Lieder 
and share many of the same characteristics.387 
Putting Foster next to Schumann and Schubert rubs some of my fellow 
music history teachers the wrong way, but it lets me emphasize these 
issues of social function and of the split between popular song and art 
song that gradually opened over the next two or three generations, both in 
Europe and in the Americas.388 
[l]n the early nineteenth century, the chasm between popular and serious 
music so typical of later eras had not yet opened, and all 
these songs coexisted on a continuum in which popular appeal and 
interest to the learned did not necessarily exclude one another. 389 
387 Burkholder, Grout, and Palisca, A History of Western Music, 8th ed. (New York: W. W. 
Norton & Company, Inc., 2009), 615. 
388 Burkholder, "Music of the Americas," 409. 
389 Burkholder, Grout, and Palisca, A History of Western Music, 8th ed., 615. 
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Broadening Geographical Representation of Selected Composers 
The introduction of new composers and diversifying the genre and style 
latitude of NAWM resulted in a somewhat broadened geographic representation 
of Western music. Despite these changes, however, across all six editions and 
all participating composers Western-European music (by political and cultural 
definition) or music from the Western and parts of Central, Northern, and 
Southern Europe (in geographical terms) dominates the Anthology. Among all 
201 known NAWM composers, 37 represent German language lands (Germany 
and Austria), 36 represent Italy, 36 France, 14 originate in today's Benelux region 
(former Franco-Flemish school or Low countries), 20 originate in modern-day 
Great Britain and Ireland (English and Irish composers), and one in Ancient 
Greece. Music by composers of Hispanic origins is represented by Spanish 
"Cantiga 159" from Cantigas de Santa Maria and by eight known composers. 
Seven of these eight composers were Spanish-born, but two of them spent their 
careers in Latin America (Peru) and could be considered genuine South 
American composers, along with one other Latin American composer from 
Mexico. Music of the United States is represented by 30 composers, Russian 
music yielded nine composers, Eastern European countries five (Eastern 
Europe390 pertains more to a politico-economic designation, by which Chopin, 
Dussek, Dvorak, and Liszt are not counted in this group, but instead enlarge the 
390 E.g., part of former Czechoslovakia, today called the Czeck Republic, located in the 
Central Europe, is often considered an Eastern European country, a remnant of the "Eastern 
Block" designation. 
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number of Western countries' composers by four}, and one composer, as 
Burkholder emphasized in the 5th edition preface,391 is Asian-born (the first to be 
included in the NAWM). 
The Western European countries (including Spain}, therefore, account for 
153 of 201 (76%) of all NAWM composers (including Chopin, Dussek, Dvorak, 
and Liszt-149 or 74% without them); Russian and composers from Eastern 
Europe392 occupy 14 slots or 7% (without the four eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century composers-18 or 9% with them); composers from the United States 
received 30 entries (15%); composers from South America were allotted three 
spots (1.5%); and Asian composers one (.5%). 
Compared to the 1st edition, the latest NAWM version indeed expanded 
the geographic representation of composers in Western musical idiom. Of 119 
composers in the 1st edition, only eight are regarded as non-Western European 
(four Russian and four American). The 93.3% of Western t=uropean composers 
in the 1st NAWM was decreased to i6o/o in the 6th edition, appropriating the 
difference to more composers of North American, Russian, Eastern European, 
Hispanic, South American, and Asian descent. 
391 See fn. 354. 
392 J. Peter Burkholder and Claude V. Palisca, "Norton Anthology of Western Music," 6th 
ed. (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 2009}, xi. Burkholder uses term Eastern Europe to 
describe the makeup of the repertoire: "The coverage of American and Eastern European music 
is the best ever, including works by seventeen composers from Eastern Europe and twenty-nine 
working in the United States." It is not clear which composer was not accounted for among the 
seventeen he mentions, but most likely it was Chopin. Also, among American composers, 
Rochberg and Schuller were dropped prior to the 6th edition, and other non-American born 
composers "working in the United States" were counted as American. 
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Summary of the Character of NA WM Modifications 
The most obvious and at the same time most germane changes for the 
overall Anthology profile pertain to the admittance of new composers that marked 
every NAWM edition after the 1st. This ongoing process· of changing the 
composer and repertory content instigated other aspects of NA WM 
transformation, most directly the induction of women composers, the stretching of 
time boundaries, and style and regional diversification of represented composers 
and works. The cross-section of NA WM over the twenty-nine years and six 
editions yields both the trend of continuity and that of modernization. The 
continuity infers the mainstay NAWM base of 49 (21 .5%) of all composers and 54 
(16%) of all compositions that bridge the 1st and 6th editions. The modernization 
reflects a broader definition of what constitutes Western music, which was 
manifested by the inclusion of works composed on the premises of Western 
traditions by composers from non-Western countries, and works outside of 
classical art music that were not considered part of the Western canon. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FUTURE DIRECTION OF NAWM 
FROM THE POSITION OF THE CURRENT EDITION 
The 6th NAWM edition points to many modifications of the past editions 
and to the new shape that the Anthology may take to future editions. From the 
standpoint of the latest NA WM edition, the evolution of the Anthology becomes 
evident in the aspects of: (1) personal approaches of each of the two editors, 
Claude V. Palisca and J. Peter Burkholder, and their individual educational 
philosophies and beliefs; (2) the core repertory taught to music students over the 
last thirty years and the significance of the textbook in tertiary music education; 
and (3) the multitude of transformations through the editions that outline the 
Anthology's past and lead to its future configuration, providing at the same time 
for its continuation and modernization. 
Palisca and Burkholder: Educational Philosophies 
Both editors followed the historical approach in NAWM organization 
and chronological order in presenting historical periods and their exponents. 
Palisca's periodization was stricter and his selection criteria narrower, but each of 
his editions except the 4th received a major revision and innovation. His original 
intention, however, consistent with his ideas about a listening curriculum, seems 
to have remained unchanged during his editorship: "[t]he philosophy about 
musical explanation ... [,] not 'appreciation ... "' and "an understanding of music" 
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that does not necessarily provide enjoyment, but ensures knowledge, where "the 
knowledge gained is valuable in itself';393 an in-depth study of a limited number 
of chosen works within the historical context of the music studied; and knowledge 
as an understanding of inner workings of music gained through listening in 
connection with the historical and theoretical background of the musical work-
represented the gist of Palisca's educational credo. What was worth 
understanding and gaining knowledge about was what Palisca himself 
understood and was knowledgeable about: the Western art music canon, 
confined to the works that have been approved by the passage of time and 
historical distance. 
The works, particularly from the ancient to Baroque repertory that 
Palisca studied and wrote about in his twenty book titles and numerous articles 
and reviews, thus the works that he knew thoroughly and understood not only as 
individual compositions but as threads of contextual fabric, represented the 
foundation of the NAWM. The closer Palisca came to contemporaneity, the more 
skeptical and cautious about quality he became. In the blueprint for his 
educational doctrine, the Yale Seminar report, Palisca criticized the "ill-chosen" 
repertory used in most school systems in the United States, which he judged as 
inadequate due to being "constricted in scope," where "[e]ven the classics of 
Western music-the great works of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven-do not occupy a 
central place in singing, playing, and listening," and where "[n]on-Western music, 
393 Palisca, "A Curriculum for Understanding Music," 39-40. 
early Western music, and certain forms of jazz, popular, and folk music have 
been almost altogether neglected."394 He recommended that the "settings by 
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Bartok or Brahms may be perfectly in order. .. ," and that "[m]oreover, it cannot be 
taken for granted that all the concert repertory-from Byrd to Bartok-is accepted 
in the majority of schools. "395 
In this report, a template for the listening curriculum, which became a 
prototype for the NAWM in many respects, Palisca drew toward 
contemporaneity. It appears that for Palisca, most music composed after Bartok 
seemed unconventionally unascertained and not well established. Apparently, his 
adoption of new pieces by contemporary composers such as Crumb, Reich, and 
Zwillich was done sparingly so as not to compromise the canonized repertory. 
Although he mentioned jazz in the report and included it in the listening 
curriculum, Palisca did not allow "certain forms of jazz"396 in the Anthology. Given 
the history of the Yale Seminar and subsequent events, and Palisca's overall 
disposition as evidenced in his writings and other activities, his positions were not 
unexpected or surprising. 
The larger problem of the Anthology was the inexplicable constraint on 
relatively recent music by both European and American composers. Major art 
music figures living at the time the Anthology was published were in some cases 
added to the NAWM after their deaths, in many instances decades after 
394 Palisca, In Search for Improvement, 11 . 
395 1bid., 12-13. 
396 Ibid., 11. 
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producing works that profoundly influenced developments in contemporary art 
music. Thus, university students from the 1980s through the mid-2000s, did not 
learn about John Cage in music history courses that abided strictly by the 
NAWM. Cage was added to the Anthology only in the 5th edition, fourteen years 
after his death and sixty-six years after Bacchanale, his first piece for prepared 
piano. Similarly, these students would not have learned about Prokofiev, Boulez, 
or Stockhausen until the 6th NAWM edition came out in 2009. 
Since the Anthology was obviously intended to present Western 
European, and to a lesser degree American, art music, Palisca's practice of 
avoiding modern composers who had established themselves long before the 1st 
NAWM edition came out is a striking feature that could be seen as detrimental to 
NAWMs credibility. On the other hand, Palisca did create the Anthology, and did 
so with high standards of scholarship and editing, and therein he contributed 
significantly to the music education field: 
Palisca's interest in music as an intellectual discipline no doubt both 
influenced and was influenced by his interest in teaching. He once said 
that he was really only interested in things that had some pedagogical 
dimension, and his pedagogical interests were certainly well represented 
in his work on Grout's textbook ... [and] his development of the Norton 
Anthology of Western Music. 397 
Burkholder "inherited" the NAWM in the shape of the 4th (2001) edition. By 
then, the ancient Greek excerpts were incorporated, the commentaries were in 
place, eight women composers had been incepted, and Zwillich's Concerto 
397 Mathiesen, "Foreword" in Music and Ideas in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries, viii. 
Grosso 1985 represented the edition's latest published work. In the last two 
editions, the 5th and 6th, Burkholder brought in a series of composers who 
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represented some of the twentieth-century's divergent styles. He also expanded 
the notion of the Western music canon by stretching both the stylistic realm and 
the geographic representation of composers. Jazz numbers made it to the 
NAWM for the first time in the 5th edition, as well as some works by Russian, 
former Soviet and Eastern Block, Hispanic, and American composers. 
Burkholder's editions came closer to the title of the Anthology of Western Music: 
Introducing jazz was part of my original proposal that happened late in 
2001. It also fit in with the discussion of "Music of the Americas." Another 
theme is that I wanted to cover not just the elite music but that of the other 
social strata and to make the whole [HWM] book a lesson in 
historiography as well as in music history. Thinking about how we know 
what we know, what kinds of evidence and what surviving music do we 
have-1 wanted to make a point for representation of popular music or 
music that would be heard by a wide range of people. 
We gradually get more and more evidence when we get to the twentieth 
and even the nineteenth century. As it turns out, we have more evidence 
for popular music than for classical music because we are surrounded by 
it. In order to tell that story you really have to include that kind of music as 
well and tell the story of jazz as music that people collect and treasure, 
which is the same story of classical music only a couple of centuries 
earlier. In order to tell the narrative I wanted to tell, I needed to include that 
repertory. But it was also included for other reasons, one being a 
representation of music of the Americas and another making sure that 
there was representation of music for everybody in the classroom.398 
The expansion of the Anthology beyond the art music sphere and 
"globalizing" the composer pool nevertheless points to the need for a new probe 
of the revised and amended NAWM. In a way, Palisca's conservative compilation 
398 Burkholder, interview. 
of selections, while not true to the music the title represented, was easier to 
maintain and contain within its predictable boundaries. 
The Core Repertory and the Importance of NAWM 
in Higher Music Education 
The repertoire that connects NAWMs 1st and 6th editions displays the 
periods, styles, genres, forms, composers, compositions, and regions 
consistently taught to students in college and university music history courses 
during the last three decades. The 49 composers and 54 of their works that 
emerged as the Anthology's most consistent content could be seen as two 
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editors' list of the most important achievements in Western music. Presumably, 
while studying these canonic composers and works, approved by both Palisca 
and Burkholder, generations of students formed their own outlook on the course 
of music history, events and traditions, composers and compositions, and 
perhaps their own musical tastes. 
Among the 49 all-edition composers with all-edition works, 46 are known 
composers. Four of those were represented by more than one all-edition work. 
However, of the remaining 42 known composers presented with singe all-edition 
works, only nine carried another work in at least one edition, in addition to the all-
edition piece. Thus, for 33 all-edition composers (Table 17), their respective 
single all-edition pieces were their only works ever featured in the NAWM. While 
all-edition composer Haydn, for example, had nine works scattered through the 
editions, Josquin had six, and R. Schumann had five-none of them had an all-
edition work-some 33 composers achieved the core repertory status with a 
single work carried from one to the next edition of the NA WM. 
Table 17 
All-edition Composers with one All-edition Composition as Their Only 
Work Included in the NAWM (33) 
All-edition Composer All-edition Composition 
C. P. E. Bach Sonata in A major, H. 186 
J. C. Bach Concerto for Harpsichord and strings, Op.7, no.5 
A Berg Wozzeck 
Wipo of Burgundy Victimae paschali laudes 
M. Cara lo non compr6 piu speranza 
G. Carissimi Jephte (Historia) 
M. A Cesti Orontea 
A Corelli Trio sonata, op. 3, no. 2 
A Copland Appalachian Spring 
F. Couperin Vingt-cinquieme ordre 
C. Debussy Trois Noctrunes: Nuages 
J. Dowland Flow my tears 
J. Dunstable Quam pulchra es 
J. Gay The Beggar's Opera 
C. Gesualdo 'lo parto' e no piu dissi 
C. W. Gluck Orfeo ed Euridice 
A Grandi 0 quam tu pulchra es 
H. Isaac lnnsbruck, ich muss dich lassen 
F. Landini Non avra rna' pieta 
G. Mahler Kindertotenlieder 
G. P. da Palestrina Pope Marcellus Mass 
J. Peri L' Euridice 
J-P. Rameau Hippolyte et Aricie 
G. Rossini II Barbiere di Siviglia 
G. B. Sammartini Symphony in F-major, no. 32 
D. Scarlatti Sonata in D-major, K. 119 
A Scriabin Vers Ia Flamme, Poeme pour piano, op. 72 
J. A W. Stamitz Sinfonia a 8, Eb-major 
R. Strauss Don Quixote op. 35 
B. de Ventadorn Can vei Ia lauzeta mover 
R. Wagner Tristan und Isolde 
C. M. von Weber Der Freischlitz 
A Webern Symphonie, op. 21 
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In his book The Social Psychology of Music, published in 1958, "the 
originator of ... the study of music listening preference," which he "called 'musical 
taste,"'399 Paul R. Farnsworth "proposed that musical elements, their meanings, 
and their relations to individual behaviors can be completely understood only 
through social-psychological inquiry:"400 He supplied lists of the "most frequently 
chosen"401 composers by members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the 
American Musicological Society (AMS): 
He concentrated almost exclusively on the opinions of educated groups, 
though he sampled groups of varying levels of education, and the 
composers whose reputation he measured were invariably chosen from 
the realm of art music ... Farnsworth did his research by directly surveying 
musicologists and students, and also by measuring the amount of space 
given to different composers in authoritative books and encyclopedias, on 
radio broadcasts and symphony orchestra programs, and in record 
catalogs. If one were to condense all that Farnsworth had to say about 
music preference into one sentence, it might read like this: "We prefer the 
music that we are taught to prefer by the family, the teachers, and the 
peer group that socializes us from the moment of birth."402 
Among criteria and conditioners of musical taste, under "Training," 
Farnsworth stated that we are trained to think of music in terms of stereotypes, 
and that even the: 
... relatively unsophisticated college student has been taught to tie the 
names of Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert to certain styles of 
composition ... American grade-school children surely have a few facts to 
go on when they place Beethoven and Bach so high on their eminence 
399 Albert LeBlanc, "Paul Farnsworth: Pioneer Scholar of Music Listening Preference," 
Bulletin of the Counci/for Research in Music Education 149 (spring 2001): 3, 6. 
400 Jui-Ching Wang, "A Comparative Study of College Students' Musical Aptitude and 
Musical Preference in the U.S. and Taiwan" (D.M.A. diss., Arizona State University, 2007). 
Accessed in ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, April 12, 2011. 
401 Paul R. Farnsworth, The Social Psychology of Music (New York: Holt, Reinhardt and 
Winston, 1958), 275. 
402 LeBlanc, "Paul Farnsworth," 6-7. 
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list. They answer not from deep conviction, but rather in accordance with 
their teaching. This situation is analogous to their placing Jesus, 
Washington, and Lincoln at the top of their lists of the most eminent men 
of all time.403 
Farnsworth considered training that originates in school and college 
teaching to be one of the principal sources of an individual's music affinities. He 
also found that "the composers whose works are most recorded and appear most 
often on the programs of symphony orchestras are, with few exceptions, those 
regarded as most eminent. Moreover, they are likely to be men whose 
biographical sketches occupy most space in histories of music and in general 
and music encyclopedias."404 In "The Musical Taste of an American Elite,"405 
Farnsworth assembled two lists extracted from questionnaires sent to members 
of the AMS, one with the fifty most frequently chosen among the composers born 
since 1870, and the other with the 101 most often selected composers.406 
Farnsworth updated his findings in 1964, when "[s]ixteen hundred and seventy 
letters were mailed to the AMS members": 
Between 1951 and 1964 the membership of the American Musicological 
Society increased enormously ..... The ... data gathered from the 
membership of the American Musicological Society clearly indicate that 
there exists a very considerable commonality of opinion regarding the 
eminence of the composers of the Western World. The attitudinal changes 
403 Farnsworth, The Social Psychology of Music, 147-48. 
404 Ibid., 152. 
405 Ibid., 275; an Appendix to The Social Psychology of Music, also published separately 
in Hinrichsen's Musical Yearbook 7 (1952): 112-16. 
406 Ibid., 275. The questionnaires were sent in 1938, 1944, and 1951 . "At the time of the 
last data-gathering, the 375 who cooperated were given two questionnaires, one containing 225 
names of composers born before 1870 and the other listing 249 born since 1870. There were two 
tasks. The first was for the musicologist-respondent to check in each of the two questionnaires 
the ten musicians he felt had composed music most worthy to be called to the attention of his 
children and his lay contemporaries. As a second task he was to consider all 474 names and, 
with the same criterion in mind, was to choose the top 25." 
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that have occurred in a period of thirteen years have been slow and slight. 
The three Great B's-Bach, Beethoven and Brahms- Mozart, and Haydn 
remain the five most revered composers.407 
The comparison of Farnsworth's findings in the "Eminent Composers of All 
Time" from 1951 with the NAWM core repertory from 1980-2009 reveals that 20 
(43%) of the 46 known NAWM all-edition composers with all-edition pieces 
correspond to Farnsworth's first 46 ranked composers, and 33 (71%) of the 46 
appear on his list of 101 eminent composers. In the context of all 78 NAWM 
known all-edition composers (with and without all-edition works), 56 (72%) 
appear among Farnsworth's 101 eminent composers. Among the first 46 
"eminent composers of all time," C. Franck (tied for rank 28), E. Grieg (ranked 
48), N. Rimsky-Korsakov (ranked 44), and J. Sibelius (ranked 30) never 
appeared in the NAWM. Of the NAWM 46 core repertory composers, Wipo of 
Burgundy, Cara, Carissimi, Cesti, Gay, Grandi, Halle, Isaac, Peri, Sammartini, 
Stamitz, Ventadorn, and Webern are not on Farnsworth's list from 1951,408 but 
each of them is in the NAWM featured with a single piece that became an all-
edition work, except de Ia Halle who was represented with two pieces, one of 
them an all-edition work. 
407 Paul R. Farnsworth, "Musicological Attitudes on Eminence," JRME 14 (spring 1966): 
42, 44. "The author sympathizes with both groups of respondents. His only justification for the 
number 25 came from earlier research which showed that quite similar rank orders are obtained 
when a number of names from approximately 15 to 50 are asked for, but that the reliability of the 
rankings seemed a shade higher when 25 or so names are requested" (p. 42) . 
408 Carissimi and Webern are included in the same list from the 1964 research results, 
Carissimi sharing position 72 and Webern in 85th place. In the 1951 list of 50 composers born 
since 1870, Webern ranked 38. 
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Table 18 
The First 46 "Eminent Composers"409 and 46 NA WM Core Composers 
Eminent Composers of all Eminent NA WM Core Repertory Eminent 
Time in Order of Rank 1-46 Rank Composers Rank 
l. van Beethoven 1 L. van Beethoven 1 
J.S.Bach 2 J.S.Bach 2 
J. Brahms41 u 3 N/A 3 
J. Haydn 4 N/A 4 
W. A. Mozart 5 W. A. Mozart 5 
C. Debussy 6.5 C. Debussy 6.5 
F. Schubert 6.5 N/A 6.5 
G. F. Handel 8 G. F. Handel 8 
R. Wagner 9 R. Wagner 9 
G. P. da Palestrina 10 G. P. da Palestrina 10 
F. Chopin 11 N/A 11 
R. Schumann 12 N/A 12 
I. Stravinsky 13 I. Stravinsky 13 
G. Verdi 14 N/A 14 
C. Monteverdi 15 C. Monteverdi 15 
B.Bart6k 16 B.Bart6k 16 
F. Mendelssohn 17 N/A 17 
R. Strauss 18 R. Strauss 18 
P. I. Tchaikovsky 19 N/A 19 
H. Purcell 20 N/A 20 
H. Berlioz 21 N/A 21 
A. Schoenberg 22 A. Schoenberg 22 
P. Hindemith 23 N/A 23 
M. Mussorgsky411 24 N/A 24 
0. de Lassus 25 N/A 25 
M. Ravel 26 N/A 26 
W. Byrd 27 W. Byrd 27 
C. Franck 28.5 N/A 28.5 
C. W. Gluck 28.5 C. W. Gluck 28.5 
409 Farnsworth, The Social Psychology of Music, 275. 
410 Ibid., 177. Farnsworth provides a list of the most boring pieces assembled by the New 
York Herald Tribune in 1954. "From most to least boring these compositions were said to be: 
Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade, Cesar Franck's Symphony [in d-minor], Ravel's Bolero, 
Wagner's Parsifal, Beethoven's.Missa Solemnis, Brahms' German Requiem, Dvorak's New World 
Symphony, Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, Wagner's Tristan und Isolde, (and] Tchaikovsky's Fifth 
Symphony." Of all of these works, only the German Requiem and Tristan und Isolde were 
included in NAWM. 
411 Composer names are listed as they appear in the NAWM 6th edition. Farnsworth listed 
Du Fay as Dufay and Mussorgsky as Moussorgsky. 
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Table 18 continued .............. .......... .. .. ... ... .... .. ............. ... ...... ......................... .... .. .. .. . 
The First 46 "Eminent Composers" and 46 NA WM Core Composers 
Eminent Composers of all Eminent NAWM Core Repertory Eminent 
Time in Order of Rank 1-46 Rank Composers Rank 
J. Sibelius 30 N/A 30 
H. Schutz 31 N/A 31 
F. Liszt 32 N/A 32 
Josquin (des Prez) 33 N/A 33 
S. Prokofiev 34 N/A 34 
D. Scarlatti 35 D. Scarlatti 35 
G. Du Fay 36 G. Du Fay 36 
A. Dvorak 38 N/A 38 
G. Mahler 38 G. Mahler 38 
A. Vivaldi 38 N/A 38 
F. Couperin 40 F. Couperin 40 
A. Bruckner 41 N/A 41 
G. de Machaut 42 G. de Machaut 42 
A. Corelli 43 A. Corelli 43 
N. Rimsky-Korsakov 44 N/A 44 
G. Gabrieli 45.5 N/A 45.5 
G. Puccini 45.5 N/A 45.5 
N/A A. Copland 47 
N/A J-P. Rameau 49 
N/A C. M. von Weber 53.5 
N/A G. Rossini 59.5 
N/A C. P. E. Bach 71 
N/A A. Berg 72 
N/A J-8. Lullv 74 
N/A J. Dunstable 78 
N/A J. Dowland 82.5 
N/A C. Gesualdo(da Venosa) 85.5 
N/A J. C. Bach 88.5 
N/A F. Landini 88.5 
N/A A. Scriabin 94.5 
N/A Wipo of Bur.qundv N/A 
N/A M. Cara N/A 
N/A G. Carissimi N/A 
N/A M. A. Cesti N/A 
N/A J. Gay N/A 
N/A A. Grandi N/A 
N/A A. de Ia Halle N/A 
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Table 18 continued ..................... ..... ...... .. ...... ..... .. .... .. .. .... ... ..... ....... ..... ....... .. ... ...... . 
The First 46 "Eminent Composers" and 46 NA WM Core Composers 
Eminent Composers of all Eminent NA WM Core Repertory Eminent 
Time in Order of Rank 1-46 Rank Composers Rank 
N/A H. Isaac N/A 
N/A J. Peri N/A 
N/A G. B. Sammartini N/A 
N/A J. A. W Stamitz N/A 
N/A B. de Ventadom N/A 
N/A A. Webem N/A 
Notes: 20 composers who appear on both lists are given in bold ; "eminent 
composers" (left column) not appearing in NAWM and NAWM core composers 
(right column) not represented on the "eminent" list are given in italics. 
Among other "eminent composers" and those born since 1870412 
included on Farnsworth's 1951 and 1964 lists who never appeared in NAWM are: 
I. Berlin, E. Bloch, A. Borodin, M. de Falla, G. Donizetti, E. Elgar, C. Gounod, E. 
Grieg, G. Holst, A. Honegger, L. Janacek, A. Khachaturian, Z. Kodaly, E. Krenek, 
G. Menotti, 0. Respighi, C. Saint- Saens, R. Vaughan-Williams, and H. Villa-
Lobos. Also, Barber, Dvorak, Foster, Gershwin, Leonin, Milhaud, Prokofiev, 
Puccini, Rachmaninov, Satie, Smetana, Sousa, and Varese were all among the 
"most frequently chosen" on Farnsworth's 1951 and 1964 lists, but were 
introduced into the NAWM later (5th or 6th) editions. 
A comparison of the NAWM 1980-2009 core repertory and the all-edition 
composer selection with "the musical taste of an American elite" from the 1950s 
and 1960s reveals that almost three-quarters (71% and 72%, respectively) of the 
NA WM corresponded with the musical preferences expressed thirty to sixty years 
412 This list of composers born since 1870 is provided only in the 1951 research results. 
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before the Anthology's editions were published. At the same time, the American 
elite long ago embraced composers who have still not yet appeared in the 
NAWM, or appeared for the first time in 2006 or 2009. It is here, in the complete -
view of all NAWM editions juxtaposed with the research results that precede 
them by several decades that Simeone's remark about the HWM 4th and NA WM 
2nd editions fully resounds: "there is something faintly disturbing about a history of 
music published in 1988 which takes as key 20th-century figures the same five 
who would have appeared in 1958."413 
Preserving the continuity, nevertheless, as NAWM editors have preserved 
it through the core repertoire that connects the 1st and the 6th editions, 
circumscribed the framework upon which music history was presented to 
students, and formed the base from which adjustments can continue to be made. 
The musicological scholarship that both editors brought to the Anthology through 
their substantial writings-Palisca on early, Renaissance, and Baroque music 
and Burkholder in the realm of the twentieth century and, particularly American 
music-as well as their inter-referencing musicology and education, made the 
NAWM an indispensable teaching resource in tertiary music education 
institutions in the United States and beyond: 
.. . most students in music history survey courses in North America use 
them [HWM and NAWM], as do students around the world, including 
translations into languages from Spanish to Korean ... and all the principal 
alternative textbooks in English now on the market were written in 
response to this text and this anthology.414 
413 Simeone, review of "A History of Western Music," 477. 
414 Burkholder, "Music of the Americas and Historical Narratives," 399-400. 
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From the current position of the latest edition and in the cumulative 
view of all implemented changes, the NA WM configuration between the 1st and 
6th editions is still recognizable. It is rooted in the core repertory, and an 
assemblage of all-edition composers, women musicians, larger number of the 
geographically and stylistically diverse twentieth-century music figures, and other 
transformations that enhanced its design. To continue to cater to broad student 
populations and to "different teaching paradigms,"415 NAWM needs to continue to 
transform while preserving its recognizable identity: 
In the last 20 years or so the ways in which most of us think about and 
teach music history have undergone substantial changes. Gone are the 
unquestioning acceptance of the canon, the idea of history as progress, or 
the old set of hierarchies whereby Western art music stood head and 
shoulders above all other musics while both composers and their works 
loomed above performers, institutions, or investigations of broader social 
and cultural contexts.416 
Much as the premise of teaching in the postmodern world has been replaced by 
the notion of learning on the part of teachers and students, NA WM and other 
textbooks also need to keep "learning," or modernizing by staying current with 
the new developments in the field. 
415 Burkholder, interview. 
416 Sophie Fuller, review of " Teaching Music History," by Mary Natvig, British Journal of 
Music Education 20 (July 2003): 217. 
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NAWM Past and Future: The Continuity and Modernization 
NAWMPast 
Farnsworth attempted to determine the musical tastes of the American 
musical elite, mostly members of the AMS and his research was focused strictly 
on composers of art music. What he found largely corresponded to the future 
NAWM core repertory and all-edition composer selections. More recent research 
studies, not only by "scholars and teachers of music history" that "have expanded 
our reach to encompass a wider range of music,"417 but also studies in the area 
of musical preferences, show that affinities toward music selections, including 
those of elites, have changed during the period of NAWMs existence. National 
surveys conducted by Richard A. Peterson and Albert Simkus in 1982 and 1992 
were based on music genres and styles rather than on individual composers. 
Their findings and those of Petersen and Roger Kern indicate the change in 
musical tastes, not only from the time of Farnsworth's work in the 1950s and 
1960s, but even during the ten years between the two surveys that roughly 
correspond to the NAWM 1st and 2"d editions. The researchers distinguished 
between the "highbrow," "midbrow," and "lowbrow" status of surveyed population 
in relation to their musical choices and the level of omnivorousness of their 
musical taste. They focused on "musical taste, rather than taste for other types of 
art because only for music were respondents asked to choose from such a list of 
417 Burkholder, "Music of the Americas," 399. 
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contrasting alternatives."418 Classical music and opera were considered 
highbrow; mood- and easy-listening music, Broadway musicals, and big band 
music midbrow; and country music, bluegrass, gospel, rock, and blues were 
considered lowbrow: 
Appreciation of fine arts became a mark of high status in the late 
nineteenth century as part of an attempt to distinguish "highbrowed" Anglo 
Saxons from the new "lowbrowed" immigrants, whose popular 
entertainments were said to corrupt morals and thus were to be 
shunned ... In recent years, however, many high-status persons are far 
from being snobs and are eclectic, even "omnivorous," in their 
tastes ... This suggests a qualitative shift in the basis for markin~ elite 
status-from snobbish exclusion to omnivorous appropriation.4 9 
Based on the literature and their own research, the authors defined 
extreme highbrows as snobs who do not participate in any low- or midbrow 
activities, and omnivores as open to appreciating all three levels, from high- to 
lowbrow, but not liking everything indiscriminately. Omnivorousness is in this 
sense "antithetical to snobbishness, which is based fundamentally on rigid rules 
of exclusion."420 In their findings, Petersen and Kern reported that in 1992 the 
highbrows became increasingly omnivorous and at the same time more 
omnivorous than other status groups since the previous 1982 survey, and that 
non-highbrows also broadened their musical preferences: 
... in 1992, highbrows, on average, reported liking significantly more kinds 
of nonelite music of all genres than did highbrows a decade earlier and 
also ... in 1992 highbrows are more omnivorous than non-highbrows. In 
addition, the findings for non-highbrows show that the increase between 
418 Richard A. Peterson and Roger M. Kern, "Changing Highbrow Taste: From Snob to 
Omnivore," American Sociological Review61 (October 1996): 900. 
419 1bid. 
420 Ibid., 904. 
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1982 and 1992 in the number of music genres liked, while greatest among 
high-brows, is a society-wide trend.421 
The findings also indicated that omnivorousness is replacing 
snobbishness among highbrow Americans and that perfect snobs are now rare in 
the United States. Similar research conducted in 2001 on a large sample of 
people in the Netherlands (where university library holdings include the NA WM) 
produced similar results, except that, contrary to Peterson, this author designated 
the level of education a better predictor of musical tastes than occupational 
status. In line with Peterson's hypothesis, Koen van Ejick reported that Dutch 
higher-status group members tend to be more omnivorous by liking more 
different musical genres than those of lower-status groups: 
The omnivorous group that emerged from our analysis is remarkably 
similar to what others describe as the new middle class. The omnivore 
taste and the postmodern lifestyle seem to refer to the same 
phenomenon .... Whereas the older persons with high schooling levels still 
prefer the classical genres, this omnivorous group, consisting of younger 
respondents displays a broad cultural repertoire. We believe that this is 
not (just) an age effect, but rather indicative of a trend.422 
By 2005, global socio-cultural changes have moved and multiplied the 
boundaries of research parameters as well as distinctions between taste levels. 
The article that reported on French data, advanced jazz from what Peterson in 
1992 considered midbrow status to a peripheral highbrow status: 
The symbolic boundaries that music preferences trace among social 
groups are becoming more complex without really growing fainter. The 
perimeter of highbrow music is being redesigned rather than diluted in the 
421 Ibid. 
422 Keen van Ejick, "Social Differentiation in Musical Taste Patterns," Social Forces 79 
(March 2001): 1163 and 1181 . 
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mass culture industry ... many more individual members of the upper 
classes adhere to a type of enlightened eclecticism that combines a taste 
for classical music and opera with an attraction to music genres situated at 
the periphery of the highbrow music domain-jazz in particular.423 
Following Peterson's trail twenty years later, newer research (2007) 
argues that overall between 1982 and 2002, omnivorousness among Americans 
has narrowed, except in the highbrow segment of population: 
Nevertheless, the aggregate figure is misleading, as a segment of almost 
nine percent of the sample did indeed increase their omnivorous 
characteristics ... As suggested by Peterson and Kern, omnivores are 
becoming more omnivorous, but contrary to their evidence for 1992, 
omnivores do not seem to be being replaced by younger cohorts of 
inclusive highbrows ... 424 
Like Ejick in the Dutch example, Coulangeon, who reported on French cultural 
practices, underscored learning, and therefore education, as a form of learning, 
as one of the decisive factors in shaping musical preferences: 
The importance of the role of learning, all forms of learning, is only more 
strongly confirmed by this finding, and this in turn indicates the space 
available to cultural and educational policies.425 
This cumulative research conducted between 1982 and 2007 was almost 
exactly contemporaneous with the NAWM six editions (1980-2009). It revealed 
five important indicators: that among different parameters (i.e., education, social 
status, age, race, gender,426 values, art-world dynamics, and generational 
423 Phillipe Coulangeon, "Social Stratification of Musical Tastes: Questioning the Cultural 
Legitimacy Model ," Revue fram;aise de sociologie 46, Supplement: An Annual English Selection 
(2005): 145. 
424 Ercilia Garcia-Alvarez, Tally Katz-Gerro, and Jordi L6pez-Sintas, "Deconstructing 
Cultural Omnivorousness 1982-2002: Heterology in Americans' Musical Preferences, " Social 
Forces 86 (December 2007): 437. 
425 Coulangeon, "Social Stratification," 148. 
426 Peterson and Kern, "Changing Highbrow Taste," 901: "In both years (1982 and 1992) 
highbrows, on average, have about two years more education, earn about five thousand dollars 
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conflict), education has lately gained more leverage, at least according to some 
researchers; that musical preferences have broadened in the overall population, 
a shift most pronounced among the more educated and higher social class 
population; that the openness to a variety of music is evident among the younger 
generation; and that jazz has been upgraded from a mid- to a high-status musical 
"activity." In the light of this research, both Farnsworth's questionnaires, but more 
importantly NAWM (especially prior to the 5th edition), represent an antiquated 
approach, catering to seemingly vanishing highbrow snobbish tastes: 
The elitist theorists of the early nineteenth century European Royal 
Academies of music, painting, drama, and dance argued among 
themselves, but they stood united in their belief that there was one 
standard and that all other expressions were vulgarities ... Thus they 
created an aesthetic and ·moral environment in which highbrow snobbery 
flourished. 427 
Peterson's research from the 1980s provides strong evidence of a 
changing musical climate during Claude Palisca's time, changes that he ignored 
in his work on the NA WM. Palisca meticulously processed music of the past 
within the given socio-cultural context in his own writings, but he failed to 
contextualize music that appeared during his time. Thus, he remained in the 
1950s, just a step removed from solidarity with "theorists of the early nineteenth 
century" in regarding "relaxation sold by the entertainment industry'1428 to what 
they considered "vulgarities." In all his scholarship, the exhaustive knowledge in 
more annual family income, are about 1 0 years older, are more likely to be White, and are more 
likely to be female than are others in the sample. All of these differences are statistically 
significant. Neither highbrows nor others, however, are more likely to be currently married." 
427 Peterson and Kern, "Changing Highbrow Taste," 905. 
428 Palisca, review of One Great Society, 39. 
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his narrow field and beyond, his innovative undertaking in founding the NAWM 
and its continuous improvement and updating, Palisca's phobic attitude toward 
anything outside the finely demarcated boundaries of art music, and preferably 
European-originated or at least European-influenced art music, seem to have 
impeded the potential of the Anthology to align itself with important societal shifts 
up to 2006. 
Palisca not only considered any form of popular music as primarily 
"entertainment," but also as irreconcilable with intellectual challenges and 
standards of art music. This position dubiously implies that art music was 
composed only from intellectual and spiritual impetus and not for entertainment, 
and that any work of art music included in the NAWM is, by its nature, more 
sophisticated than any piece other than art music. By the similar exclusionary 
measure, some composers of art music "guilty" of the act of decanonizing were 
not "allowed" into the NAWM until long after their works had become standard 
and conventional repertoire. Since 2006 the NAWM has become more 
"omnivorous," but it is still encumbered by its origins. 
NAWM Future 
In a study published in 2009 two researchers reported estimates of the 
number of hours and percentage of time music education majors in a teacher 
education program at one large university school of music in the United States 
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spent on 13 music styles429 in music history, theory, and performance courses 
during a four-year program. Students spent an estimated 92.83% percent of their 
formal music study and performance time on music styles from the Western art 
tradition, 6.94% on Western non-art music (i.e., Jazz/Broadway, American 
Popular, l,atin/Caribbean), but only .23% on non-Western music. Popular music 
occupied only .54% of time, or an estimated 19.54 clock hours of instruction over 
four years. In agreement and with support of other writers' findings, the authors 
of this article concluded that "American music educators' disparagement of 
popular music, which dates back to the colonial period, is not in keeping with 
current demographic and other social trends."430 
While bringing a character change to the NAWM, the inclusion of six 
names and five of their pieces under "Jazz and Popular Music" (and "Postwar 
Currents") accounts for six of 227 composers (2.6%) and five of 337 
compositions (1 .5%). Such disproportion does not reflect the "heterology" and 
"omnivorousness" of the American public (of which music students are part) 
reported in the research literature over the last thirty years. Nevertheless, with 
the NAWM covering roughly eleven centuries of music traditions and 
developments, it does not seem possible to include more representatives for 
each period, style, and trend than are already present, while maintaining the 
volume of selection sufficient as it is. The problem with NAWMs past and 
429 Wang and Humphreys, "Multicultural and Popular Music Content," 25. Table 1: 
"Twentieth century, Romantic, Classical, Baroque, Jazz/Broadway, Other, Renaissance, 
Medieva.JJ American Popular, Latin/Caribbean, African, Asian, and Native American." 
0 Ibid., 24. 
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present "univorousness"431 resides not in the number of presented composers 
and their works, but in their selection. This is particularly evident in the 
representation of the most recent music, from around end of the twentieth 
century onward. Three symptoms arise in NAWM coverage during this period: 
restrained stylistic as well as geographic diversity, prevalent interpretation of the 
adjective "Western" as a socio-political rather than cultural determinant, and an 
inadequate account of the latest trends. 
The restrained stylistic diversity refers to the presentation of Western 
music seen as almost purely art music, with a small injection of jazz taste, 
interpreted as a channel of a broader domain of popular music. Jazz, 
nonetheless, is not the only style of broadly interpreted popular music that has 
been vetted and confirmed by the passage of time and convention. For recent 
generations of music students exposed to the most current popular music trends, 
the 1960s and .1970s rock and roll may seem as far removed as some forms of 
art music they learn about from the NA WM. Also, since popular music in the 
Western idiom has become endemic to various local cultures, if any form of 
popular music (other than jazz) is to enter the NAWM, it should account for its 
most distinguished Western examples and performers not necessarily limited to 
British and American origins. Further, the examples representing jazz 
developments that embrace significant musicians other than American (e.g., 
Django Reinhardt and Stephane Grappelli) would underscore that "materials and 
431 Garcia-Alvarez, Katz-Gerro, and L6pez-Sintas, "Deconstructing Cultural 
Omnivorousness," 423. 
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ideas from the Americas have fed into European music, again and again, at 
various times and in various ways.'1432 
Since NAWM has been virtually a synonym for a collection of art music 
and, according to research, "jazz in particular" approached the art music sphere 
as a music genre "situated at the periphery of the highbrow music domain,433 the 
further widening of the Anthology repertoire with other popular music styles 
would amount to a revolutionary shift in editorial practice. Inclusion of most 
representative exponents of the most representative popular music trends would 
require a revision of the existing repertory to maintain the current size. The 
discussion therefore seems more purposeful if contained within the NAWM 
existing offering which exhibits two other symptoms in relation to the recent 
music (interpretation of "Western" as a socio-political and not cultural 
designation, and a scant account of the latest trends). 
As established earlier, the 5th and 6th editions brought a succession of 
twentieth-century composers. Because this initiative was in many cases (e.g. , 
Boulez, Cage, Stockhausen, and Varese) 30-60 years overdue, it resulted in a 
"backlog" of recent music. The attempt to fill in the missing names and works 
appears again to be made primarily on the basis of geography and socio-political 
considerations, since only a few newly introduced composers represent Central 
or Eastern Europe (Husa, Ligeti, Part, Penderecki, and Schnittke), South 
America (Revueltas), or Asia (Sheng). This approach in a way connotes the 
432 Burkholder, "Music of the Americas," 406. 
433 Coulangeon, "Social Stratification," 145. 
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Western musical language as idiomatic to Western Europe and North America, 
and sporadic to other regions: 
I am certainly interested in more. For Greece I thought about Xenakis, and 
also about Turkish and Israeli composers ... there are interesting parallels 
in the way somewhat peripheral traditions can really inform us of what is 
going on in what seems like a center-about the relationship of central 
places like France and Italy and reactions from periphery. There need to 
be more ways to include more stories about them ... l am limited by my 
own familiarity; obviously I was taught by the older pattern, and it's a 
process of growing more familiar to a broader range of music. I am 
responsible to educate people about it, and it depends on education of me 
about that. I am dependent on people's suggestions and on learning more 
about a broader range of music ... I would try to balance the diversity with 
the length of the anthology in order to represent diversity.434 
The somewhat still narrow view of new works in the realm of art music 
does not provide an equitable or complete picture of the current state of 
contemporary music. Along with the under-representation of certain culturally 
Western regions, composers, and works, NAWM in its present state does not 
offer an adequate account of the most recent trends. New music by women 
composers also tends to be underrepresented despite the fact that: "[m]any 'new' 
characteristics of Western societies that we experience today-the era of 
postmodernity-began to emerge in the late 1960s ... A key force in the decline of 
modernity and the rise of postmodernity has been the gradual rise of 'feminist 
consciousness. '"435 As already noted, the most recent NA WM composition in 
both the 5th and 6th editions is from 1995. A myriad of works and recordings since 
2000 yields a number of chojces for presenting composed and performed music 
434 Burkholder, interview. 
435 David J. Elliott, "Philosophical Perspectives on Research," in The New Handbook of 
Research on Music Teaching and Learning, by Richard Cowell and Carol Richardson (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2002), 86 and 94. 
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of our time. Reaching to composers who are writing Western art music but who 
remain unknown to the broader Western public, together with searching for 
distinguished exponents of current trends, remains NAWMs weakness, even in 
its latest edition: 
Many aspects of Marxist music historiography have again become 
relevant: the rejection of musical autonomy, the acknowledgment of 
popular music as a legitimate field of study, the plea to open up the inquiry 
geographically (and to abandon the categories "center" and "periphery"), 
and above all, the effort to see music as a social product and a social 
force.436 
These aspects, described in 2003 by Shreffler in the context of some of the 
existing ideologies of music history, are also relevant for the current (6th) NAWM 
edition. Among them, opening of the inquiry geographically and departing from 
the positions of central and peripheral events in locating recent art music 
compositional achievements still presents a barrier for NA WM. The attitude that 
the "centers" have always been and to this day remain the same places, and that 
the "peripheries" always only react to the centers is somewhat misleading. By 
changing this course of selection, the Anthology would offer a more accurate 
representation of the current state of art music. 
436 Anne C. Shreffler, "Berlin Walls: Dahlhaus, Knepler, and Ideologies of Music History," 
The Journal of Musicology 20 (autumn 2003): 522. 
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Recommendations for NAWM Future Editions 
( 1) Continuity and Modernity 
The core repertory that connects the 1st and 6th editions represents 
NAWMs main feature, secures its recognizability, and ensures its continuity. This 
characteristic should be maintained and preserved to the extent possible. To 
fulfill the demands of the "Western societies that we experience today" in "the era 
of postmodernity,"437 the Anthology's editorial team should reconsider: the 
acceptance of popular music other than jazz; revisiting existing jazz numbers to 
reflect major events and musicians after 1945, while keeping the quantity at the 
same level; "opening up the inquiry geographically"438 and exploring fertile 
composers of what was considered the "periphery"439 of Western music; and 
continually updating the selection with contemporaneous works. 
(2) Popular Music and Jazz 
Because, according to research, jazz has advanced to "highbrow" rank 
in the opinion of at least the "highbrow" segment of the society, its presence in 
the NAWM as a genre of art music can be somewhat justified. The present 
selection, however, neither reflects the current state of jazz nor does it accurately 
portray the historical development of the genre. From today's standpoint, the 
437 Elliott, "Philosophical Perspectives," 86. 
438 Shreffler, "Berlin Walls," 522. 
439 Ibid., and Burkholder, interview. 
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summarized history of this musical style cannot be considered complete without 
John Coltrane and Miles Davis, at the least. 
If popular music is to enter NAWM, it can be approached incrementally, 
as has been the practice with all previous major changes. The title, Anthology of 
Western Music, is misleading "without the acknowledgment of popular music as a 
legitimate field of study." How we interpret the craft, complexity, and 
sophistication of art music as compared to popular music is a different question, 
but the fact that blues and rock music, at least, have been ingrained irreversibly 
within the Western canon and prolonged its life cannot be ignored. Thus, for 
students using NA WM "to see music as a social product and a social force,'>«0 
they should be informed about a musical style of major portion of the latter part of 
the twentieth century and beyond. As it currently stands, the Anthology offers an 
incomplete picture of Western music, lacking as it does, for example, Robert 
Johnson, Bob Dylan, Jimi Hendrix, Lennon and McCartney and The Beatles, The 
Rolling Stones, and Led Zeppelin. Such modifications, while imposing 
fundamental change, would not require an increase in the quantity of works, and 
could be solved by revision of the existing selections.441 On the other hand, if 
NAWM stays on its current track and continues to omit the most significant 
popular music attainments, its title should be redefined to include "art" or "art and 
jazz" music to more accurately describe its content. 
440 Shreffler, "Berlin Walls," 522. 
441 The fact that the New Grove Dictionary of American Music included popular music and 
musicians in its first edition in 1986 and has since added a "Jazz Grove'' suggests that it could be 
done. 
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(3) Contemporary Art Music and Contemporaneous Selection 
As stated previously, NAWM has been a synonym for art music 
anthology during its entire existence. Hence, it is even more perplexing that 
contemporary art music selections and the choice of the newest piece in each 
edition have not been attended to a higher degree. The few intermittent 
inclusions of other than Western-originated composers create an impression that 
Western-idiom music in those regions developed randomly, instead of the reality 
that these works represent composers conditioned in the tradition, compositional 
school, or network of influences of a different Western taste. The cross-cut of the 
Western-originated production is also incomplete. In the overall vista of the last 
half century or so (but especially in the last three decades, since the NA WM first 
appearance}, irreversible traces have been left by Heitor Villa-Lobos, lannis 
Xenakis, Rodion Shchedrin, Henryk Gorecki, Helmut Lachenmann, and others. 
Examination of new recordings of some of the world's prestigious ensembles 
likely to perform works by emerging (not only confirmed) composers such as the 
Janacek Philharmonic Orchestra (Charles Roland Berry, lsidora Zebeljan) , the 
Montreal Symphony Orchestra (Unsuk Chin), and the Kronos Quartet 
(Aieksandra Vrebalov) would provide the leads to updating the NAWMwith some 
of the most recent events and works for future editions. 
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Recommendations for Future Research about the NAWM 
( 1) Commentaries 
Due to the number of compositions multiplied by the number of editions, 
commentaries comprise a large separate topic for future examinations of the 
NAWM. Through individual analysis and comparison of commentaries, further 
research could identify the strengths and flaws in the historical and analytical 
content of each commentary as well as inconsistencies in their organization. It 
could also suggest a more uniform approach to the structure of the 
commentaries, whereas a brief introduction about each composer for their first 
piece in the edition would lessen the NAWMs dependence on the HWM. 
The segments of commentaries concerning analyses of the works require 
particular scrutiny and could become a topic of an independent study. Some of 
the existing harmonic and formal analyses across all NAWM editions (including 
the latest 6th edition) tend to be more descriptive than necessary, and are not 
always to the point in revealing the elements of a technique or form. A new 
research could indicate analytical shortcomings and demonstrate other possible 
solutions for structural interpretation of the compositions in the NA WM repertory. 
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(2) Other Possibilities for Analysis of NA WM Content 
In addition to the types of analytical examinations presented in this 
study, the further inquiries about NAWM content could be classified according to 
the: (a) century in which included works were composed; (b) vocal, vocal-
instrumental, and instrumental medium; (c) opera, oratorio, cantata, passion, 
symphonic, chamber, and solo genres; and (d) specific musical form (e.g., 
sonata form, rondo, fugue, or variations). Analyses of multiple combinations of 
genres and forms and their crossovers (e.g., symphonic poem) would yield 
percentages of certain genres and forms represented. 
These categories of data would provide a supplemental cross-section of 
NAWM content which would, together with this study, contribute to a more 
complete understanding of the Anthology. Moreover, if NAWM continues to 
embrace the works of Western music other than art music, the analysis of the 
era, medium, genre, and form affiliation would demonstrate what musical forms 
were most representative of each particular epoch. 
(3) Compatibility with Other Textbooks 
While HWM is reputedly used as a textbook for the NAWM, survey courses 
may use other smaller period or more compact history textbooks. New research 
would establish the level of compatibility between the NA WM and other music 
history textbooks currently in use in the United States and abroad. 
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(4) NAWM in World-Wide Use 
The evident presence of the NAWM in university libraries worldwide 
suggests that this textbook is being used in many other countries. Based on the 
library listings, additional research may determine which countries and tertiary 
institutions have been using NAWM and for how long. These findings would also 
establish the extent to which the NAWM core repertory has been conveyed 
globally. 
Implications of the Present Study for Future Research 
and for the NAWM 
The current study envelops what was observed as the principal 
characteristics of the Norton Anthology of Western Music, from a glimpse of an 
idea expressed at the Yale Seminar to the entrusted textbook now published in 
six editions. The study follows the philosophical beliefs of the series founder 
through the events subsequent to the Yale Seminar, and beliefs of both editors 
implied in their respective works in the fields of musicology and music history 
pedagogy. It also locates the NAWMwithin the family of related textbooks the 
Anthology replaced, was paired with, or inspired. The study further establishes 
the original profile of the NAWM 1st edition, to which all the subsequent editions 
are compared as a template. The comparative analysis of all editions rendered a 
micro-history of the Anthology and its changing content, as well as the ongoing 
content that defines a core repertory, and implications of such contents for 
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teaching music history. Recommendations are given for further research and for 
the future NAWM editions. The possible implications of this research relate to 
recommendations for both future research and the future of NA WM. 
The present study, the first systematic analysis of the NAWM, could lead 
to inquiry of two types. First, future research about the NA WM could be based on 
the issues that this study did not examine (as proposed in recommendations). 
Second, the particular findings recorded here could be re-examined and built 
upon. 
Among the findings reported in this study, the inclusion and representation 
of women composers could fi.nd the most support in musicological, gender, and 
interdisciplinary literature. Five of the eleven women composers and musicians 
represented in the NAWM lived in the twentieth century, four of them are 
American, and the youngest among the five (Zwillich) was born in 1939 (the 
youngest male composer, Bright Sheng, was born in 1955). This leads to an 
impression that no women composers of certain generations, particularly outside 
the United States, made significant contribution to the body of contemporary art 
music. The position of women composers in NAWM can be further explored from 
the platform of this study. 
The issues of geographical representation and style diversification are 
critical for the future use and even existence of the NAWM. New generations of 
students and teachers, not only in the United States, but from throughout much 
of the world, will gauge their dependence on the Anthology not only by 
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systematic representation of the works of Western canon, but also by those 
works they can relate to at their age and in their own culture. In that sense, 
comparative studies about what works not present in the NA WM teachers from 
other countries (that use NA WM) include in their teaching would provide a 
measure of global relevance for the NAWM. For example, do music history 
professors in Japan, the Republic of South Africa, or the United Arab Emirates 
supplement NAWM with more popular music and more contemporary music 
written in the Western idiom? This type of study would also provide insights into 
the actual perception of Western music today in geographically and culturally 
non-Western locations. 
Related to implications and recommendations for subsequent editions and 
further research are the implications of this study for NA WMs future content. 
Responding to the challenges of twenty-first century globalization in such aspects 
as diversity in composer representation, breadth in canonic interpretation, and 
adequacy of presentation of contemporary events will be vital for NAWMs 
continuance. 
In its thirty years the NA WM went through six editions, two editors, five 
published reviews, and a series of changes. All of the small and large steps in 
the cumulative transformation fortified its content and value as a teaching tool. 
The appearance of the NA WM ( 1980) instigated the creation of an entire Norton 
network. Preceded only by HWM (1960) and Norton Scores (1973), the 
Anthology was subsequently surrounded by NRAWM (1988}, Study and 
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Listening Guide for HWM and NAWM (1996), Concise HWM, Concise NRAWM, 
and Study and Listening Guide for CHWM and NAWM (1998). Along with the 
continuously renewing editions, the fact that the NAWM triggered production of 
related textbooks and auxiliary teaching tools serves as evidence of its influential 
place in American music history pedagogy. 
The Anthology earned its place by emulating the long-established order of 
the most significant composers and works of the Western European musical 
traditions. By 1980, when the 1st edition came out, the Western canon had 
already been challenged by emerging calls in interdisciplinary studies, feminism, 
the seeping of popular music into academia, and post-colonial de-
marginalization. At the time of its appearance, the NAWM was in asynchrony with 
some thinking and events in the humanities and arts, and in society. By its 
underlying philosophy of obtaining knowledge through listening, where the 
gained knowledge, regardless of enjoinment, is valuable in itself; by celebrating 
the intrinsic values of canonized works; by strictly defining stylistic attributes of 
music works and circumscribing periods; and by the goal of reaching an 
understanding of a musical work as the final product (deemphasizing 
performance), Palisca's NAWM reflects some of the tenets of music aesthetic 
education. These tenets reflected personal beliefs of the author, who had come 
of age during times marked by a quest for ways to label and systematize large 
bodies of knowledge. The lack of compromise, in that sense, was a way to 
contain the vastness of information, of controlling the materials, as historians 
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sometimes strive to do, as well as to preserve what he saw as the 'canon.' 
The continuous presence and use of the NA WM in higher music 
education, the network of other: textbooks it spawned, and the issues it shares 
with musicology and music history pedagogy, weave Norton Anthology of 
Western Music into the fabric of American music education. To keep its place as 
a leading textbook in the postmodern global environment, NA WM needs to 
preserve its integrity by retaining its standards and the core repertory. The 
standards pertain to continuous representation of all the periods, styles, genres, 
forms, and regions with the most representative composers and compositions. 
Much like NAWMs core repertoire was changed from edition to edition by 
omission of some works and the addition of others, undoubtedly it will continue to 
be modified in the future. It is also likely that its editors will strive to retain certain 
works that will secure the coherence of Anthology's own history. At the same 
time, following trends set in motion by Burkholder, the Anthology needs to 




Volume I All-edition Composers: with One, More than One, and without an All-
edition Work 
Jacob Arcadelt 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
Jacopo da Bologna 
















Adam de Ia Halle 
George Frideric Handel 
Heinrich Isaac 
Josquin (des Prez) 
Francesco Landini 
Orlando di Lasso 
Jean-Baptiste Lully 
Guillaume de Machaut 
Claudio Monteverdi 
Johannes Ockeghem 
Giovanni da Palestrina 
Perotin 
Jacopo Perri 
Office of Second Vespers 
Organum: Alleluia Justus ut palma 
Ave Virgo Virginum 
Durch Adams Fall, BWV 637 
Praeludium et Fuga, BWV 543 
Victimae paschali laudes 
Pavana Lachrymae 
lo non compro piu speranza 
Jephte (Historia) 
Orontea 
Trio sonata, op. 3, no. 2 
Vingt-cinquieme ordre 
Flow, my tears 
Quam pulchra est 
Resvellies vous et faites chiere lye 
'lo parto' e no piu dissi 
0 quam tu pulchra es 
Jeu de Robin et de Marion 
Giulio Cesare 
lnnsbruck, ich muss dich lassen Lied 
Non avra rna' pieta 
Arm ide 
Mass: Agnus Dei 
Cruda Amarilli 
Orfeo 
L'lncoronazione di Poppea 
Pope Marcellus Mass 
L' Euridice 
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Appendix 1.A. continued ...... .... .. ... .... ... .. .... .............. ....................... ... ......... ....... ..... . 




Cipriano de Rare 
Alessandro Scarlatti 
Heinrich Schutz 
Claudin de Sermisy 
Bernart de Ventadorn 




Hippolyte et Aricie 
Can vei Ia lauzeta mover 
Volume II All-edition Composers with One or More All-edition Compositions, and 
without an All-edition Work 
Carl P. E. Bach Sonata in A-major, H. 186 
Johann C. Bach Concerto for Harpsichord and strings, Op.7, no.5 
Bela Bartok Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta 
Ludwig van Beethoven String Quartet in c#-minor, op. 131 
Symphony no. 3 in Eb-maior, op. 55 




Aaron Copland Appalachian Spring 
George Crumb 
Claude Debussy Trois Noctrunes: Nuages 
John Gay The Beggar's Opera 
Christoph W. Gluck Orfeo ed Euridice 
Franz Joseph Haydn 
Charles lves 
Franz Liszt 
Gustav Mahler Kindertotenlieder, no.1 
Felix Mendelssohn 
Olivier Messiaen 




Appendix 1.8. continued ......................................................................................... . 
Volume II All-edition Composers with One or More All-edition Compositions, and 
without an All-edition Work 
Giovanni B. Pergolesi 
Gioacchino Rossini II Barbiere di Siviglia 
Giovanni B. Sammartini Symphony in F-major, no. 32 
Domenico Scarlatti Sonata in D-major, K. 119 
Arnold Schoenberg Pierrot Lunaire 
Alexander Scriabin Vers Ia Flamme, Poeme pour piano, op. 72 
Franz Schubert 
Robert Schumann 
Johann A. Wenzel Stamitz Sinfonia a 8, Eb-major 
Richard Strauss Don Quixote op. 3S 
Igor Stravinsky Le Sacre du Printemps 
Giuseppe Verdi 
Richard Wagner Tristan und Isolde 
Carl Maria von Weber Der Freischotz 
Anton Webern Symphonie, op. 21 
Appendix 2.A. Volume I All-edition Composers and S-edition Compositions 
Jacopo da Bologna 
Dietrich Buxtehude 
Guillaume Du Fay 
Girolamo Frescobaldi 




Claudin de Sermisy 
Fenice Fu 
Praeludium BUXWV 141 
Conditor alme siderum 
Se Ia face ay pale 
Toccata no. 3 
Mille Regretz 
Dido and Aeneas 
Griselda 
Saul, was verfolgst du mich 
Tant que vivray en age florissant 
Appendix 2.B Volume II All-edition Composers and S-edition Compositions 
Hector Berlioz Symphonie fantastique 
George Crumb Black Angels 
Giovanni Battista Pergolesi La Serva padrona 
Appendix 3.A. Volume I All-edition Composers and 4-edition Compositions 
JohannS. Bach Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland 
Mass in b-minor 
Dietrich Buxtehude Danket dem Herrn 
William Byrd Sing joyfully unto God 
George F. Handel Saul 
Guillaume de Machaut Rose, liz, printemps, verdure 
Perotin Sederunt 
Henry Purcell The Fairy Queen 
Antonio Vivaldi Concerto Grosso, op. 3, no. 2 
Concerto for Violin, op. 9, no 2 
Thomas Weelkes 0 Care, thou wilt dispatch me 
Appendix 3.B. Volume II All-edition Composers and 4-edition Compositions 
Ludwig van Beethoven Piano Sonata in c-minor op. 13 
Johannes Brahms Piano Quintet in f-minor, op. 34 
Fryderyk Chopin Nocturne in Eb-major, op.9 no.2 
Franz Joseph Haydn Symphony no. 92 
Modest Mussorgsky Sans Soleil 
Arnold Schoenberg Variationen op. 31 
Franz Schubert Gretchen am Spinnrade 
Winterreise, Der Lindenbaum 
Robert Schumann Dichterliebe 
Appendix 4. A. Volume I 5-edition Composers and 5-edition Compositions 
Pierre Attaingnant 
Beatriz de Diaz 
Claude le Jeune 
Epitaph of Seikilos 
Quem quaeritis in preasepe 
Danseries a 4 Parties 
Canso: A chantar m'er 
Revecy venir du printans 
Appendix 4.B. Volume II 5-edition Composers and 5-edition Compositions 
Vincenzo Bellini Norma 




Appendix 5.A. Volume I 4-edition Composers and 4-edition Compositions 
Mass for Christmas Day 
lstampita Palamento 
Alleluia Pasha nostrum 
Salve, sancta parens 
Hildegard von Bingen Ordo Virtutum: In principia omnes 
Euripides Orestes, Stasimon chorus 
Ennemond Gaultier La Paste, QiQue 
Giovanni Legrenzi La Raspona, Trio sonata 
Luca Marenzio Solo e pensoso, madrigal 
Hans Sachs Nachdem David war redlich 
Barbara Strozzi Lagrime mie 
Lodovico Grossi da Viadana 0 Domine Jesu Christe 
Tom as Luis de Victoria 0 Magnum Mvsterium 
Adrian Willaert Aspro core e selvaQQio 
Appendix 5. B. Volume II 4-edition Composers and 4-edition Compositions 
Milton Babbitt Philomel 
Anton Bruckner VirQa jesse (motet) 
Muzio Clementi Sonata in Q-minor, op. 34, no. 2 
Gabriel Faure La bonne chanson 
John Field Nocturne in A-major, no.8 
Sofia Gubaidulina Rejoice! 
Maurice Ravel Le Tom beau de Couperin 
Ruth Crawford Seeger 
Clara Schumann 
William Grant Still Afro-American Symphony 
Hugo Wolf Kennst du das Land 
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